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Chapter 1: Pathfinder Shadowcaster
"What use is the light that casts not a shadow?"
Zephyr Gainsburg, Shadowcaster and Magister of Amn

Hit Die: d6
Level

B.A.B.

Fort

Ref

Will

Special

1

+0

+2

+0

+2

Apprentice Mysteries, Fundamentals of Shadow (At Will)

2

+1

+3

+0

+3

Bonus Feats; see text

3

+1

+3

+1

+3

Umbral Sight (Dark vision 30’)

4

+2

+4

+1

+4

Bonus Fundamental, Shadow over Body

5

+2

+4

+1

+4

Path Mastery (Apprentice)

6

+3

+5

+2

+5

Sustaining Shadow (no need to eat)

7

+3

+5

+2

+5

Apprentice Mysteries (Spell-Like), Initiate Mysteries

8

+4

+6

+2

+6

Discreet Casting, Bonus Fundamental

9

+4

+6

+3

+6

Fundamentals of Shadow (Extraordinary)

10

+5

+7

+3

+7

Sustaining Shadow (no need to sleep)

11

+5

+7

+3

+7

Umbral Sight (See in Darkness 60’), Path Mastery (Initiate)

12

+6/+1

+8

+4

+8

Bonus Fundamental

13

+6/+1

+8

+4

+8

Apprentice Mysteries (Supernatural), Initiate Mysteries (Spell-Like),
Master Mysteries

14

+7/+2

+9

+4

+9

Fundamentals of Shadow (Mastery)

15

+7/+2

+9

+5

+9

Sustaining Shadow (Immune to poison / disease)

16

+8/+3

+10

+5

+10

Fundamental Overcast

17

+8/+3

+10

+5

+10

Path Mastery (Master)

18

+9/+4

+11

+6

+11

Sustaining Shadow (No need to breathe)

19

+9/+4

+11

+6

+11

Umbral Sight (See in Darkness perfectly)

20

+10/+5

+12

+6

+12

Sustaining Shadow (Perfect Shadow)

Class Skills:
The Shadowcaster's class skills (and the key ability for each skill) are Appraise (Int), Craft (any) (Int), Stealth (Dex), Intimidate
(Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), Perception (Wis), Profession (any) (Wis), Spell craft (Int), Use
Magic Device (Cha)
Skill Points at Each Level: 2 + Int modifier.

Class Features:
All of the following are class features of the
Shadowcaster class.
Weapon and Armour Proficiency:
The Shadowcaster is proficient with all simple
weapons. He is not proficient with any type of
armour or shield. Armour of any type interferes with
your gestures, which can cause your mysteries to fail
when they function as spells.

Fundamentals of Shadow (Su or Ex):
As a Shadowcaster, you must master certain basic
powers before proceeding to deeper secrets of
shadow. These powers, known as fundamentals,
function as supernatural abilities, usable at will. You
begin play with 3 fundamentals and gain an
additional fundamental at 4th level and every 4
additional levels beyond 4th. The save DC of any
fundamental is 10 + ½ Caster level + Charisma
modifier.

At 9th level you store a tiny portion of the Plane
of Shadow in a dark corner of your mind. Whenever
magical forces are absent, you call forth that
portion's power, in order to use your powers
unhindered. You can use a fundamental as an
extraordinary ability but doing so takes a full round
action and no Meta shadow feats can be used in
conjunction with that fundamental.
At 14th level you achieve complete mastery over
the basics of Shadow Magic. Whenever you cast a
fundamental and modify it with one or more
Metashadow feats, no daily use of this Metashadow
feats is expended, nor does its casting time
increase. You can now use Metashadow feats on
fundamentals used as extraordinary abilities and
such fundamentals are cast at their normal casting
time. In order to apply a Metashadow feat to a
fundamental, however, it must still have a remaining
use.
Finally at 16th level you gain knowledge of all
fundamentals.
Mysteries and Paths:
You invoke mystical secrets called mysteries. You
gain 1 mystery at 1st level and every odd numbered
level and 2 mysteries at 2nd level and every even
class level. Up to 6th level you can learn only
apprentice mysteries. At 7th level, you gain access
to initiate mysteries and at 13th level you gain
access to master mysteries. You can choose your
new mystery from any category you have access to
(including fundamentals).
Shadow Magic progresses in very specific
stages. You may not “jump ahead” in a path,
although you do not need to complete a path if you
do not wish to. Within a category (apprentice,
initiate, master), you can only learn mysteries of a
new level if you have learned at least 3 mysteries of
a previous level (it doesn't matter whether they are 3
different mysteries or 1 mystery selected 3 times,
see below), and you must know all previous
mysteries within a path to select a mystery from that
path. However you can always select the first
mystery in a path of a category you have access to,
even if you didn't complete the lower category paths.
When you are capable of casting only
apprentice mysteries, you cast them as though they
were arcane spells. They do not require verbal or
material components or foci, but follow all the
normal rules for arcane spells. Observers can make
a DC 15 Perception check to note that your shadow
is making different gestures from the ones you
make when you cast the mystery. At 7th level your
apprentice mysteries function as spell-like abilities.
Your new initiate mysteries function as arcane spells
and follow the rules above. Finally at 13th level your
apprentice mysteries function as supernatural
abilities, your initiate mysteries function as spell-like
abilities and your new master mysteries function as
arcane spells and follow the rules above.
You can learn a mystery more than once. Each

time you relearn a mystery you gain another set of
uses of that mystery per day. If you learn all the
mysteries of a path twice, you gain an extra use of
each mystery on that path, as well as the Path
Focus feat for that path. If you learn them thrice, you
gain 1 more use of each mystery on that path,
stacking with the previous bonus, and the Greater
Path Focus feat for that path. These are passive,
extraordinary effects.
You can use each mystery you know once per
day if it is cast as an arcane spell, twice per day if
cast as a spell-like ability or thrice per day if cast as
a supernatural ability. You must rest for 8 hours and
meditate for 15 minutes each day to regain your use
of mysteries.
In order to cast a mystery, you must have an
Intelligence score of at least 10 + the mystery's
level. The save DC for your mysteries equals 10 +
mystery level + your Charisma modifier for mysteries
cast as arcane spells and spell-like abilities and 10
+ ½ Caster level + Charisma modifier for mysteries
cast as supernatural abilities.
Your levels in this class count for the purpose of
determining your overall caster level.
Discreet Casting (Su):
At 2nd level your obfuscation skills have altered the
subtle movements of your shadow. The perception
check to note that your shadow is making different
gestures from the ones you make when you cast a
mystery as an arcane spell rises to DC 18 + your
ranks in your Stealth skill if you so choose.
In addition you may add your ranks in your
Stealth skill in the DC of any perception check
needed by any visible effects in a target’s shadow
caused by a mystery.
Bonus Feats:
Beginning at 2nd level you gain bonus feats equal to
1/3 the total number of paths that you have access
to. Fundamentals do not apply for the purpose of
bonus feats. You must meet the prerequisite (if any)
in order to select a feat as a bonus feat.
The list of feats you can select includes
Favoured Mystery, Greater Path Focus, Greater
Sustaining Shadow, Greater Umbral Sight, Nocturnal
Caster, Path Focus, Shadow Vision, and any
Metashadow feat.
Umbral Sight (Su):
When you reach 3rd level, your vision extends slightly
into the Plane of Shadow. You gain dark vision out to
30’ that stacks with any existing dark vision.
At 11th level you become able to see in any
darkness even that created by magical means, out
to 60’ stacking with any similar ability.
Finally at 19th level you can see in darkness out
to the radius of your Umbral Sight as easy as in
bright light, even discerning colours.
The range of your Umbral Sight ability becomes
equal to the range of your darkvision.

Shadow over Body:
You gain either 2 bonus hit points or a +2 bonus to
stealth and perception for every Metashadow feat
you have selected or will select in the future. These
bonuses stack and you choose which bonus to gain
individually for each feat. Once selected these
bonuses cannot change.
Sustaining Shadow (Ex):
Beginning at 6th level, your bond to the Plane of
Shadows allows you to absorb dark energies,
mitigating certain biological needs. You don't need
to eat or drink to maintain health.
At 10th level you don't need to sleep, and are
immune to non-magical sleep effects. You also need
only sleep 2 hours per day to gain the benefit of 8
hours of sleep. This allows you to regain your use of
mysteries after only 2 hours of rest, but this does
not allow you to regain your use of mysteries more
than once per day.
At 15th level you gain immunity to non-magical
diseases and poisons.
At 18th level you don't need to breathe.
At 20th level you become a Native Outsider
rather than your previous creature type, and you
also stop ageing altogether and have no maximum
age.
You also no longer takes ability score penalties
for aging. Any penalties you may have already
incurred, however, remain in place. Bonuses still
accrue as normal.
Furthermore you become immune to all poison
and diseases, magical aging effects, as well as
sleep effects, even magical and supernatural ones.
Finally you can change your active path
masteries at will, with only 5 minutes of
concentration.

Path Mastery (Su or Ex):
Beginning at 5th level you gain a special ability for
each completed path. The ability you gain depends
on the completed path. If you ever unlearn a mystery
from a previously completed path you also lose its
associated power.
No matter the number of paths you possess,
you can only have active a limited number of Path
Mastery abilities of the corresponding grade.
However should a Path Mastery ability grant an
extraordinary ability, you do not need to activate it
beforehand to gain its benefit. However you need to
activate it to gain any other supernatural abilities it
might grant, and if you somehow uncompleted a
path, you also lose the matching extraordinary
ability.
At 5th level you can have only one Apprentice
Path Mastery ability active. At 11th level and every 6
levels thereafter you can activate an additional
Apprentice Path Mastery ability.
At 11th level in addition to any Apprentice Path
Mastery abilities, you can have one Initiate Path
Mastery ability active. At 17th level and every 6 levels
thereafter you can activate an additional Initiate
Path Mastery ability.
At 17th level in addition to any Apprentice and
Initiate Path Mastery abilities, you can have one
Master Path Mastery ability active. At 23rd level and
every 6 levels thereafter you can activate an
additional Master Path Mastery ability.
You can change your activated Path Mastery
abilities whenever you reclaim your mysteries, until
you reach 20th level where you can change them at
will with a 5 minute concentration.
The available Path Mastery Abilities (and their
grade in parentheses) are listed in the mystery
descriptions.

Chapter 2: Lore
Faerun
“Behind the fire, between the worlds, in all
the empty spaces, at the end of all things, we
are there. Matter, light, life – these things are
fleeting. Shadow, only shadow is eternal”

Shadowcasters in Faerun are continuously leaving
their mark in the world. From the arrogant, scheming
and hidden Shadow weave users in Halruaa, to the
mighty and wondrous empire of Shade, they
manipulate their environment to their liking. But
their deeds are rarely recognized or even
acknowledged, not only because they revere secrecy
to a paranoid level (well at least most of them), but
also because even experienced sages would
confuse them with arcanists of other professions

(such as wizards or sorcerers, but many the fool
have befuddled them with warlocks due to their
almost natural command of magic and their dark
presence). Of course such paltry distinctions do not
matter to them, for they will be the greatest mages,
commanding the purest element of all (or so they
believe).
At first glance it is strange that there exist such
a number of Shadowcasters. Of course we are not
talking about races that adopt mystery casting
naturally, such as cloackers and shadow dragons,
but for races such as drow (who are expected by
their society to be arcanists or clerics), and gnomes
(who likewise prefer a more accessible source of
magic). In fact in many crystal spheres the number
of Shadowcasters is very few and it is considered a
specialization both uncommon and heretical, for
studies of foreign planes are dangerous at best,
both for the seeker and for his environment.
In the world of Abeir-Toril however, many of the

dangers of drawing magic from planar sources are
diluted by the deific Weave (but most often the
Shadow Weave), making any form of planar magic
(such as Abyssal, Fire, or in our case Shadow Magic)
more accessible to the minds of Mortal Coil
creatures. As long as they practice their magic
beneath the sanctum of whatever Weave they
choose to embrace, they are safe from the alien
effects of their magic, without altering the potency of
their powers. This is a double edged knife though,
for without a doubt planar arcanists will depart the
Mortal Coil in order to study further and increase
their powers. As the example of Volumvax shows,
few minds can keep their sanity while wielding such
strange magic.
Most people, and certainly the vast majority of
disciples of faiths of light and truth, will swear that
the Shadowcasters are corrupted and dark
arcanists, so depraved that their great evil is
surpassed only by their utter devotion to Shar. This
couldn't be farthest from the truth, for most
Shadowcasters revere a neutral and uncaring force
(as pyromancers and many other planar adepts who
do not draw their power from the Outer Planes), and
are as irreligious as any other arcanist is. As in most
professions you can find the best and the worst,
although most Shadowcasters (as expected from a
specialist) are annoyingly arrogant and deeply
secretive. That said Shar's propaganda and the blind
zeal of the faiths of light have driven many of these
talented people on the fringes of society, where they
will form cabals or criminal guilds with likeminded
fellows or invariably turn into the faith of Shar.
Given their bad reputation and the pressure
that Shar's clergy applies to them, it is no wondering
that Shadowcasters are expert at mimicry other
professions with their special abilities. No sane
mystery caster would publicly announce his
specialization. So the solution for those inclined not
to serve a dark and cold goddess, or not to resort to
petty banditry is either to become a spy for the state
or work under the employment of an uncaring for
morals noble. Due to their natural charisma,
heightened senses and enchanted stealth they are
ideal for all those situations, thus much sought
after, especially in kingdoms where magic is either
prevalent or feared (Good examples would be Amn,
Halruaa and Aglarond). For those with more
academic pursuits, the Iron fang Keep (The
equivalent of the Tenebrous Cabal) and the
Guardians of the Weave are also open for recruit,
the former requiring a good deal of devotion, time
and secrecy and the latter a good deal of zeal and
love for magic.

Umbra Angela
The plane of shadow always was the point of
interest for many planar powers. Between being a
gateway to all the material planes and conterminous

and coexisting with all the inner planes, and being
the foundation for one of the most peculiar types of
magic, no one could ignore its strategic importance
in the multiverse. Since the beginning of time, where
the material planes were only a conflagration of
mixed and wild elements and the first concepts of
alignment were born, the plane of shadows was a
common staging ground for large scale genocidal
wars between outsiders of different alignments.
Two factions expressed the most interest for
this important plane: The angels, who represented
balance tempered by good will and the obyrith, who
represented chaos in its most undiluted and sinister
form. No other faction had achieved the military
dominance on that plane, and they slowly retreated
to focus on other, less important for those 2
factions, battlefields. The reasons for this zeal are
lost into time; however both factions were merciless
on achieving their ultimate goal.
However the plane of shadow was not easily
tamed. No matter how hard the angels tried to
consecrate the plane, it always resisted the
attempts. The obyrith had the same problem,
despite conquering many material worlds that
ended as parts of the abyss, the plane of shadow
remained defiant. Both sides decided to retreat,
since they had nothing to gain by conquering land
they couldn’t control.
They didn’t end their attempts to unearth its
secrets, though. Malchiah, one of the brightest and
most resourceful angels was sent with a host of
celestial researchers to analyze and determine the
true nature of the plane of shadows. While most of
the obyrith abandoned their plans to conquer that
plane, one of their own, having lost his domain to
Mishka the Prince of Demons, found that the plane
of shadows hosted many planar breaches to the
negative energy plane, an environment that he was
accustomed to. His name was Tenebrous and he
had both an affinity for undead and a lust for
knowledge.
As if reviving the old wars, Malchiah and
Tenebrous came often in conflict. The war came into
a stalemate, until the abyssal reign of the obyrith fell
and Tenebrous was both weakened and without
reinforcements. Malchiah then slew his opponent,
but found out that his essence returned back into
the abyss, and more accurately on a layer that
would later be the home of Orcus. After that war
Malchiah hadn’t encountered any significant
resistance and learned a great deal about the plane,
specifically that the plane of shadow was a place
where extreme opposites coexisted.
Darkness and light, death and life and many
other elements coexisted together. The shadow
plane was the gateway to all the inner planes, but
was mimicking and mixing all of these planes into its
own reality. As it was a thinking entity, it tried to hide
and resist attempts to unearth and understand this
reality. Or maybe it was always changing? Lastly it
wasn't influenced only by elemental forces, but by

the very thoughts and hidden desires of the
creatures of the prime material plane. It trapped
higher thoughts such as love, creativity or hate and
reshaped them to its own image.
It was a place of hidden conflicts, lost thoughts
and more important, of ultimate balance. Sentient,
intelligent yet not alive, it was a wellspring of
knowledge.
When Malchiah returned to the Upper Planes
and shared his findings with the rest of his kin, the
Neutral Good powers decided that this bastion of
balance shouldn't be left unguarded. After careful
consideration, Malchiah agreed to become the
Guardian of the plane, researching about this
strange world, collecting intelligence from its
conterminous planes and defending it from demon
activity. His decision inspired many of his kin to
follow him on his mission.
It was a grand sacrifice for Malchiah. He
forsook the Upper planes in order to attune himself
to the Plane of shadow. Afterwards he battled
endlessly with the plane's traits in order not to lose
his celestial qualities. Still he succeeded and he
guided his aides to endure this strange world. While
their loyalty and benevolence remained intact, their
bodies and powers changed considerably. They
have been accepted by shadow and now they are
like shadows. They have named themselves Umbra
angela, however a more common name would be
“Shadow Angels”.
Drawing upon the echoes of ancient
civilizations and the hidden memories of the plane,
while not forsaking their martial training, Umbra
angela had become well verse in Shadow Magic,
and blended mystery casting with their previous
skills. Those skills helped them immensely on their
skirmishes with the undead nightshades and
various other extraplanar or undead threats. They
eyed with interest the rise of the Empire of Shade,
but decided not to take action, and they had allied
with the Illumnian race, after the destruction of their
library by the Githiyanki. Many Illumnians pledge
their loyalty and become shadowcasters and martial
adepts after the tutelage of the Umbra angela, and
the angels protect the illumnian race in return.
However old grudges die hard. Tenebrous, the
old enemy of Malchiah had gained control of Orcus
and worse still, he had gained god like powers as
well as the knowledge of the Last Word invocation.
This was the darkest page of the shadow angels’
history, for their enemy was far stronger than
before. Tenebrous easily slew Malchiah but did not
stop there. He cursed many of the angels to walk
the plane of shadow as horrific undead essences.
The rest fled and hid in places where Tenebrous
wouldn't reach, watching their kin slay each other.
Tenebrous reign was thankfully short lived.
Heroes from the material plane defeated his church
and disrupted his god-killing plans. Thus the
recovery started. The curse was lifted and the
undead angels finally found rest. However many of

them, regretting what had they done in their undead
state, decided to remain to the world of the living as
deathless creatures. They won’t rest until the
damage to their kin has finally repaired. They call
themselves “Cursed Angels” in remembrance of
their sad duty.
Still recovering by their great losses and without
Malchiah, nevertheless they live on, trusting their
few Stewards of Time for leadership. Their main
objective has shifted from research to active
warfare. They observe with interest the fight
between the 13 Shadow kings and the dark
goddess Shar and take action against the mad god
Teka and his depraved followers, the croobs, galks
and geluk. But more importantly they hunt down
corrupt users of shadow magic and weed out the
faith of demon lords regardless if they are
worshiped as gods or used as vestiges.
Their future looks grim however since, after the loss
of their great leader, the Plane of shadow finally
entrenches their immortal souls making them favor
survival rather than the enforcement of benevolent
balance or the gathering of knowledge. If this
continues they will soon lose their celestial status.

Inritus Irritus Demons (Harbringers of
Nothing)
Intelligent beings have one thing in common despite
their vast differences. They look forward to better
days. Whatever they accomplish might earn them a
better future. So they can’t but help wondering what
will happen in the end? Will all the flaws of
intelligent nature perish in the eons of selfperfection? Does an ideal finally become dominant
in the end spurring (or maybe forcing) all creation to
its way of thinking? Will all problems and hesitations
be solved with advanced technology, magic and
philosophy?
These thoughts motivate most beings into
continuing to exist. Even if they wouldn’t survive to
see this perfect end, they nevertheless hope for it.
The truth would devastate most sane minds
however. They forget that all energy will be
eventually consumed and used up by the universe.
The fuel, going by any name such as magic or heat
energy, will eventually dry up, leaving nothing, not
even the concept of space or time behind. This is
where criminals of cosmic scale are sent by gods of
gods.
However even in such a place of vast
nothingness, the imprisoned beings have thoughts.
Incomprehensible and vile thoughts to be sure, but
thoughts and memories, chained in this oblivion due
to a lack of energy. These thoughts drain the
nourishing energy of newly imprisoned beings, so
they prevail.
These bodiless entities were content on simply
existing and draining the steady flow of prisoners,
sent by those supreme beings. However all changed

when the number of prisoners increased. The elder
gods, fearful of the contact of mortals with the
forgotten Vestiges, sent the dead essences of
candidate Vestiges to be utterly consumed. This
additional energy, coupled with the fresh and vivid
memories granted those beings a brief spark of
awareness.
At that moment those beings escaped their
prison of nothingness. No one knows how or why but
Shadowcasters and incarnates whisper in fear and
wonder as their source of power becomes tainted
with alien whispers and forms of pure hate. Perhaps
even there the Plane of Shadows has a connection;
having energy and housing these though-entities
where the cosmos couldn’t.
Their presence was subtle, even if they could
infest multiple timeframes and realities, the elder
gods would detect their activity and stop them at
once. However they made themselves aware to
creatures that didn’t worship gods or divinity. The
results were many and varied: the evolution of the
Ethergaunt race and the transformation of fiends
into Nightshades were their most successful
products of their influence.
Their goal stems from the fact that life is
energy. Therefore if you stop life, energy will be
conserved and the universe will not collapse on
itself. Unlike the similarly minded yugoloths, they do
not care about undeath, or even lifeless material,
nor do they move out of hatred. They firmly believe
that the elder gods that imprisoned them were
flawed, the design of the universe is flawed and they
will use the energy of its carcass to remake a better
one. However the measures they have taken are
flawed, because with their accomplishments they
can end only all mortal life.
The Inritus Irritus demons are a solution to this
problem. Born from the uncovered thoughts and
emotions of the Plane of Shadow, these parasitic
entities are very dangerous and insidious. Whenever
there are memories and dreams, those parasitic
shadows will destroy them and channel their energy
towards their ultimate goal.

beings that can access both the Weave and the
Shadow Weave.
Telamont is aware of Shar’s lies and even let
her have his eldest son as an arch priest for her
cause. While on Faerun, he learned of Mystra’s plan
of absorbing the Shadow Weave. He plans on
concentrating a huge amount of Shadow Weave
energy, presumably for Shar’s plans, then igniting it,
so Shar’s hold will waver and Shadow Weave users
all over Faerun will be weakened.
That this plan will endanger his sons is of no
concern to the autocrat prince. He has long lost his
love for his wayward children, Shar taking them for
her own purposes. He only plans to empower his
city. If his plan succeeds, the city of shade will be
reborn as a hub of magical energy, and Telamont
will be a chosen of the new Mystra, a goddess that
encompasses all forms of magic.

The Empire of Shade <general thoughts>
The Shades are perhaps the best example of what
happens when secrets remain hidden for so long. A
city with over 3000 years of magical advances,
galvanized through wars with otherworldly creatures
and united, despite the different will of Telamont’s
12 sons.
While most believe that the Empire is bent on
conquest, fearing that its vast and powerful magic
enables it to achieve this goal in various ways,
Telamont himself has long since abandoned that
view. He believes that their people aren’t fit of being
Shar’s slaves and he, through tenuous study and
the use of specialized clones, is one of the few

His plans are dangerous and suicidal, but his
true opponents are so powerful that there is not any
possible alternate action. First of all the hated
phaerimms must be eliminated. They destroyed
Netheril from the shadows and Telamont is more
than willing to return the favor. Already Prince
Aglarel secretly collects gifted creatures for special
training, so they can be unleased to hunt the low
phaerimm numbers, without fear of any
repercussion.
When the phaerimms are crushed and Mystra
is elevated as a third major power of creation,
alongside Selune and Shar, Telamont plans of
leaving Faerun with a select chosen and spread

Netheril’s influence to the stars themselves, leaving
whoever of his sons is loyal enough in charge. He
isn’t content on mere conquest, but on Netheril
being again a hub of fearful admiration and an
anchor for knowledge for those he deems worthy
enough. As he kept the city of Shade safe for
millennia, it is only natural that he is the only being
capable of bringing stability to the rest of Faerun’s
nations, whenever they like it or not.
Both his enemies and his close associates do
not suspect a thing. While the rebirth of Mystra is a
recent event, his plan is anything but. As an
outsider, he is immortal and patient and Shar’s
influence and manipulation left him completely void
of emotions.
Telamont’s sons truly believe their father’s
stance as neutral. They seem content of splitting
Faerun into 12 zones and ruling as they see fit.
However they secretly antagonize each other but
since they draw from a common pool of resources,
they cannot act against each other by conventional
means, nor can they jeopardize their plans of
conquest.
Those sons that carry Shar’s favor are
seemingly the stronger contenders, but this comes
at a price.

Drow and Elf conflicts

Shadow Magic and the Shadow Weave (The
Shadowkings influence)

Chapter 3: Player Options

NEW FEATS
Feat

Prerequisites

Benefit

Dark Fog

Access to a 5th level mystery.

Summon misty shadows at will.

Dark Magic
Ascendant

Shadowcaster level 31th.

Your Master mysteries become Supernatural
abilities.

Dark Magic
Master

Shadowcaster level 25th.

Your Initiate mysteries become Supernatural
abilities.

Dark Magic
Scholar

Shadowcaster level 19th.

Your Master mysteries become Spell Like
abilities.

Devour Magic

Access to a 3rd level mystery.

Heal yourself from enemy spells at will.

Ebon Bindings

Access to a 7th level mystery.

Immobilize a creature at will.

Embrace of the
Spider

Drow, Level 7th

Gain spider related benefits.

Epic Destiny

21st level, any other requirements listed in the epic destiny's
description.

Gain epic destiny abilities in exchange for
feats.

Extra Apprentice
Path Mastery

Path Mastery class ability, Shadowcaster level 6th

Activate an additional apprentice path mastery
when you recover your mysteries.

Extra Initiate Path
Mastery

Path Mastery class ability, Extra Apprentice Path Mastery,
Shadowcaster level 12th

Activate an additional initiate path mastery
when you recover your mysteries.

Extra Master Path
Mastery

Path Mastery class ability, Extra Initiate Path Mastery,
Shadowcaster level 18th

Activate an additional master path mastery
when you recover your mysteries.

Evil Feed

Must be of good alignment, access to a 4th level mystery
with the [Good] descriptor, any [Exalted] feat.

Negate and benefit from abilities originating
from a vile nature.

Favored in Guild
Tenebrous Cabal affiliation score 15 or greater.
(Tenebrous Cabal)

You may use sanctioned planar travel.

Forlorn Knight

Levels in shadowcaster and paladin stack for
various class features.

Fundamentals of shadow, smite evil 1/day, Shadowcaster
level 1st, paladin level 1st.

Greater Sustaining Sustaining Shadow (no need to sleep)
Shadow

Benefit from healing magic, limited
regeneration ability.

Greater Umbral
Sight

Umbral Sight (See in Darkness 60’).

Your Umbral Sight radius increases by 60’.

Magic from the
Void of Shadows

Shadowcaster level 37th.

Your mysteries become Extraordinary abilities.

Master of
Darkness

Ability to cast any mystery with the darkness descriptor of
3rd level or higher.

Your spells darken their surroundings more
effectively.

Mind Flay

Access to a 7th level mystery.

Gain a damaging touch that heals you at will.

Redeemer of
Shadow

Sin Eater (Wrath)

You can damage the owners of clones and
simulacra.

Revenge of the
Wretched

Drider, Channel energy.

Improve channel energy damage.

Revitalizing
Shadow

Greater Sustaining Shadow.

Recover your mysteries and your health faster.

Seething
Retribution

Access to a 6th level mystery.

Retaliate with a mystery against critical hits.

Shadow
Empowerment

Greater shadow evocation or greater shadow conjuration
mystery, Black candle fundamental.

Your [shadow] and [darkness] mysteries
become stronger.

Soldier of
Darkness

Access to a 9th level mystery.

Summon enchanted arms and armor.

Terror of the
Nether Lords

Access to a 7th level mystery.

Gain a fear aura at will.

Umbral Swordsage Fundamentals of shadow, quick to act +1, Shadowcaster level Levels in Shadowcaster and swordsage stack
1st, swordsage level 1st.
for various class features.
Venomous Magic

Ability Focus (Poison), Poison as an extraordinary or
supernatural ability, innate spellcasting or spell-like abilities.

Add poison to your damaging spells.

Versatile
Shadowcaster

Ability to cast mysteries.

You can use two mysteries of the same level to
cast a mystery that is one level higher.

Weave Sense

Access to a 2nd level mystery.

Determine creature’s spellcasting ability.

Dark Fog [Dark Store]
Smokes and darkness serve you as cover.
Prerequisites: access to a 5th level mystery.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Dark
Fog on any given day, you must surrender the use of
any 5th level mystery while recovering your mysteries
for that day.
You can use darkness at will at close range as a
supernatural ability. Squares affected are also
affected with a fog cloud effect. These 2 effects last
for 1 minute.

food.
Prerequisites: access to a 3rd level mystery.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Devour
Magic on any given day, you must surrender the use
of any 3rd level mystery while recovering your
mysteries for that day.
You may, as a swift action, heal your wounds.
The number of hit points healed equals the sum
of the spell level of all the mysteries and spells cast
from the start of your last round that originated from
or affected a point in a close range from you.

Dark Magic Ascendant [Epic]
There is but a few secrets eluding your grasp.
Prerequisites: Dark Magic Master,
Shadowcaster level 31th.
Benefit: Your Master mysteries become
Supernatural abilities, gaining extra uses per day
and following all the normal rules for supernatural
abilities.
Note: This feat can be taken as a bonus
Shadowcaster feat.

Ebon Bindings [Dark Store]
You make sure that none will escape your clutch.
Prerequisites: access to a 7th level mystery.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Ebon
Bindings on any given day, you must surrender the
use of any 7th level mystery while recovering your
mysteries for that day.
As a standard action make a touch attack against a
target.
That creature is treated as being affected by a
dimensional anchor spell and must succeed on a
reflex save or become immobilized. Both effects last
for 1 minute.

Dark Magic Master [Epic]
Your revelations over the powers of shadows grant
you terrifying abilities.
Prerequisites: Dark Magic Scholar,
Shadowcaster level 25th.
Benefit: Your Initiate mysteries become
Supernatural abilities, gaining extra uses per day
and following all the normal rules for supernatural
abilities.
Note: This feat can be taken as a bonus
Shadowcaster feat.
Dark Magic Scholar
You continue to unravel the hidden secrets of the
shadows.
Prerequisites: Shadowcaster level 19th.
Benefit: Your Master mysteries become Spell
Like abilities, gaining extra uses per day and
following all the normal rules for spell like abilities.
Note: This feat can be taken as a bonus
Shadowcaster feat.
Devour Magic [Dark Store]
For most sentient beings magic is a force to be
feared or worshipped. For you it is merely a tasty

Embrace of the Spider
You unlock more powers, granted by your racial
association with spider kind
Prerequisite: Drow, Level 7th
Benefits: You can use acid splash at will, detect
poison a number of times equal to your
Level / 3 and pass without trace a number of times
equal to your level / 6.
In addition you can affect spiders of any kind
with mind affecting effects as if they had an
intelligence score of 1.
Epic Destiny [Epic]
You have a destiny beyond that of other
adventurers.
Prerequisite: 21st level, any other requirements
listed in the epic destiny's description.
Benefit: Choose an epic destiny. You gain that epic
destiny's benefits at 21st, 24th, 27th, and 30th level.
When you have this feat, you do not gain additional
feats at 24th, 27th, or 30th level.
Note: This feat was originally printed in Dragon

Magazine #363
Extra Apprentice Path Mastery
Mastery of shadows need not be restrictive for the
inquiring minds.
Prerequisite: Path Mastery class ability,
Shadowcaster level 6th
Benefits: You can activate an additional
Apprentice Path Mastery ability.
Extra Initiate Path Mastery
You expand the latent power granted by your
studies.
Prerequisite: Path Mastery class ability, Extra
Apprentice Path Mastery, Shadowcaster level 12th
Benefits: You can activate an additional Initiate
Path Mastery ability.
Extra Master Path Mastery
Others are simply amazed by the powers you tap.
You are similarly amazed at the endless potential of
darkness.
Prerequisite: Path Mastery class ability, Extra
Initiate Path Mastery, Shadowcaster level 18th
Benefits: You can activate an additional Master
Path Mastery ability.
Evil Feed [Dark Store]
Unlocking the knowledge of countless celestials you
infuse your body and mind with potent defenses
against evil magic. Not only you nullify their effects,
you transform them into helpful effects via the use
of shadow magic.
Prerequisites: Must be of good alignment,
access to a 4th level mystery with the [Good]
Descriptor, any [Exalted] feat.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Evil
Feed on any given day, you must surrender a single
use of any 4th level mystery with the [Good]
descriptor while recovering your mysteries for that
day.
At will as an immediate action you may ward
yourself against an attack, spell, spell like ability or
supernatural ability.
You are healed instead of damaged by vile
damage caused by the action (a damage type that
appears in Book of Vile Darkness).
In addition if the action originated by a spell
with the evil descriptor, or by a creature with an evil
aura and you suffered hit point or ability damage or
ability drain by that action, then your attacker
suffers the same amount of damage or drain.
Favored in Guild (Tenebrous Cabal)
You become a crucial high ranking member of the
Tenebrous Cabal
Prerequisites: Tenebrous Cabal affiliation score
15 or greater
Benefit: Once per day you can use Shadow walk
or Plane Shift to any plane Conterminous with the

Plane of Shadows. You must use a special token
granted by the organization and if the token is lost
the benefits of this feat are also lost unless you
spend 2.000 GP and 1 week time to acquire a new
one. You can only affect yourself and anybody
bearing this special token with the aforementioned
spells.
In addition you gain a bonus to diplomacy
checks equal to 1/3 your affiliations score when
dealing with members of your affiliation.
Forlorn Knight [Multiclass]
Your devotion to your deity is beyond morality and
transcends the barriers of the divine. By training in
shadow magic, most sinners are not prepared
against; you possess many tools to fight evil and
depravity.
Prerequisites: Fundamentals of shadow, smite
evil 1/day, Shadowcaster level 1st, paladin level 1st.
Benefit: Levels in Shadowcaster and paladin
stack for the purposes of determining the bonuses
and daily uses of smite evil and for the acquisition
and progression of the divine link class feature, as
well as for the caster level of any paladin spells or
Shadowcaster mysteries you cast.
Your paladin spells become spell like abilities.
At 13th level they become supernatural abilities. You
can apply any metashadow feats to them as though
they were mysteries.
You may expend a daily smite attempt as a free
action once per round to regain a daily use of a
mystery of one grade lower that you can cast.
Finally you may multiclass freely between the
paladin and Shadowcaster classes as long as you
adhere to the paladin’s code of conduct.
Greater Sustaining Shadow
From now on your shadow, not your body, supports
your life.
Prerequisites: Sustaining Shadow (no need to
sleep)
Benefit: If you lose a limb or body part, the lost
portion regrows in 10 minutes. You can reattach the
severed member instantly by holding it to the stump.
The dismembered limb withers away into dust after
10 minutes and no hit points are recovered during
this process.
In addition when you would be healed by any
effect an amount of hit point or ability damage,
multiply the amount by 1,5 (rounded down).
Note: This feat can be taken as a bonus
Shadowcaster feat.
Greater Umbral Sight
Nothing can hide in the dark and escape your gaze.
Prerequisites: Umbral Sight (See in Darkness
60’).
Benefit: Your Umbral Sight radius increases by
60’.
Special: You can take this feat multiple times.
Its effects stack.

Note: This feat can be taken as a bonus
Shadowcaster feat.
Magic from the Void of Shadows [Epic]
Your alien magic ascends to the final level. As the
darkness, you skew the world around you as easy as
a thought, and manipulate the shadows of those
around you as they were nothing. You laugh as the
weak material forces fail to match your eternal
power.
Prerequisites: Dark Magic Ascendant,
Shadowcaster level 37th
Benefit: You may choose to cast a mystery as an
extraordinary ability, following all the normal rules
for extraordinary abilities.
This ability is usable at will.
Note: This feat can be taken as a bonus
Shadowcaster feat.
Master of Darkness
Your dark magic blinds even creatures that could
normally see in it.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast any mystery with
the darkness descriptor of 3rd level or higher.
Benefit: Whenever a mystery you cast would
lower the light level by one step, it is instead lowered
by 2 steps. Thus means that bright light becomes
dim light and normal light becomes darkness. Areas
of dim light and darkness become supernaturally
dark. Even creatures with darkvision cannot see
within the mystery's confines.
At 11th caster level the light level is instead
lowered by 3 steps and at 17th caster level by 4
steps.
Mind Flay [Dark Store]
Your touch is deadly to both body and mind.
Prerequisites: access to a 7th level mystery.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Mind
Flay on any given day, you must surrender the use of
any 7th level mystery while recovering your mysteries
for that day.
You can infuse your hand with dark energy as a swift
action for 1 round.
Whenever you touch a living creature while the
effect lasts, the creature takes 1d6 damage per 4
character levels and 1 Wisdom damage. You heal hit
points equal to the amount inflicted and if the target
is not immune to ability damage you heal 1 point of
any ability damage you might suffer. Excess hit
points are simply lost.
Redeemer of Shadow
For those vain enough to think that more of them
are better, you have the answer in a strike that
affects all of their essences.
Prerequisites: Sin Eater (Wrath) class ability.
Benefit: You can also target the clones, astral
projections and similar effects, which precisely
duplicate a creature, of a creature with your

redeemer of body ability and such duplicates have
only 50% chance to affect you with any of their
abilities. The oldest creature (usually the creature
that is born via natural means) is considered the
possessor for the purposes of this ability. However
there is no subsequent opposed caster level check
after damage is dealt.
In addition damage dealt by any Redeemer
ability is considered holy rather than cold and you
may choose to deal subdual damage to the initial
target.
Revenge of the Wretched [Monstrous,
Vile]
So debased is your devotion to vile gods and fiends,
that the very energy you channel is tainted beyond
belief.
Prerequisites: Channel energy.
Benefit: Damage from your channel energy
becomes vile and its damage die increases by one
step.
Revitalizing Shadow
You gain even more power and nourishment from
your shadow.
Prerequisites: Greater Sustaining Shadow
Benefit: You gain fast healing 2.
In addition you need 1 hour less to reclaim your
mysteries.
Seething Retribution [Dark Store]
Whoever dares to hit you is prone to the full might of
your anger.
Prerequisites: access to a 6th level mystery.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Seething
Retribution on any given day, you must surrender the
use of any 6th level mystery while recovering your
mysteries for that day.
Whenever an opponent scores on you a
successful critical hit, you may cast a mystery of a
grade lower than you could cast as an immediate
action.
That mystery is not expended from your daily
allotment of mysteries, must target the offending
creature and cannot be counterspelled or disrupted
by any means. This ability is usable once per round.
Shadow Empowerment
Your mastery over shadow and darkness is
spectacular.
Prerequisites: Greater shadow evocation or
greater shadow conjuration mystery, Black candle
fundamental.
Benefit: Your spells and mysteries with the
[Darkness] descriptor are counted as one level
higher for purposes of interaction with spells with
the [Light] descriptor (maximum level 9th).
Your spells and mysteries with the [Shadow]
descriptor are 10% more real if applicable.

Soldier of Darkness [Dark Store]
You are never without protection or armaments.
Prerequisites: access to a 9th level mystery.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Soldier
of Darkness on any given day, you must surrender
the use of any 9th level mystery while recovering your
mysteries for that day.
When you recover your mysteries, a chain shirt,
breast plate or full plate made from shadow ore
appears donned on your person. If you wore armor it
appears at your feet.
You may choose the material emulated by the
shadow ore (as presented in the Descent of
shadows project). This suit of armor is magical and
you may choose the properties bestowed to the
armor at the time it appears.
The total cost of the armor must not exceed
5.000 gp times your character level.
In addition a weapon of your choice made from
shadow ore appears in your hands.
You may choose the material emulated by the
shadow ore (as presented in the Descent of
shadows project). This weapon is magical and you
may choose the properties bestowed to the weapon
at the time it appears.
The total cost of the weapon must not exceed
10.000 gp times your character level. These items
dissipate into nothing when they leave your person
or after 24 hours whichever comes first.
Terror of the Nether Lords [Dark Store]
Your mere presence terrifies even the most stalwart
of foes.
Prerequisites: access to a 7th level mystery.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Terror of
the Nether Lords on any given day, you must
surrender the use of any 7th level mystery while
recovering your mysteries for that day.
You gain a fear aura that you can activate as a
move action and it lasts for 1 round.
Creatures within 60’ radius with HD equal or
less than your level cower in fear.
A successful will save makes the creature shaken
instead.
This effect lasts for 1 minute and cannot affect
the same creature more than once per day.
Umbral Swordsage [Multiclass]
Your journey into shadow has guided you upon the
path of the Sublime Way, and you have
complimented your dark talents with the skill of a
blade wizard.

Prerequisites: Fundamentals of shadow, quick
to act +1, Shadowcaster level 1st, swordsage level
1st.
Benefit: Levels in Shadowcaster and swordsage
levels stack for purposes of determining discipline
focus bonuses, initiative bonus from the quick to act
class feature, and swordsage initiator level.
You add Desert Fire, Desert Wind Dodge,
Distant Horizon, Falling Sun Attack, Gloom Razor,
Martial Study, Martial Stance, Scorching Sirocco,
Shadow Trickster, Shadow Blade, Shards of Granite,
Stone Power, and Tiger Blooded to the list of bonus
Shadowcaster feats.
Finally, you may add your charisma instead of
your wisdom modifier to AC when wearing light
armor, if you have this ability.
Versatile Shadowcaster
You can use two lower-level mysteries to cast a
mystery one level higher.
Prerequisite: Ability to cast mysteries.
Benefit: You can use two mysteries of the same
level to cast a mystery you know that is one level
higher. For example, a Shadowcaster with this feat
can expend two 2nd-level mysteries to cast any 3rdlevel mystery he knows.
Venomous Magic [Monstrous]
You have learned to imbue your damaging spells
with a dose of poison.
Prerequisites: Ability Focus (Poison), Poison as
an extraordinary or supernatural ability, spellcasting
or spell-like abilities derived by a race or template.
Benefit: Whenever you successfully deal
damage with a spell or spell like ability, you can
choose to poison your targets as if you successfully
affected them with your poison ability. The save DC
of the poison is equal to that of the damaging effect
or the poison effect, whichever is greater.
This ability may be used 3 times per day but no
more than once per round. If you have multiple
poison abilities, you must choose one.
Weave Sense [Dark Store]
You can discern the spell power of your enemies.
Prerequisites: access to a 2nd level mystery.
Benefit: In order to gain the benefits of Weave
Sense on any given day, you must surrender the use
of any 2nd level mystery while recovering your
mysteries for that day.
With a touch, you instantly determine if a
creature can cast arcane spells, invocations or
mysteries and the maximum spell level it can cast.

TENEBROUS CABAL AFFILIATION
For Details see Tome of Magic page 170

Members are often called to retrieve shadow magic artifacts and protect
them from falling into the wrong hands.

Scale: 18 (Plane of Shadow)
Positive Criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Every Character level : + ½ per level
Can cast Illusion (Shadow) spells or mystery
user: + ½
Can cast Illusion (Shadow) spells or mystery
user (3rd level or greater spells/mysteries): + ½
Can cast Illusion (Shadow) spells or mystery
user (6th level or greater spells/mysteries): + 1
Has 5 ranks in Spell craft: + ½
Has 10 ranks in Spell craft: + ½
Completes a mission assigned by the affiliation:
+½
Recruits a new member in the affiliation (once
per month): + ½
Defeats a violent enemy of the affiliation in
combat (CR must be greater of the character's
level): + 1/16 of the creature's CR
(minimum ½)
Razes a stronghold of one of the affiliation's
enemies: +2

Negative Criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Known to be friendly with opposing affiliation
or/and misuses shadow magic openly:
-2 to -20
Lacks ability to cast fundamentals or Illusion
(Shadow) spells: -10
Lacks ranks in Spell craft: -3
Has spent less than a month each year to fulfill
duties in the Bleak Academy: -4
Fails a mission given by the affiliation: -1

Affiliation Score and Benefits:
0-3: Not affiliated: The affiliation blocks access to its
facilities altogether and isn't even considering
recruiting you.
4-9: Student: You are a junior member of the
Tenebrous Cabal and can advance normally in the
ranks.

10-15: Graduate of the Bleak Academy: You can use
the extensive libraries of the Bleak Academy.
You gain a +3 bonus on Knowledge (arcana) and
(planes) while there.
16-21: Tutor of the Bleak Academy: You can share
knowledge with other graduates. Once per month you
may trade spell books with another member if a
prepared caster or you can retrain a mystery or spell if
a mystery caster or spontaneous caster.
22-29: Seeker of the Enigmas: You can use equipment
in order to help you with your studies. While crafting
any items in the Bleak academy, you do so with a 10%
discount on cost and time.
30+: Member of the Parliament of Shadows: Once per
month you can borrow a magic item of up to 30.000 GP
in value for 5 days. The guild's capital is decreased by 1
for that time.

EPIC SHADOWCASTER DESTINY

At the beginning there was darkness and darkness
shall remain in the end. Mortality is just a restricting
shell you already left behind. By walking on the myriad
paths to shadow, your mind, body and even your very
soul shall be empowered by the limitless power of the
night, transformed into something eternal.
Requirements: Shadowcaster 21st level
21st Level: Vision of Shadow (Su): You gain
telepathy out to 100’ and the Mindsight feat; Your
Umbral Sight extends to the range of your normal
vision, you gain blindsight 60’ (or your existing
blindsight improves by 60’) and a bonus to perception
checks equal to your Shadowcaster level.
24th Level: Mantle of Shadow (Su): Your death
threshold becomes equal to half your total Hit Points
and you can take a standard action each round while at
negative hit points.
Use your Charisma instead of your Constitution

modifier to determine bonus hit points.
Mysteries you cast with a personal range cannot
be dispelled except for by epic spells or mysteries,
artifacts, mysteries cast by other Shadowcasters with
this ability, and deities.
27th Level: Body of Shadow (Su): You become
incorporeal on the material plane.
You can suppress or resume this ability as a free action
once per round.
You can also use Greater Plane Shift (in Spell
Compendium) without the need of a focus as a swift
action at will but only to travel from or into the plane of
shadow.
30th Level: Mind of Shadow (Su): Your Mysteries
gain an extra use per day and you cannot be deprived
of your senses either by mundane or magical means.
You can use your metashadow feats one additional
time per day.
In addition add your Charisma modifier to any
save, skill or ability check.
Immortality: Memories of your past living self are
the only thing that keeps you from being fully absorbed
by the dark plane, but they slowly fade away. You finally
master the true shadow of power ... or have you
become a slave, a mighty tool of the plane’s alien
sentience? One thing is for sure: When the mighty gods
die, when the brightest suns eclipse and when the last
fragment of mortality withers, you will be there, and
prevail.

Note: Gaining an Epic Destiny

Normally, you can gain an epic destiny by taking the
Epic Destiny feat. Doing so takes up your 21st-, 24th-,
27th-, and 30th-level feat slots. (You gain bonus feats
from your class normally.) Your DM might decide that, if
everybody in the group is taking an epic destiny, the
epic destiny doesn't use up any feats. Ask your DM how
epic destinies work in his campaign.

SHADOW DRAGON BLOODLINE
Level
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

Minor
+2 Stealth
Dragon blood, extra planar2
Intelligence +1
+3 saves vs. energy drain
Shadow Dragon Affinity +21

Intermediate
+2 Stealth
Dragon blood, extra planar2
Intelligence +1
+3 saves vs. energy drain
Shadow Dragon Affinity +21
+1 to natural armor
+2 Perception
Draconic Aura (Dragon Magic)
Constitution +1
+1 to natural armor

Major
+2 Stealth
Dragon blood, extra planar2
Intelligence +1
+3 saves vs. energy drain
Shadow Dragon Affinity +21
+1 to natural armor
+2 Perception
Draconic Aura Feat (Dra. M.)
Constitution +1
+1 to natural armor
Shadow dragon affinity +41
Dark stalker Feat (L. of M.)
+2 Bluff
Toughness Feat
Charisma +1
Breath weapon (Ex)3
Shadow dragon affinity +61
Create shadows4
+2 Appraise
Immunity to energy drain (Ex)

1 You gain the indicated bonus on all Bluff, Diplomacy, Intimidate, and Perform checks made to interact with
shadow dragons.
2

Native to the Plane of Shadows.

3

30 ‘ cone of shadow energy; 2 negative levels; Reflex half (DC 10 + ½ HD + Con modifier).

Create Shadows (Su): Once per day, you can conjure a mass of leaping shadows with a radius of 150’ and
duration of 1 hour (this is a creation effect).
All normal and magical light sources are negated within this radius. All characters and creatures gain a +4
bonus on their Stealth checks within the shadows, and can hide even if directly observed. Shadow dragons and
other creatures with ties to the Plane of Shadow gain total concealment within the shadows, though they can
move and attack normally. Their attacks gain a +2 bonus and deny their opponents any Dexterity bonus to AC,
because they are considered invisible.
4

SPELLFIRE BLOODLINE
Level
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

Minor
Spellfire (absorb) (Su) 2
+2 Spellcraft
Constitution +1
Increased Storage x2 (Ex) 3
Spellfire Wielder Affinity +21

Intermediate
Spellfire (absorb) 2
+2 Spellcraft
Constitution +1
Increased Storage x2 (Ex) 3
Spellfire Wielder Affinity +21
Endurance Feat
+2 Knowledge (Arcana)
Increased Storage x3 (Ex) 3
Charisma +1
Spellfire (healing) (Su) 4

1 You gain the indicated bonus on all Bluff, Diplomacy,
Intimidate, and Perform checks made to interact with
spellfire wielders.

Major
Spellfire (absorb) 2
+2 Spellcraft
Constitution +1
Increased Storage x2 (Ex) 3
Spellfire Wielder Affinity +21
Endurance Feat
+2 Knowledge (Arcana)
Increased Storage x3 (Ex) 3
Charisma +1
Spellfire (healing) (Su) 4
Spellfire Wielder Affinity +41
Drain Item (Sp) 5
Weapon Focus (spellfire)
Increased Storage x4 (Ex) 3
Intelligence +1
Drain Permanent Item (Sp) 6
Spellfire Wielder Affinity +61
Increased Storage x5 (Ex) 3
+2 Concentration checks
Spellfire Burst (Su)7

3 Increased Storage (Ex): The wielder’s capacity for
storing spellfire energy levels is multiplied by the listed
value. However, spellfire energy levels in excess of the
wielder’s Constitution score is dangerous, with different
2 A spellfire wielder can absorb spells targeted at her
effects depending upon the number of levels stored:
as if she were a rod of absorption. She gains one level
Constitution +1 to Constitution x2: The wielder’s
of spellfire energy for every spell level absorbed and
eyes glow brightly, and any creature, magic item, or
can store a number of spellfire energy levels equal to
spell effect that touches the wielder causes 1 spellfire
her Constitution score. If she has reached her limit, she energy level to be discharged as a harmless burst of
cannot absorb spells until she expends some of her
light. Once per day, the wielder must make a
stored spellfire energy levels.
Constitution check (DC 10 + number of spellfire levels
If an incoming spell effect has a greater number of
above constitution score) or take 1d6 points of damage
spell levels than she can currently store, she absorbs
as one of her spellfire energy level backfires.
spell levels up to her limit, and the remaining spell
Constitution x2+1 to Constitution x3: As above,
levels are divided by the original number of spell levels plus the wielder’s skin glows (shedding light as a
to determine what fraction of the effect gets through
candle), a touch releases 1d4 spellfire energy levels as
(as with the spell turning spell, except that the caster of light, and the wielder must make the backfire
the spell is never at risk of being harmed).
Constitution check every hour.
If her Constitution decreases so that her number of
Constitution x3+1 to Constitution x4: As above,
stored spellfire levels is greater than her current
except the wielder sheds light equal to a torch, feels a
Constitution, the excess levels discharge at a random
burning sensation within her body (treat as if distracted
creature in range as destructive spellfire (see below).
by non-damaging spell, DC 20 to concentrate), and
Stored spellfire energy levels are unavailable in an must make the backfire Constitution check every
antimagic field, but are not lost. Once the wielder is out minute. A touch releases 1d6 spellfire energy levels as
of the antimagic field, the spellfire energy levels are
a flare spell (DC 10 + number of spellfire energy levels
again available for use. Dispel magic and similar
expended) against the wielder and all creatures within
effects cannot negate stored spellfire energy levels. A
5’ of her.
character with stored levels radiates magic as if he
Constitution x4+1 to Constitution x5: As above,
were an item with a caster level equal to his number of except the character radiates a palpable (but nonstored levels.
damaging) heat to a radius of 20’, is in pain (treat as if
As a standard action, a spellfire wielder may
distracted by non-damaging spell, DC 25 to
expend stored spellfire energy levels as a melee or
concentrate), and must make the backfire Constitution
ranged touch attack (maximum range 400’), dealing
check every round. A touch releases 2d6 spellfire
1d6 points of spellfire damage per level expended
energy levels as a flare spell (DC 10 + number of
(Reflex half, DC 10 + ½ HD + Con Modifier). Spellfire
spellfire energy levels expended) against the wielder
damage is half fire damage and half raw magical
and all creatures within 5’ of her. The wielder must
power.
make a Will save (DC 10 + number of spellfire levels
above constitution score) every round or be forced to
expend a maximum-strength blast of energy at a

random target within 30’ in preference to any other
action.
Regardless of the number of spellfire energy levels
stored, a wielder can voluntarily expend only a number
of spellfire energy levels per round equal to her
Constitution score. (Involuntary expenditure, such as
that noted above, isn’t limited in this way.)
In addition to these abilities, the spellfire wielder
can expend spellfire levels to utilize various effects. He
gains these abilities at the designated multiplier.
x2: The wielder gains the Deflect Arrows feat,
although rather than using a hand, a single spellfire
energy level is expended to knock the missile away.
x3: The wielder can expend spellfire energy levels
to fly as the spell. Each spellfire energy level expended
allows the channeler to fly for 1 minute. The flying
channeler leaves a visible trail of light that fades after
1 round.
x4: The wielder, by expending 10 spellfire levels
can manifest the crown of fire, which appears as a halo
of spellfire around her head and provides light equal to
a daylight spell. The crown of fire gives her damage
reduction 10/magic and cold iron and automatically
melts all non-magical weapons that strike her (after
inflicting damage, if any). The crown of fire grants the
wielder spell resistance 21 + HD. Maintaining the
crown of fire requires expending 10 spellfire energy
levels each round, which can be done as a free action.
The crown of fire does not interfere with the
channeler’s actions, including using other spellfire
abilities.
x5: The wielder can release spellfire energy in all
directions as a 20’ radius spread, dealing 1d6 damage
per spellfire energy level expended to all creatures in
the area (Reflex half, DC 10 + ½ HD +
Con modifier).

A spellfire wielder can heal a target by touch or at
range (maximum range 400’), restoring 1d4+1 hit
points per spellfire energy level expended for this
purpose. This is not considered positive energy, so it
can restore hit points to any creature type.
4

As a standard action, a spellfire wielder can drain a
single charge from a touched charged item (including
single-use items such as potions and scrolls),
converting the energy into a single stored spellfire
energy level. A fully drained item has no magical
properties (a potion becomes water, a scroll becomes
blank paper). Only one feature of a multiple-use
charged item (such as a scroll with several spells) can
be drained per round. A creature gets to make a Will
save (DC 10 + ½ HD + Con modifier) to prevent one of
its held or carried items from being drained.
5

The wielder can drain power from permanent magic
items by touch as a standard action. An item that
creates spell effects (such as boots of speed) loses
that function for 24 hours, and the wielder gains
spellfire energy levels equal to half the caster level of
the item. A creature gets to make a Will save (DC 10 +
½ HD + Con modifier) to prevent one of its held or
carried items from being drained.
An item with all its permanent abilities drained for the
day is still a magic item (for purposes of making saving
throws when damaged, and so on).
6

7 The wielder can substitute a spellfire burst for a
normal spellfire blast. The range remains the same, but
instead of requiring a touch attack, the spellfire energy
explodes in a 10’ radius burst at the target point,
dealing appropriate damage to all creatures in the
area. Each affected creature may attempt a Reflex
save (DC 10 + 1/2 HD + Con modifier) to halve the
damage.

NEW ARCHETYPES
Nocturmancer
Arcane Knowledge:
At 1st level, you learn two arcane cantrips. Whenever
you would learn a new fundamendal, you may instead
learn an arcane cantrip. You may use them at will as
supernatural abilities, following all normal rules. They
are otherwise treated as fundamentals, not arcane
spells, for all intends and purposes.
In addition at 2nd level, you learn any single 1stlevel arcane spell. You may use it once per day as an
apprentice mystery. You may not learn spells with
expensive material components or with casting time
greater than 1 standard action. Every even numbered
level (4th, 6th and so on) you learn an arcane spell of a
level equal or less than the highest level mystery you
can cast. They are treated in all aspects as mysteries
but not as arcane spells. Also since they do not belong
in a path, they do not count towards the acquisition of
bonus shadowcaster feats, nor can they be enhanced
by the Path Focus or similar feats.
At 16th level you gain the knowledge of all cantrips
as well as all fundamentals.
This ability replaces the Fundamentals
(Extraordinary) ability, alters the Fundamental Overcast
ability, you learn 1 fewer fundamental at 1st level and
you gain only one mystery per level.
Innate Counterspell (Su):
Starting at 3rd level, you can attempt to counter a
mystery or spell without using a readied action. Once
per day, you can counter a spell as an immediate
action, by expending a mystery use per day, as long as
the mystery expended is of the same level or higher as
the mystery or spell to be countered.
At 11th level, when you successfully counter a
mystery or spell using this ability, you retain some of
the magical essence of the countered dweomer. You
can choose to gain one additional use of a mystery. The
level of the mystery you gain is equal to one-half the
level of the mystery or spell you countered (rounded
down, minimum 1).
You can use innate counterspell once per day per
3 Nocturmancer levels. This ability replaces Umbral
Sight.
Shadow Annul:
At 4th level, your Nocturmancer caster level gains a +1

bonus, as long as this bonus doesn’t increase your
caster level higher than your current Hit Dice, for every
Metashadow feat you have selected or will select in the
future. This bonus stacks with itself.
This ability replaces Shadow over Body.
Capture Magic's Shadow (Su):
At 5th level, when you successfully dispel a mystery or
spell (such as with the mysteries shadows fade or
unravel dweomer, or the spells dispel magic or break
enchantment), you can absorb its energy. You add onehalf the level (round down, minimum 1) of the mystery
or spell you dispelled to the caster level of any mystery
or spell you cast in the next round. For instance, if you
dispel a 4th-level spell, you add +2 to the caster level of
the spell you cast in the next round. You cannot draw
power from dispelling your own mysteries or spells.
This ability replaces Path Mastery (Apprentice).
Eldritch Disruption (Su):
At 11th level, you can use a standard action to disrupt
the magical energies of a single target within 60’. That
target must make a Will saving throw (DC 10 + ½ your
Noctumancer level + your Cha modifier) or take a -4
penalty to its caster level for any mysteries, spell like
abilities or spells it casts for 1 minute. You can use
eldritch disruption three times per day. At 19th level you
can use this ability as a move action.
In addition at 17th level, you can emit mystic
energies in a 20’ radius burst around yourself. Any
creature other than you within that area takes a -4
penalty to caster level for any mysteries, spells, or spelllike abilities it casts or uses. The vortex lasts 1 minute
and can be used once per day.
This ability replaces Path Mastery (Initiate).
Shadow’s Persistence (Su):
At 17th level, you gain temporary immunity to any
mystery or spell captured or countered by means of
your capture magic's shadow, innate counterspell
ability or any mystery capable of doing so (such as warp
spell). For 1 minute, you cannot be affected by any
casting of that mystery or spell.
This ability replaces Path Mastery (Master).

Shadow Master
Shadow Servant (Su):
At 1st level, you gain the services of a Small shadow
elemental. It gains new abilities as your shadow
servant (see the Shadow Servant sidebar).
Should your shadow servant die, you can summon a
replacement after 24 hours pass. Your shadow servant
cannot travel farther from you than 10’ + 10’ for each
of your shadow master levels. If it is forcibly separated
from you by more than this distance, the servant
dissipates instantly, and you must wait 24 hours to
summon a new one.
After you reach 20th level, if your shadow servant
dies you can summon a replacement 10 minutes later.
This ability replaces Path Mastery.
Master’s Bidding (Su):
At 6th level, as a standard action, you can focus your
affinity with shadow to enhance your shadow servant,
granting it one special ability for 1 round.
The special abilities available to your shadow servant
are described in the Shadow Servant sidebar, and
depend on your class level.

At 10th level, you can grant your shadow servant a
special ability for 1 round by taking only a move action
rather than a standard action. You can choose to use
two move actions in the same turn to grant it two
abilities. Additional move actions granted by spells,
class features, or the like can also be used to further
enhance your shadow servant.
At 18th level, you can grant your shadow servant a
special ability for 1 round by taking only a swift action
rather than a move action. You can still use move
actions to give it additional abilities.
This ability replaces Sustaining Shadow.
Resistance to Cold (Su):
At 4th level, your Cold resistance increases by 5, for
every Metashadow feat you have selected or will select
in the future. This bonus stacks with itself. If you
possess 6 metashadow feats you instead gain Cold
Immunity.
This ability replaces Shadow over Body.

Table: The Shadow Master’s Shadow servant.
Class
Level

HD

BAB

Fort

Ref

Will

Deflection
Bonus

Cha/Dex
Bonus

Special

1st

2

+2

+3

+3

+0

+0

+0

Link, share spells

2nd

3

+3

+3

+3

+1

+0

+0

—

3rd

3

+3

+3

+3

+1

+1

+1

Evasion

4th

4

+4

+4

+4

+1

+1

+1

Ability score increase, Size increase

5th

5

+5

+4

+4

+1

+1

+1

Deliver Touch Spells

6th

6

+6

+5

+5

+2

+2

+2

Rapid Strike, Master’s Bidding 1

7th

6

+6

+5

+5

+2

+2

+2

Cold resist 10

8th

7

+7

+5

+5

+2

+2

+2

—

9th

8

+8

+6

+6

+2

+3

+3

Ability score increase, Size increase

10th

9

+9

+6

+6

+3

+3

+3

Master’s Bidding 2

11th

9

+9

+6

+6

+3

+3

+3

Cold resist 20

12th

10

+10

+7

+7

+3

+4

+4

—

13th

11

+11

+7

+7

+3

+4

+4

—

14th

12

+12

+8

+8

+4

+4

+4

Ability score increase, Master’s Bidding 3

15th

12

+12

+8

+8

+4

+5

+5

Improved evasion, Immunity to Cold

16th

13

+13

+8

+8

+4

+5

+5

—

17th

14

+14

+9

+9

+4

+5

+5

—

18th

15

+15

+9

+9

+5

+6

+6

Master’s Bidding 4

19th

15

+15

+9

+9

+5

+6

+6

—

20th

16

+16

+10

+10

+5

+6

+6

Ability score increase, Size increase

Class Level:
The character's Shadow Master level. The Shadow
Master’s class levels stack with levels of any other
classes that are entitled to a shadow servant for the
purpose of determining the companion's statistics.
HD:
This is the total number of ten-sided (d10) Hit Dice the
Shadow servant possesses, each of which gains
a Constitution modifier, as normal.
BAB:
This is the shadow servant's base attack
bonus. Shadow servants do not gain additional attacks
using their natural weapons for a high base attack
bonus.
Saves:
These are the Shadow servant's base saving throw
bonuses. A Shadow servant has good Fortitude and
Reflex saves
Skills:
The following skills are class skills for Shadow
servants: Bluff (Cha), Craft (Int), Fly (Dex), Knowledge
(planes) (Int), Perception (Wis), Sense Motive (Wis), and
Stealth (Dex). In addition, at 1st level, the Shadow
Master can choose 4 additional skills to be class skills
for his Shadow servant.

Ability Score Increase:
The Shadow servant adds +1 to any one of its ability
scores.
Size Increase:
At 4th level, your Shadow servant grows into a Medium
shadow elemental. Its statistics change appropriately.
At 9th level, you can choose for your Shadow servant to
grow to a Large shadow elemental, with the appropriate
changes to its statistics. If you choose for your
elemental to remain Medium, it instead gains 2 HD, +2
Dexterity, +2 Constitution, and damage reduction 5/—.
At 20th level, you can choose for your Shadow servant
to grow to a Huge elemental of the same kind, with the
appropriate changes to its statistics. If you choose for
your elemental to remain at its current size, it instead
gains an additional +4 HD, +4 Dexterity, +4
Constitution, and damage reduction 5/—. All these
benefits stack with existing statistics.
Rapid Strike:
The Shadow servant gains another attack with its
incorporeal touch attack, albeit at a –5 penalty.
Improved Evasion:
When subjected to an attack that normally allows
a Reflex saving throw for half damage, a Shadow
servant takes no damage if it makes a successful
saving throw and only half damage if the saving throw
fails.

Master’s Bidding:
A Shadow master can shape the essence of his shadow
servant, granting it special abilities and qualities. In
this way, the master customizes his servant to his
needs of the moment. At first, enhancing a servant in
Cha / Dex Bonus:
this manner is a standard action, but higher-level
Add this value to the Shadow servant's Charisma and
masters eventually reduce the effort to a move action
Dexterity scores.
and finally a swift action. Even when a Shadow
master has the ability to bid his servant to gain multiple
abilities, any single ability can only be gained once.
Share Spells (Ex):
The Shadow master may cast a mystery with a target of Every four levels after 6th, Master’s Bidding increases in
rank, enhancing the abilities it grants to the Shadow
“You” on her Shadow servant (as a touch range spell)
servant
instead of on herself. A Shadow master may cast
mysteries on her Shadow servant even if the mysteries
Interact with Corporeal (Su): When you grant your
normally do not affect creatures of the companion's
shadow servant this bidding, it can perform simple
type (outsider (elemental)). Mysteries cast in this way
must come from a class that grants a Shadow servant. tasks at your command, in a manner identical to the
This ability does not allow the Shadow servant to share unseen servant spell, except that it retains its own hit
points.
abilities that are not mysteries, even if they function
like mysteries.
Fast Healing (Su): A shadow servant can be bid to
regain hit points at a rate of (1 + 1 per rank) hit point
Evasion (Ex):
per round.
If a Shadow servant is subjected to an attack that
Deflection Armor Bonus:
The number noted here is an improvement to the
Shadow servant's existing deflection armor bonus.

normally allows a Reflex saving throw for half damage,
it takes no damage if it makes a successful saving
throw.

Extra Attack (Su): When making a full attack action, a
shadow servant can be bid to make one extra attack
per 2 ranks. The attack is made using the creature’s

full base attack bonus, plus any modifiers appropriate
to the situation.

Resistance to Cold (Ex):
A shadow servant of a 7th level Shadow master gains
resistance to cold 10. When the master reaches 12th
Cold Damage (Su): A Shadow master can bid its
level, the resistance increases to 20.
servant to deal an additional (1d8 + 1d8 per rank)
The servant of a 15th level Shadow master has
points of cold damage on a successful hit (stacked with immunity to cold.
the cold damage that shadow elementals normally
deal).
Deliver Touch Spells (Su):
If its master is 5th level or higher, a shadow servant can
Reach (Su): A shadow servant bid to extend its
deliver touch mysteries for him. If the master and the
shadowy arms in this manner increases its reach by 5’ servant are in contact at the time the master casts a
per rank.
touch mystery, he can designate his servant as the
“toucher.” The servant can then deliver the touch
Damage Reduction (Su): Bidding your shadow servant
mystery just as the master could. As usual, if the
to ignore damage grants it DR 5/– per rank.
master casts another mystery before the touch is
delivered, the designated mystery dissipates.
Speed (Su): A Shadow master can bid its servant to be
quick, increasing the servant’s speed by 10’ per rank.

Child of Night
Undead Transformation:
Your creature’s type changes to undead, and you gain
the augmented subtype. Your base attack bonus is
equal to 3/4 total Child of Shadow levels (medium
progression), you have a good Will Save progression
and your Skill points equal to 4 + Int modifier per Child
of Shadow level. The following are class skills for the
Child of Shadow: Climb, Disguise, Fly, Intimidate,
Knowledge (arcana), Knowledge (religion), Perception,
Sense Motive, Spellcraft, and Stealth.
You only gain 1 mystery per Child of Shadow level.
Bonus Feats:
You add to your bonus feat selection any feats that
have Constitution as a Non-ability or Undead type as
part of their prerequisites. You must meet any other
prerequisites of the feat in order to select it.
This alters but does not replace a Shadowcaster’s
bonus feat selection.
Night’s Embrace (Ex):
At 4th level, your Cold resistance increases by 2, your
channel resistance by 1 and you gain a +1 bonus on
stealth checks, for every Metashadow feat you have
selected or will select in the future. This bonus stacks
with itself.
For every 3 Metashadow feats, you gain Dancing
shadows as a bonus mystery, ignoring any Path
requirements.
This ability replaces Shadow over Body.
Night Form (Su):
At 5th level you gain the use of a touch attack 3/day.
Unlike any other touch attacks, it is treated as an
incorporeal touch attack for purposes of hitting its
target. This deals 1d6 points of Strength damage to a
living foe. A creature reduced to Strength 0 by an

umbral creature dies. At 11th level this touch attack
becomes at will and at 17th level its effects are in
addition to any other effects dealt by a touch attack.
At 11th level you and your gear can become
incorporeal as a swift action, with a fly speed of 40’ (or
your original fly speed, whichever is faster) and perfect
maneuverability. This state lasts for a total of 1 minute
per Child of Night level per day and you can end it again
as a free action. This amount can be split among many
uses, but each one, no matter how short, counts as 1
minute duration. At 17th level you permanently become
incorporeal and you instead become corporeal for the
designated time when you utilize this ability.
At 17th level any aberration, animal, dragon, giant,
humanoid, magical beast, or monstrous humanoid
killed by any of your attacks rises as an umbral
creature (Savage Species) in 3 rounds. Such a spawn is
under the command of the Child of Night that created it
and remains enslaved until its master’s death.
The spawn does not possess any of the abilities it had
in life but gains the umbral creature template.
You can control a number of spawn equal to your
mystery caster level × 2. If you creates a spawn that
causes you to exceed this limit, the spawn longest
under your control is released.
These abilities replace Path Mastery. You may
never benefit from a Path Mastery ability.
Shadow Form (Ex):
At 20th level you permanently gain +2 to your Dexterity,
Charisma and Intelligence score. You can also cast the
mystery Dancing Shadows at will as a swift action
supernatural ability, and you are permanently affected
by it, suppressing and resuming its effects as a free
action taken out of turn.
This ability replaces Sustaining Shadow (Perfect
Shadow)

Ebon Sage
Advanced Learning (Ex):
Whenever you complete a path, you can add a new
spell to your list (as long as it has no expensive
material components and its casting time is no greater
than a standard action), representing the result of
personal study and experimentation. The spell must be
a sorcerer/wizard spell of the same school as any of
the mysteries and of a level no higher than that of the
highest-level mystery of the path completed. Once a
new spell is selected, it is forever added to your
mysteries known, it is treated for all intents and
purposes as belonging to that path and can be cast
just like any other mystery on your list.
This ability replaces Path Mastery.

you learn an extra mystery, as long as its grade
(fundamental, apprentice, initiate, master) is at least
one less than the maximum grade that you are capable
of using. In all other aspects, the tome imitates the
wizard (including a sudden loss of access to mysteries
if the tome is destroyed)
New mysteries cannot be transcribed into the
tome. Regaining mysteries takes 1 hour instead of the
normal 15 minutes and all mysteries within the tome
are regained (as with the normal recovery of mysteries).
Finally, whenever you would get a bonus
shadowcaster feat, you instead gain an extra daily use
of any mystery you know.
This ability modifies the mysteries and paths and
the bonus feats abilities.

Shadow Tome (Ex):
You gain Liquid night as a bonus fundamental and add
all knowledge skills to your list of class skills.
You gain a tome of magic, resembling a Wizard’s
spellbook. It costs half as much to add new pages and
ink from Liquid Night is sufficient enough to negate the
cost of ink. The tome itself gains a +2 bonus on all
saving throws. More impressively, every character level

Arcane Bond (Ex):
At 3rd level, you gain the arcane bond class feature as
a wizard of your Ebon Sage level. If you select a
familiar, it gains the shadow template. At 11th level and
again at 19th level you gain a bonus metashadow or
item creation feat.
This ability replaces Umbral Sight.

RACIAL FAVORED CLASSES
Drow Shadowcaster: The drow gains a +1/2 bonus on
his spell resistance.

applied to a mystery at least one level below the
highest mystery level you can cast.

Gnome Shadowcaster: The gnome gains +1/6 of a new Shadar Kai Shadowcaster: The Shadar Kai gains a
shadowcaster bonus feat.
+1/4 sneak attack die as well as +1/4 bonus on his
stealth and perception skills.
Half-Elf Shadowcaster: The Half-Elf can prepare an
additional 1/6 of a path mastery of any grade he could Vashar Shadowcaster: Add one extra mystery use per
originally prepare (Apprentice, Initiate or Master)
day or one fundamental known from the Shadowcaster
fundamental list. If you added a mystery use it must be
applied to a mystery at least one level below the
Human Shadowcaster: Add one extra mystery use per
day or one fundamental known from the Shadowcaster highest mystery level you can cast.
fundamental list. If you added a mystery use it must be

SUBTITUTION LEVELS

DROW SHADOWCASTER OF THE CITY
OF DARK WEAVINGS
Drow, known for their cold practical line of thought,
view Shadow Magic as an interesting tool, a tool that
has many facets and grows even more useful as
time passes by. It’s no wonder that in many drow
communities, the number and power of the
Shadowcasters equals or even eclipses that of other
arcanists.
But there is one place where drow
Shadowcasters really thrive and have taken places
of command: Shaamash, the city of Dark Weavings.
A Drow Shadowcaster gains the same Hit Die,
skills, skill points, B.A.B. and save progression of a
normal Shadowcaster.
Unbound Sight (Ex):
At 3rd level a drow Shadowcaster loses his light
blindness trait but doesn't gain a 30’ bonus to its
dark vision. This alters but does not replace the
Umbral Sight class feature.
At 19th level he gains Greater Umbral Sight as a
bonus feat.
DISCIPLE OF LIGHT
Too many shadowcasters, while walking the path
between light and darkness, choose to favor the
latter. There are some, however, who break this
tradition.
Mysteries of the sun
Whenever a Disciple of Light casts a mystery with
the [Darkness] descriptor, it instead gains the [Light]

descriptor. If it lowered the light level in its area, it
instead raises it at the same amount.
This alters but does not replace a
Shadowcaster’s mysteries.
Sol Sight (Ex):
At 3rd level a disciple of light sees as clearly in dim
light as in bright light.
At 11th level he is immune to magical blindness
and the dazzled condition.
At 19th level he sees as clearly in any light
condition (even magical darkness) as in natural
daylight.
This ability replaces Umbral Sight.
Light over Shadow (Su):
Whenever you cast a mystery that deals damage,
once per day per metashadow feat you possess you
may reduce the damage it deals to 0 and instead fill
the space of every affected creature with natural
daylight (which has the normal adverse effects to
them). In addition they cannot perceive targets via
visual means unless they succeed on a Fortitude
save. This effect affects creatures normally immune
to blindness or creatures that do not need to make
Fortitude saves. The effect moves with the creature
and lasts a number of rounds equal to the level of
the mystery so enhanced. Creatures inside a
[Darkness] effect of a level greater than the level of
the mystery are immune to all effects of Light over
Shadow.
This ability replaces Shadow over Body

NEW PRESTIGE CLASSES
DARK ANGEL ASCENDANT

“Afraid little dragon? Show me the power of your so called dark magic”

Hit Dice: d10
Class Skills:
The dark angel ascendant's class skills (and the key ability for each skill) are Acrobatics (Dex), Climb (Str), Diplomacy (Cha),
Intimidate (Cha), Jump (Str), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), Knowledge (history) (Int), Knowledge
(local) (Int), Knowledge (religion) (Int), Martial Lore (Int), Perception (Wis), Ride (Str), Spellcraft (Int), Stealth (Dex), Swim (Str).
Skill Points at Each Level: 4 + Int modifier

Table: The Dark Angel Ascendant
Level
1st

B.A.B
+1

Fort
+1

Ref
+0

Will
+1

2nd
3rd

+2
+3

+1
+2

+0
+1

+1
+2

4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

+4
+5
+6
+7
+8
+9
+10

+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5

+1
+1
+2
+2
+2
+3
+3

+2
+3
+3
+4
+4
+5
+5

Level
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

Maneuvers Known
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Special
Sin Eater (Envy), Neophyte guide, Angelic Devotion,
Umbral Sight
Sin Eater (Gluttony), Armored Caster (Light)
Dark Vengeance 5,
Redeemer of Body
Sin Eater (Greed), Redeemer of Mind
Sin Eater (Lust), Armored Caster (Medium)
Dark Vengeance 10
Sin Eater (Pride), Redeemer of Soul
Sin Eater (Sloth), Armored Caster (Heavy)
Dark Vengeance 15
Sin Eater (Wrath)
Maneuvers Readied
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

A Dark Angel ascendant is a knight, trained by the
Shadow Angels to hunt down and destroy evil in all
its forms. Balancing grim determination with
courteous behavior, they literally stand vigilant
against the shadow of evil.
For too long the Umbra angela were drawn into
their research of the Plane of Shadow, unaware of
and hidden from the cosmic turmoil around them. As
Malchiah’s death and the rise and fall of Tenebrous
taught them, they must influence the Prime Material
plane to survive and to have a sense of purpose, so
important for Outsiders. For this purpose the
Stewards of Time decided to teach some of their
secrets to select mortals. This decision was made
for another reason; mortals possessed a spark of
hope, even at the direst situations, something the
Umbra angela badly needed.
Drawing in their mastery of both combat and
mystery and given truly angelic gifts, these knights
strive to purge the darkness from deeply rooted evils
and fear, all while disguised so that their patrons are
never revealed to public. In addition they house
weak angelic spirits, called Neophytes, who wish to
learn about the Material Plane so they can better
address their duties when they evolve in a greater
form.
In practice they achieve the impossible day after
day. Protecting a hamlet from an undead horde,
rallying its inhabitants as a fighting force and ending
the struggle with a smile and hope for the future is

Mysteries
+1 level of existing mystery-using class
+1 level of existing mystery-using class
+1 level of
+1 level of
+1 level of
+1 level of
+1 level of
+1 level of

existing mystery-using class
existing mystery-using class
existing mystery-using class
existing mystery-using class
existing mystery-using class
existing mystery-using class

Stances Known
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

one of the expected duties of an ascendant. Humility
against said villagers and healing the wounds of
conflict to the common man is another. Yet a third
duty is being an energetic being with a variety of
interests, for to let sadness and despair influence
him, is like surrendering to it.
Requirements:
To qualify to become a dark angel ascendant, a
character must fulfill all the following criteria.
Shadowcasting: Able to cast 2nd level mysteries
Skills: Diplomacy 3 ranks, Perception 3 ranks,
Spellcraft 6 ranks
Other: Battle ardor (critical confirmation) or Zealous
Surge, Darkvision
Alignment: Any Good
Dark Angel Ascendants have the following game
statistics.
Class Features:
All of the following are class features of the Dark
Angel Ascendant prestige class.
Weapon Proficiencies:
A dark angel ascendant gains proficiency with all
armors and shields (excluding tower shields) and
with all melee simple and martial weapons.

Angelic Devotion:
The powers granted by this class are divine in
nature and, much like a cleric, if you misuse them,
they will be inaccessible until you atone for your
misdeeds.
More specifically if you ever cease to oppose
those who would misuse Shadow Magic, control
other people against their will, or, more generally
harass Good people with the help of the cover of
darkness and night, or work intentionally to uncover
the identity of your patrons or directly or indirectly
oppose them, you lose all benefits granted by this
prestige class and cannot gain new levels in it.
Depending on the severity of your actions an
atonement spell and one month of acting towards
the Umbra Angela cause may allow you to regain
your class benefits back and resume taking levels
normally.
Mysteries:
At each level, except 1st and 6th, you gain new
mysteries per day and an increase in caster level
(and mysteries known, if applicable) as if you had
also gained a level your mystery-using class. You do
not, however, gain any other beneﬁts a character of
these classes would have gained.
If you had more than one mystery-using class
before becoming a dark angel ascendant, you must
decide to which class to add each level for the
purpose of determining mysteries per day, caster
level, and mysteries known.
Maneuvers:
At each odd-numbered level, you gain a new
maneuver known from the White Raven, Shadow
Hand or Devoted
Spirit disciplines.
You must meet a maneuver’s prerequisite to
learn it. You add your full dark angel ascendant
levels to your initiator level to determine your total
initiator level and your highest-level maneuvers
known.
At 3rd level, 6th level, and 9th level, you gain an
additional maneuver readied per day.
Neophyte Guide (Su):
A dark angel ascendant is possessed by a neophyte
umbra angelus. This guide and its host are
practically one creature (The neophyte doesn't count
as a possessing creature for all intents and
purposes), and it cannot be targeted as a separate
creature.
At 1st level it grants his host an untyped bonus
to all Knowledge checks equal to the ascendant’s
class level and he lets him use them untrained. This
bonus is only applicable versus evil creatures,
locations and objects. This bonus extends to all
Craft and Profession checks as well as one perform
skill of the character’s choice.
He is also affected with a permanent disguise

self and undetectable alignment effect on him.
At 2nd level the character’s melee and melee
touch attacks deal 1d8 bonus damage to evil
targets per 2 class levels. This damage is half cold,
half electricity, and it is not reduced by cold or
electricity resistance. Immunities still apply however.
In addition his melee attacks function as if they
possessed the ghost touch weapon quality.
Sin Eater (Su):
A Dark Angel Ascendant learns to protect him from
and eventually empower himself with the
wickedness of his opponents.
Envy: Any damage, ability damage or ability
drain dealt by a spell or spell like ability with the
[Evil] descriptor or by a supernatural ability
originating by a creature with an evil aura (such as
evil outsiders or anti paladins) is reduced by an
amount equal to the ascendant’s class level.
Gluttony: The Dark Angel Ascendant gains
immunity to curses, taint and vile damage. The
target of his Dark Vengeance ability gains these
immunities until the end of his next turn.
He also enjoys a bonus to his saving throws
versus spells and abilities originating from an evil
creature equal to his charisma modifier.
Greed: The Dark Angel Ascendant’s space
always blocks line of sight and effect for any spell or
ability originating from an evil creature.
He can also choose to be, once per round as an
immediate action, the target of such abilities,
instead of an ally positioned no more than 30’ away.
Lust: The Dark Angel Ascendant is immune to
fear, magical or otherwise, and to compulsion
effects. The target of his Dark Vengeance ability
gains these immunities until the end of his next turn.
In addition he gains Damage Reduction 5/evil
and silver, as well as Spell Resistance 5 + character
level against spells and spell like abilities originating
from sources with an evil alignment.
Pride: A dark angel ascendant adds his
intelligence modifier to his strength or dexterity
modifier on his melee attack rolls.
Whenever an ally falls in battle (typically by
bringing him to 0 or lower hit points or rendering him
unable to take any action), the character gains a
cumulative +1 bonus to attack rolls, caster level, DC
of mysteries, damage rolls and skill checks.
This bonus lasts until the end of the encounter
and is doubled if the felled creature was of a good
alignment.
Summoned creatures do not benefit the
character in this way, nor do creatures that
rejuvenate after death (such as ghosts).
In addition he becomes immune to any
possession effect and he cannot be raised as or
become any form of undead, nor can his soul be
imprisoned in any way. The target of his Dark
Vengeance ability gains these immunities until the
end of his next turn.
Sloth: Whenever a Dark Angel Ascendant uses

an ability with the [Teleportation] descriptor, he can
make a full attack at a target within reach of his
destination. This ability is usable at will but once per
round.
Wrath: The Dark Angel Ascendant adds his
intelligence modifier to his constitution modifier to
calculate his total hit points, his Damage Reduction
improves to 10/evil and silver and his Spell
Resistance improves to 11 + character level against
spells and spell like abilities originating from
sources with an evil alignment.
All of his movement rates are increased by 10’
and he gains concealment in any condition other
than bright light. Only true seeing, blindsight or
similar magic or sensory input pierces this
concealment.
Umbral Sight (Su):
Levels of Dark Angel Ascendant stack with any
Shadowcaster levels for the purposes of determining
the bonuses granted by the Umbral Sight ability.
Armored Caster (Ex):
Normally, armor of any type interferes with a mystery
caster’s gestures for mysteries cast as arcane
spells, which can cause them to fail. A dark angel
ascendant’s specialized training, however, allows
him at 2nd level to avoid arcane spell failure as long
as he sticks to light armor and light shields.
If he instead has the Still Mystery feat, he
ignores any speed reduction caused by the armor,
the armor’s maximum dexterity bonus increases by
2 and any armor check penalty is lessened by 2
(minimum 0) to any armor he applies this ability.
At 5th level, a dark angel ascendant learns to
use medium armor and heavy shields with no
chance of arcane spell failure and at 8th level this
benefit extends to heavy armor.
Dark Vengeance (Ex):
Whenever an ally within a 30’ radius suffers hit point
or ability damage, the dark angel ascendant may
redirect up to 5 damage or 1 ability damage as a
free action, once per attack, to him.
He also confers specific immunities to the
target of this ability until the end of his next turn.
These immunities also end any effect that they
would apply to on the target.
For every 5 damage or 1 ability damage he
suffers from this ability, he enjoys a stacking +1
bonus to his attack and damage rolls until the end
of his next turn. The damage transferred cannot be
reduced or prevented by any way.
At 6th level he can transfer up to 10 damage or
2 ability damage per attack and at 9th level up to 15
damage or 3 ability damage.
Redeemer of Body (Su):
Whenever a Dark Angel Ascendant successfully
deals damage to a creature that is possessed by

another creature (such as a possessing demon or
under the effect of a magic jar spell), or a creature
that is physically inhabited by another creature
(such as a tsokar host riding a living creature), half
of the damage dealt is redirected to the possessing
or parasitic creature. This is an evocation effect and
the damage type suffered by the possessing or
parasitic creature becomes cold.
In addition if he wins on an opposed caster level
check (substituting Hit Die if the effect has no caster
level), the possessing or parasitic creature must
leave the host, appear in an adjacent square and
not be able to possess the host again for 24 hours.
If he loses, he can’t try again for the remainder of
the encounter, however further damage on the
creature continues to be redirected.
This ability doesn’t work if the possessing
creature targeted doesn’t have a separate Hit Point
value from its host nor has an undetermined Hit
Point value.
Redeemer of Mind (Su):
This ability works like redeemer of body but also
affects creatures under the effect of an
enchantment [charm or compulsion] spell or an
effect that replicates those spells or influences the
target in a similar way. Winning an opposed caster
level check results in the creature being freed from
mental control, but the position of the controller
remains unchanged.
Stances Known:
At 5th level, you learn a new martial stance from the
White Raven, Shadow Hand or Devoted Spirit
disciplines. You must meet a stance’s prerequisite to
learn it.
Redeemer of Soul (Su):
This ability works like redeemer of body but also
affects creatures created by or under the control by
necromantic spells or effects, or command by the
Rebuke Undead or similar ability. Winning an
opposed caster level check results in the creature
being freed from necromantic control (or if it was
created, utterly destroyed instead), but the position
of the controller remains unchanged.

DROW PARAGON
Drow paragons have the following game statistics.

or Shadowcaster, this class feature has no effect.

Class Features:
All of the following are class features of the drow
paragon class.

Improved Spell-Like Abilities (Sp):
At 3 HD and every 3 HD thereafter a drow paragon
gains an additional use of Darkness, Dancing Lights
and Faerie Fire per day.
At 12 HD he can use Darkness and Faerie Fire as
a swift action.

Weapon and Armor Proficiency:
Drow paragons are proficient with all simple weapons,
rapiers, long swords, and hand crossbows, and with
light armor.
Ability Boost (Ex):
A drow paragon’s Intelligence, Wisdom and Dexterity
increases by 2 points at the designated levels.

Light Sensitivity (Ex):
A 2nd-level drow paragon’s light blindness is lessened
to light sensitivity. She is merely dazzled in bright
sunlight or within the radius of a daylight spell.

Enhanced Spell-Like Abilities (Sp):
A Drow paragon may use these additional spell like
Spell casting:
At 1st and 3rd level, a female drow paragon gains new abilities when he meets the requisite HD.
At 3 HD he gains the use of the Levitate Spell like
spells per day as if she had also gained a level in cleric,
ability
1 / day.
or determines eldritch blast damage and invocations
He
also enjoys a constant Detect Magic and
known as if she also gained a level in warlock (a choice
Feather
Fall spell like ability.
that must be made at 1st level of a drow paragon).
At
9
HD and every 6 HD thereafter it gains an
A male drow paragon instead gains new spells per
additional
use of this ability per day.
day as if he had gained a level of wizard or
At
6
HD
he gains the use of the Suggestion and
Shadowcaster (a choice that must be made at 1st level
Divine
Favor
Spell like abilities 1 / day.
of a drow paragon).
He also enjoys a constant Detect Good spell like ability.
The paragon does not, however, gain any other
At 9 HD he gains the use of the Deeper Darkness
benefit a character of that class would have gained
and
Dispel
Magic Spell like abilities 1 / day.
(bonus metamagic feats, and so on). This essentially
At
15
HD
he can use Levitate as a swift action.
means that the character adds the level of drow
At
18
HD
he can use Deeper Darkness as a swift
paragon to her level in cleric, warlock, wizard or
action.
Shadowcaster then determines spells per day and
caster level accordingly.
If the drow paragon is female and has no levels in Improved Spell Resistance:
cleric or warlock, or is male and has no levels in wizard A drow paragons adds +5 to his spell resistance.
Level

B. A. B. Fort

Ref Will

Special

Spell casting

1st

+0

+0

+1 +0

Improved Spell-Like Abilities, Ability Boost (+2 Wisdom)

+1 level (See below)

2nd

+1

+0

+2 +0

Light Sensitivity, Enhanced Spell-Like Abilities,
Ability Boost (+2 Intelligence)

—

3rd

+2

+1

+2 +1

Ability Boost (+2 Dexterity), Improved Spell Resistance

+1 level (See below)

Table: The Drow Paragon
Hit Die: d8
Class Skills:
The drow paragon's class skills (and the key ability for each skill) are Craft (Int), Stealth (Dex), Intimidate (Cha), Acrobatics
(Dex), Knowledge (all skills, taken individually) (Int), Perception (Wis), Profession (Wis), Spell craft (Int), Survival (Wis), Swim
(Str).
Skill Points at Each Level: 4 + Int modifier per level

SHADE (Racial class)

to Faerûn above the Dire Wood.
Today it soars above the deserts of Anauroch, land
that was once a fertile part of the Empire of Netheril.
Why the Netherese— now known as the Shadovars—
returned, and what they are planning, are two
mysteries that trouble the rulers of every nation in
Faerûn. Most fear that solving these vital riddles will
provide them with answers they will not care to hear.
Until then, the Shadovars scheme in secret, their true
goals a mystery to all but their ruler, the High Prince
Telamont, and his twelve sons, the Princes of Shade.
Shades live to serve the High Prince and their
fellow Shadovars.
Most have grown up in the City of Shade as loyal
champions of the High Prince’s regime. While individual
shades may have personal agendas, few conflict with
the purposes of Shade’s rulers, since disobedient or
disloyal Shadovars are not likely to have been
transformed into shades in the first place.
Shades consider themselves superior to all nonshades around them. After all, that’s what they’ve been
raised to believe from birth.
Only the most worthy Shadovars are chosen to become
shades.
Most shades go adventuring only at the behest of
Over two thousand years ago, the ruler of a Netherese their superiors. They are normally given specific orders
about what they are to do on such missions. Shades
flying city transported his entire city onto the Plane of
Shadow in order to explore that dim and perilous plane. rarely share their true reasons for adventuring with any
non-Shadovar allies they may temporarily make. They
For thousands of years, the City of Shade was lost to
human knowledge, but in 1372 DR it abruptly returned do not trust those outside Shade, and any relationships
they strike up with strangers are sure to be temporary.
Level

B. A. B. Fort

Ref Will

Special

1st

+1

+0

+1

+1

Shade bonuses, Light Vulnerability, Outsider

2nd

+2

+0

+1

+1

Ability Boost (+2 Charisma), Control Light

3

rd

+3

+1

+2

+2

Shade sight, Spell Like abilities

4

th

+4

+1

+2

+2

Ability Boost (+2 Constitution), Spell Resistance

Table: The Shade
Hit Die: d10
Class Skills:
The shade's class skills (and the key ability for each skill) are Bluff (Cha), Craft (Int), Stealth (Dex), Intimidate (Cha),
Knowledge (Arcanna) (Int), Knowledge (the Planes) (Int), Perception (Wis), Profession (Wis), Sense Motive (Wis), Spell craft
(Int).
Skill Points at Each Level: 6 + Int modifier per level

Requirements:
To qualify to become a shade, a character must fulfill
all the following criteria.
Character Level: 5th
Race: Any humanoid
Alignment: Any non-good
Language: Netherese
Special: Approval of a Prince of Shade or a Shadovar
officer of captain’s rank or higher.
Shades have the following game statistics.

Class Features:
All of the following are class features of the shade
prestige class.
Weapon and Armor Proficiency:
Shades are proficient with all simple and martial
weapons.
Outsider:
A shade’s creature type changes to Outsider, and his
native plane becomes the Plane of Shadow.

level of light by 2 steps.
Light Vulnerability (Ex):
None of the abilities of this prestige class work in areas Shade Sight (Sp):
At 3rd level the shade can see in darkness in a radius of
of brighter than shadow illumination. Shades are still
60’
outsiders in any light condition.
Shade Bonuses (Ex):
The shade gains a +1 deflection bonus to AC, +5’
bonus to all of his movement speeds, +1 luck bonus on
all saving throws, +1 racial bonus on Perception checks
and +2 racial bonus on Stealth checks per shade level.
He also gains a +1 competence bonus on attacks
and damage and Fast Healing 1 per 2 shade levels.
He does not suffer skill check penalties due to
darkness.
Ability Boost (Ex):
A shade’s Constitution and Charisma increases by 2
points at the designated levels.
Control Light (Sp):
At 2nd level the shade can decrease the levels of light
within a 100’ radius by one step.
At 4th level this ability improves, decreasing the

Spell Like Abilities (Sp):
At 3rd level the shade gains a variety of spell like
abilities. All spell like abilities have a caster level equal
to the shade’s character level.
Invisibility: 1/round
Mirror Image: 3/day
Shadow Stride: 1/2rounds, a shade can vanish
from his current location and reappear in any area
within 300’ that is within shadow illumination or darker.
This is a move action.
Shadow Travel: 1/day, a shade can use teleport
without error to reach a locale within shadow
illumination or darker on the same world or plane shift
to access the Plane of Shadows.
Spell Resistance (Ex):
At 4th level a shade gains Spell resistance equal to 11 +
character level.

SOUL KEEPER <unfinished fluff>

“Those who fear the darkness have never seen what the light can do.”
-Selenia, dark angel

Afterlife. Redemption. Final reward.
worthy, the gift of immortality awaits them. Immortality
All these words define hope for the future and motivate of their deeds that is, not the greedy and futile
mortals into great acts. Their actions are observed and preservation of the flesh.
judged by higher powers and if they are deemed
And yet there are the jealous, the malign, those

that would erase every trace of existence from the
righteous, so they can rule in fear and intimidation.
They destroy and consume souls, committing the most
heinous crime in the multiverse without shame.

While the Dark Angel Ascendants battle for the
mortal spirit, the Soul Keepers protect its future.
Having glimpsed a world at the brink of hopelessness,
<…>

Soul Keeper
Hit Dice: d6
Class Skills:
The Soul Keeper's class skills (and the key ability for each skill) are Diplomacy (Cha), Knowledge (all skills, taken individually)
(Int), Perception (Wis), Spellcraft (Int), Stealth (Dex).
Skill Points at Each Level: 4 + Int modifier
Level
1st

B.A.B
+0

Fort
+1

Ref
+0

Will
+1

Special
Angelic Devotion, Pure Soul

2nd

+1

+1

+0

+1

Past Redemption

3rd

+1

+2

+1

+2

Shadow Chakra, Memories beyond Time

4th

+2

+2

+1

+2

Angel of Mercy

5th

+2

+3

+1

+3

Ultionis in Nex

6th

+3

+3

+2

+3

Twin Shadow Chakra

7th

+3

+4

+2

+4

8th

+4

+4

+2

+4

Recall Soul

9th

+4

+5

+3

+5

Perfect Shadow Chakra

10th

+5

+5

+3

+5

Angel of Death

Requirements:
To qualify to become a Soul Keeper, a character must
fulfill all the following criteria.
Shadowcasting: Able to cast 2nd level mysteries
Skills: Knowledge (the Planes) 6 ranks
Meldshaping: Ability to shape soulmelds.
Alignment: Any Good
Soul Keepers have the following game statistics.
Class Features:
All of the following are class features of the Soul
Keeper prestige class.

Mysteries
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class
+1 level of
using class

existing mysteryexisting mysteryexisting mysteryexisting mysteryexisting mysteryexisting mysteryexisting mysteryexisting mysteryexisting mysteryexisting mystery-

Meldshaping
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class
+1 level of existing
meldshaping class

Umbra Angela cause may allow you to regain your class
benefits back and resume taking levels normally.
Pure Soul (Ex):
The Soul Keeper gains Pure Soul (H. of H.) as a bonus
feat. Furthermore he cannot become undead by any
spell or ability not deific in nature.
From now on he can never use any necrocarnum
soulmelds and abilities.

Mysteries:
At each level you gain new mysteries per day and an
increase in caster level (and mysteries known, if
applicable) as if you had also gained a level your
Angelic Devotion:
mystery-using class. You do not, however, gain any
The powers granted by this class are divine in
other beneﬁts a character of these classes would have
nature and, much like a cleric, if you misuse them, they gained.
will be inaccessible until you atone for your misdeeds.
If you had more than one mystery-using class
More specifically if you ever cease to oppose those before becoming a dark angel ascendant, you must
who would misuse Shadow Magic, control other people decide to which class to add each level for the purpose
against their will, or, more generally harass Good
of determining mysteries per day, caster level, and
people with the help of the cover of darkness and
mysteries known.
night, or work intentionally to uncover the identity of
your patrons or directly or indirectly oppose them, you
Meldshaping:
lose all benefits granted by this prestige class and
At each level, you increases your meldshaper level, the
cannot gain new levels in it.
number of soulmelds you can shape, the number and
Depending on the severity of your actions an
kinds of chakra binds you can create, and her essentia
atonement spell and one month of acting towards the

pool as if you had gained a level in the meldshaping
class to which you belonged to prior to gaining the Soul
Keeper level. You do not; however gain any other
abilities of that class. If you had more than one
meldshaping class before becoming a Soul Keeper, you
must decide to which class to add each level for the
purpose of determining her essentia pool, meldshaper
level, and the number of soulmelds and chakra binds
available.
Past Redemption (Su):
The Soul Keeper gains the ability to shape a special
chakra at 2nd level. While shaped, any evil outsider or
undead under the effect of a Soul Keeper’s mystery or
soulmeld ability that dies, is permanently destroyed
and cannot be resurrected, reanimated or become an
undead creature and its rejuvenation ability is negated,
unless a creature with divine rank uses such an ability.
Destroyed undead can still be resurrected to their living
state, however the Soul Keeper must be present at the
casting of the restoring ability.
For every point of essentia invested the Soul
Keeper and his allies in a 30’ radius gain a +2 sacred
bonus to saves against possession, taint, death effects
and energy drain and reduce all vile and unholy
damage taken by 2 (minimum 0).
If bound to the brow, the Soul Keeper instantly
recognizes any and all abilities of a creature or object
that involves energy drain, taint, vile or unholy damage,
ability drain, soul imprisonment, destruction or
possession and gains SR equal to 11 + meldshaper
level against those effects. He does not however
determine any other abilities the creature might
possess.
Memories beyond Time (Ex):
At 3rd level, a Soul Keeper no longer takes penalties to
his ability scores for aging and cannot be magically
aged. Any such penalties that he has already taken,
however, remain in place. Age bonuses still accrue.
In addition the Soul Keeper has no maximum age
and he can speak with any creature that has or is a
soul.
Shadow Chakra:
At 3rd level, a Soul Keeper gains the use of a unique
chakra: the shadow chakra. Instead of binding a
soulmeld to a chakra on her body, she binds it to a
chakra on her shadow. The Soul Keeper can bind any
soulmeld she knows to her shadow chakra, just as if it
were bound to any other chakra on her body that she
could bind soulmelds to. However, due to the fact that
it is bound to her shadow and not to her, each two
points of essentia invested in the soulmeld bound to
her shadow chakra only act as if one essentia were
invested in it. For the purposes of binding, the Soul
Keeper can treat her shadow chakra as if it were any
other chakra she has access to and may bind
soulmelds to it even if she already has another
soulmeld bound to the chakra the shadow chakra is

mimicking.
Angel of Mercy:
At 4th a Keeper of Souls may spend a mystery to
spontaneously cast a cleric spell equal or less than the
spent mystery’s level. She can only cast spells with the
(Healing) descriptor and they function as divine spells,
not mysteries.
In addition undead who were killed by a Soul
Keeper and their alignment was any good before
undeath; need no material components to be raised
from the dead with any (Healing) spell, nor do they lose
a level when brought back in life.
Ultionis in Nex (Su):
At 5th level, whenever a Soul Keeper would succumb to
the effects of a death spell or death by energy drain or
ability drain, he is raised on the following round with
any negative levels or ability drain removed and with no
loss of levels. His creature type changes to deathless
and he gains the augmented subtype.
This ability is used once per day without any action
on the soul keeper’s part and lasts for 3 rounds. After
the effect expires, he dies again.
Twin Shadow Chakra:
At 6th level, a Soul Keeper’s shadow chakra can have
two soulmelds bound to it, each emulating a different
chakra that the Soul Keeper has access to. One of
these chakra uses essentia as a normal chakra does,
providing a 1:1 ratio for invested essentia. The second,
being the weaker chakra, act as the shadow chakra
described in the Shadow Chakra ability.
Recall Soul (Su):
At 8th level, a Soul Keeper ignores any effect that
imprisons or destroys a soul, for the purposes of
resurrecting a good aligned recipient. Imprisoned souls
are freed and destroyed ones are reformed from the
lingering memories residing in the Plane of Shadows.
This ability fails if used against souls destroyed or
imprisoned by artifacts or salient abilities of creatures
with divine rank or from creatures with HD greater than
the CL of the Soul Keeper.
Also true resurrection can now resurrect dead
recipients that died up to 50 years per caster level
before.
Perfect Shadow Chakra:
At 9th level, a Soul Keeper’s shadow chakra becomes
an incredible font of power. Any soulmeld bound to the
Soul Keeper's shadow chakra is treated as having twice
the essentia invested in it as it actually does (to a
maximum of four), so that a soulmeld bound to the
Soul Keepers shadow throat chakra with 2 essentia
invested in it would be treated as having 4.
Angel of Death (Ex):
At 10th a Keeper of Souls’s creature type permanently
changes to deathless. As a free action, taken out of

turn but once per round, she can transform back to her
previous creature type (restoring her previous
constitution score) or change back into deathless. She
counts as either creature type wherever it would be
more beneficial to her for purposes of spells,
prerequisites and abilities.
In addition she gains wings out of pure shadow

enabling her to supernaturally fly at 120’ speed and
granting her +8 to the Fly skill. She may hide or reveal
them as a free action.
Lastly any (Healing) spell or effect she utilizes
gains a +2 on save DC and +4 on caster level and has
no maximum caster level cap.

NEW ITEMS
Price (Item Level): 30,000 gp (16th)
Body Slot: Caster Level: 18th
Aura: Moderate; (DC 28) transmutation
Activation: —
Weight: 1 lb.
This stone grants the wearer the effects of the Extra
Master Path Mastery feat.
Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, Shadowcaster
level 18th.
Cost to Create: 15,000 gp.
Void Stones and Nether crystals
Price (Item Level): See table
Body Slot: Caster Level: See table
Aura: See table, school of spell contained in Void stone
or Nether crystal
Activation: —
Weight: 1 lb.
Shadow magic items are not usually what they seem.

Ioun Stones
Bright Purple Ellipsoid
Price (Item Level): 10,000 gp (12th)
Body Slot: Caster Level: 6th
Aura: Moderate; (DC 16) transmutation
Activation: —
Weight: 1 lb.
This stone grants the wearer the effects of the Extra
Apprentice Path Mastery feat.
Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, Shadowcaster
level 6th.
Cost to Create: 5,000 gp.
Purple Ellipsoid
Price (Item Level): 20,000 gp (15th)
Body Slot: Caster Level: 12th
Aura: Moderate; (DC 22) transmutation
Activation: —
Weight: 1 lb.
This stone grants the wearer the effects of the Extra
Initiate Path Mastery feat.
Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, Shadowcaster
level 12th.
Cost to Create: 10,000 gp.
Dark Purple Ellipsoid

A typical Void stone is a small smooth semi-precious
stone, scribed with an arcane symbol. The stone itself
costs 25 gp before enchanted (although more
expensive stones can exist too).
A Void stone provides its bearer with knowledge of
the inscribed mystery, which he can use it as though it
was on his selected mysteries.
He gains uses of this mystery according to his
class that grants him mysteries (for multiple classes,
choose one), and the grade of the mystery (Apprentice,
Initiate or Master). Any mystery user can use a Void
stone, provided the mystery it includes is on his spell
list and he can cast mysteries of its level.
A special kind of Void stones exists, the Nether
crystals. These can grant the use of a mystery as a
normal Void stone; however this mystery need not be
on his spell list. He still must be able to cast mysteries
of its level.
A Nether crystal costs 5,000 gp for apprentice
mysteries, 10,000 gp for initiate mysteries and 20,000
gp for master mysteries. Unlike Void stones, one can
have only 4 Nether crystals in his possession.
A spell can be granted from a Nether crystal
instead of a mystery. It follows all the rules for casting
as an equivalent level mystery would. The spell granted
must be from a spellcasting class that can cast 9th level
spells.
If the spell being imprinted has an expensive
material component, its price is multiplied by 50 and
then it is added to the stone’s price. Similarly if it has a
focus, its price is added to the stone’s price.
A new spell or mystery of the same level as the
imprinted can be scribed on a Nether crystal. This

requires a 24 hour ritual and can be done only once
per month.
The mystery granted by these items does not count
as such for any class abilities or feats that depend on
mysteries known (Feats granted by the number of
paths, Path masteries and so on).
It takes 24 hours for a Void stone or Nether crystal
to attune to a wearer.
Mystery Level
Fundamental
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

Price
(Item Level)
1,000 (4th)
2,000 (6th)
8,000 (12th)
18,000 (14th)
32,000 (16th)
50,000 (18th)
72,000 (19th)
98,000 (20th)
128,000 (22nd)
162,000 (24th)

Caster
level
1st
1st
3rd
5th
7th
9th
11th
13th
15th
17th

Aura;
Spellcraft DC
Faint ; 16
Faint; 16
Faint; 18
Faint; 20
Moderate; 22
Moderate; 24
Moderate; 26
Moderate ; 28
Strong; 30
Strong ; 32

Runestaves (expanded)
Price (Item Level): See text
Body Slot: weapon (staff)
Caster Level: See text
Aura: See table, school of mysteries contained in
runestaff
Activation: —
Weight: 1 lb.
A runestaff allows its wielder to use her shadow energy
to generate magical effects. Typically, a runestaff has
anywhere from two to ﬁve spells. By expending a
mystery use, the wielder can cast a mystery of the
same level or lower from the runestaff’s list, as long as
that mystery also appears on the wielder’s class
mystery list.
The mystery is treated exactly as if the wielder cast
the mystery herself, including caster level, save DC, and
any other effects related to the mystery. Unless stated
otherwise in the runestaff’s description, each mystery
can be cast from a runestaff three times per day.
In order to use a runestaff, you must attune
yourself to it as part of your preparation of mysteries.
You can’t attune yourself to more than one runestaff at
a time; attuning yourself to a second runestaff breaks
your previous attunement.
Activating a runestaff (that is, casting a mystery
from it) is almost like casting the mystery yourself,
including casting time and even provoking attacks of
opportunity. You must supply any components or costs
normally required by the mystery cast from the
runestaff, just as if you had cast it yourself.
If the mystery has a somatic component, you don’t
need to have an extra hand free; simply manipulating
the staff can meet the requirement (though arcane
spell failure chance still applies).
If the mystery has a material component or focus,
you must supply it as part of the casting.

If the mystery has any other prerequisite required
casting it (such as an alignment or racial restriction),
you must meet the pre-requisite to cast the spell from a
runestaff.
You can apply the effect of metashadow feats that
you know to mysteries from a runestaff.
A runestaff appears essentially identical to a
normal staff of the same name, though it always bears
arcane runes (large and bold on some staffs, faint on
others) that reveal its name and the mysteries it holds
to anyone who uses read magic or succeeds on a DC
20 Spellcraft check.
If you want to create a runestaff of your own
design, it should have two to six mysteries associated
with it, and the mysteries should be in one or two paths
(but not necessarily in order).
Crafting a runestaff requires the Craft Staff feat,
along with any mysteries held by the runestaff. You
don’t need to supply any material components or foci
required by the mysteries in a runestaff, since the
wielder of the staff pays those costs.
To set the price of a runestaff, multiply the level
of the highest level mystery in the runestaff by itself,
then by 400 gp. For each additional mystery in the
runestaff, square that mystery’s level and multiply by
200 gp. Add the values together to ﬁnd the ﬁnal price
of the runestaff. If a mystery can be used less than
three times per day, reduce the gp multiplier for that
spell by 100 per use below three (or 50 per use below
three, for mysteries after the ﬁrst).
Glimpse the unthinkable (major artifact)
History: Glimpse the unthinkable is a breast plate
found in the plane of shadow and composed of pure
shadowstuff. Reports link this item with the artifact
shadow staff; however no proof of this exists. Created
for an angelic overlord named Malchiah, the materials
used predate the creation of the Material Plane.
Powers regarding the control of the mind and
specifically memories and the subconscious, and
granting its wielder sight beyond sight were reported,
however something seems always amiss and very
dangerous with this armor. (Knowledge (history) DC 30)
Malchiah gained massive insight about the
creation of the world, and the world before. Specifically
the armor stored memories of previous civilizations and
of the demonic horde that annihilated and consumed
everything in a distant past. It was this knowledge that
intrigued him and spurred him to gather an expedition
to the Plane of Shadow. (Knowledge (history) DC 35)
She then realized that those demons hid very well
in the Abyss (specifically in a void plane which could be
described as a planar sized sphere of annihilation).
Rather than risk awakening them and fight a losing
battle, she gathered like-minded celestials and steeled
themselves for the end of times. Sadly she died from
an undead demon god named Tenebrous, however the
armor dissipated and searches for another being
capable of wearing it. (Knowledge (history) DC 40)

Game abilities: Glimpse the unthinkable is a
breastplate +5 which has no armor check penalty, no
weight and no maximum dexterity bonus and counts as
if you were unarmored for purposes of limitations and
armor proficiencies if that would be advantageous to
you. No known power can sunder or permanently
destroy this armor.
While its usefulness is limited in this time frame, it
holds priceless information about the world before this
one. Treat the armor as if having an intelligence of 40
and 30 ranks on all knowledge skills. However
whenever you request the armor to make a knowledge

check, you forget an equal amount of information
which is stored in the armor. If you physically
reproduced the information, it is gone too (texts
disappear, stone tablets crumble to ash and so on).
While this breastplate is Neutral, it has unintended
side effects. You go permanently blind, you become
immune, and cannot use any [light] spells or effects
(not even with Use Magic Device or similar methods)
and [shadow] spells or effect you cast or be affected
from are 25% more real and gain a +2 DC and caster
level, if applicable.

NEW VESTIGES
Shadowkings, the Dark 13
Level: 7
Binding DC: 30
Special Requirement: You must bind this vestige on
the Plane of Shadow, placing a book with 13 ebon
pages in the binding circle as a focus. Construction
of the book costs 500 gp and it is not consumed by
the binding. No area with bright light or darkness
should be present in a 100' area.
Sign: Your eyes and eyebrows disappear, without
altering your vision or hampering you in any way.
Legend: After Lord Ao created Realmspace, there
was a period of timeless nothingness, a misty realm
of shadows before light and dark were separate
entities. Within this dim chaos stalked 13
Shadowkings, progenitors of shadow magic and
children of the Plane of Shadows itself.
The Shadowkings were amoral travelers who
preferred night to blinding light and who stalked the
Realms seeking to meld light and dark into
shadowy chaos once again. They shared Shar’s
plans and motivation; however Shar's plot to reform
the world after her own desires was undone when
Azuth, the High One found a way to imprison the
Shadowkings in a pocket-sized crystal sphere located
beyond the edges of the world by creating the illusion
of a realm of shadows. The Lords of Shadow were
drawn to investigate, and before they discovered the
trick, Azuth imprisoned the Shadowkings with the
Shadowstar, a key of shadows forged by Gond. The
High Lord then hurled the key into the endless reaches
of the cosmos allowing life to flourish on in Chauntea's
loving hands.
While the Shadowkings exist now as vestiges, they
created many servitor races, which they named
Shadevari. They seek to release their kings with fervor
rarely seen in sentient creatures.

measures as darkvision and blindsight or even simple
preaching are sufficient, to name but some methods).
Granted Abilities: The Shadowkings grant their binder
their amoral nature, mastery of shadow magic and
limited control over the minions of shadow.

Manifestation: A book opens and each page of the
book flips, revealing a terrible shadow, just barely
comprehensible to your senses. When the last page
turns, you are filled with dread, as you feel the cold
void, from which the shadows emerged.

Incomprehensible: You are treated as having no
alignment for the duration of the pact if that would be
advantageous to you and become immune to
intelligence and wisdom drain and damage.
This ability also causes divination effects targeted
at you to fail and deals 8d8 cold damage and
feeblemind (as the spell) at the caster of the effect.
Cold resistance (but not Immunity) is ignored and a will
save reduces the damage dealt by half and negates the
feeblemind effect.
If the caster of the effect is an unattended object
(for example a trap), it is instead suppressed for 1
round, as if a successful dispel magic was cast at it.

Influence: You seek to favor and promote the use of
darkness. If any task needs to be done, you perform it
at night. If you need to be somewhere, you always
choose the darkest spot to be. You believe that not
being able to perceive color or embrace the light of the
sun is a gift and you prefer to blind or otherwise
hamper the vision of creatures if you are able, without
necessarily resorting to violence (blindfolds, magical

Boon of the Creator: Creatures other than you in a 10’
radius aura have an ability score of your choice either
increased or decreased by 2 points (You choose for
each creature affected). This is treated as an insight
bonus or unnamed penalty, respectively.
In addition you can raise or lower one of the
following abilities to affected creatures: Darkvision 60’,
Blindsense 10’, 1 attack / round at full attack

Child of Shadow: While bound to the Shadowkings you
manipulate the essence of the Plane of Shadow, as
well as its numerous memories of the dead. Creatures
who originate from the Plane of Shadow, deathless and
undead do not attack you without provocation and start
with an attitude of no less than indifferent towards you.
Endless Night: Once every 5 rounds you can cast one of This attitude improves to friendly if they share the same
the following mysteries as a supernatural ability: Afraid alignment with you.
In addition spells and effects with the [Shadow]
of the dark, shadow evocation, shadow conjuration or
descriptor have only a 50% chance to affect you.
fearful gloom.

(minimum of 1 attack) or any Damage Reduction by 5
points (But not lower to zero).
This ability is active as long as you are bound to
the Shadowkings and you decide at the start of your
turn which bonuses or penalties this aura applies.

NEW SPELLS
Shadow Magic Domain
Deities: Shar, Mystra, Nocticula
Granted Powers: You can emulate shadow magic.
Discreet Casting (Su): Whenever you cast a cleric
spell, you gain the Hide in plain sight ability and a
bonus to your stealth check equal to your cleric level /
2 for 1 round. You can use this ability a number of
times per day equal to 3 + your Wisdom modifier.

Prayer of Shadow (Su): At 8th level your cleric spells
are treated as mysteries for the interaction with other
spells or feats, if that would be advantageous to you.
Domain Spells: 1st : Shadow Weapon*, 3rd :
Haunting Mists*, 5th : Deeper Darkvision**, 7th :
Shadow Step*, 9th : Shadow Evocation,11th : , 13th :
Shadow Walk, 15th : Greater Shadow Evocation, 17th :
Shadow Landscape**
(*Ultimate magic, **Spell Compendium)

Shadow magic constantly evolves and gives to its wielder many varied options.

Chapter 4: New Mysteries

Twilight Evangelist (Apprentice)

1 Hidden from evil: As protection from evil but
grants concealment and bonuses to skills.
2 Acolyte’s Charm: Creature must save or try its best
to take you out of the fight with non-lethal damage.
3 Victorious Prophecy: Good creatures gain +1
bonus to various rolls, evil creatures are
demoralized. Bardic music and allied spells with
verbal components are enhanced.
HIDDEN FROM EVIL
Apprentice, Twilight Evangelist
Level / School: 1st / Abjuration [Good]
As the Protection from Evil spell but instead of the
deflection bonus to AC and the resistance bonus to
saving throws against attacks made or effects
created by evil creatures, the target gains an insight
bonus to stealth and perception checks equal to ¼
of your caster level to detect, hide from or avoid
attacks made or effects created by evil creatures
ACOLYTE’S CHARM
Apprentice, Twilight Evangelist
Level / School: 2nd / Enchantment [Mind Affecting]
Range: Close (25’ + 5’ /2 levels)
Target: 1 living creature
Duration: 1 round/level
Saving Throw: Will negates
Spell Resistance: Yes
You make the subject believe that you are more
valuable alive than dead
The affected creature tries to capture and
incapacitate the caster rather than kill him. He uses
means as non-lethal damage, restricting spells and
grapples.
Whenever the caster deals lethal damage to the
affected creature, the creature gains a new save
with a +2 bonus to shrug off the effect.
VICTORIOUS PROPHECY
Apprentice, Twilight Evangelist
Level / School: 3rd / Enchantment [Mind Affecting,
Good]
Range: 40’
Area: All allies and foes within a 40’ radius burst
centered on you
Duration: 1 round/level
Saving Throw: None and will negates
Spell Resistance: Yes

Voices from the shadows sing praise to the glory of
righteousness to favor your allies and hinder your
enemies.
You bring special favor upon yourself and your allies
while bringing disfavor to your enemies. Good
aligned creatures gain a +1 luck bonus on attack
rolls, weapon damage rolls, saves, and skill checks,
while evil aligned creatures must make a will save or
become shaken.
In addition the bonuses to attacks, damage,
skills and saves of supernatural abilities to aid allies
(such as Bardic Music or a Marshal's Aura) used by
Good creatures in the area is further increased by 1
per 4 caster levels (maximum +3 bonus).
PATH MASTERY: LULLABY OF
TRIUMPH
The shadows fortify your will power and reveal any
who would hinder your work.
Benefit: Perform is a class skill for you (this is
an extraordinary ability) and you can use the Inspire
Courage bardic music ability a number of times per
day equal to your charisma modifier.

Benevolent Shadows (Initiate)

4 Hidden from Evil, Mass: Aura confers concealment,
awareness and stealth as well as replicating the hidden
from evil mystery.
5 Twilight Aura: Target benefits more from healing, and
is warded vs. evil and negative energy.
6 Light from Darkness: Bolt dispels darkness and
illusions, deals damage and sickens evil creatures, more
against undead
HIDDEN FROM EVIL, MASS
Initiate, Benevolent Shadows
Level / School: 4th / Abjuration [Good]
Range: Touch
Area: 10’ radius emanation from touched creature
Duration: 10 minutes/level
Saving Throw: Will negates (harmless)
Spell Resistance: No
Nearby shadows move to your side, forming a protective
circle. Your moves muffled and hidden and your vision
expanded, you can proceed fearing no evil.
All creatures within the area gain the effects of a hidden
from evil mystery as well as the benefits of concealment
against attacks originated by evil creatures, and no non
good summoned creatures can enter the area either.
You must overcome a creature’s spell
resistance (if the mystery is cast as an arcane spell
or a spell like ability) in order to keep it at bay (as in
the third function of protection from evil).
The protection from mental control applies
regardless of enemies’ spell resistance.
TWILIGHT AURA
Initiate, Benevolent Shadows
Level / School: 5th / Necromancy [Good]
Range: Touch
Target: Creature touched
Duration: 10 minutes/level
Saving Throw: Will negates (harmless)
Spell Resistance: No
You channel an influx of positive energy to the
affected creature. Like a magnet it amplifies healing
and dampens negative effects affecting the warded
creature.
Whenever the affected creature regains hit points or
ability points due to a spell or effect, he instead
regains double the amount.
In addition it takes half damage from negative
energy and untyped or vile damage originated by
spells and spell like abilities with the evil descriptor
or supernatural abilities originated by creatures with
an evil aura (such as a blackguard’s smite good
ability).

Lastly evil creatures take a -2 penalty on attack
rolls when attacking the affected creature.
LIGHT FROM DARKNESS
Initiate, Benevolent Shadows
Level / School: 6th / Evocation [Light, Good]
Range: 120’
Area: 120-feet line
Duration: Instantaneous and 1 round / level
Saving Throw: Reflex half and Fortitude half
Spell Resistance: Yes
The darkest corner may well hide the brightest of
lights. Revealing such light has dire consequences
for your opponents.
This spell deals 1d6 per 2 caster levels points of
damage to everyone within the area. A successful
reflex save halves the damage. Undead and Oozes
take double damage from this mystery.
In addition evil creatures are blinded for one
round per caster level (a successful fortitude
instead causes the creatures to treat any other
creature as though it had concealment).
Lastly Light from Darkness dispels spells of
lower level with the Darkness descriptor, or from the
Illusion (Glamer), Illusion (Figment), or Illusion
(Shadow) sub schools.

PATH MASTERY: SHADOW OVER
BODY
By channeling the positive energy (prevalent in
areas of the Plane of Shadow), you can heal your
wounds.

Benefit: You can heal your wounds. Each day you
can heal a total number of hit points of damage
equal to your mystery caster level × your Charisma
bonus. You don’t have to use it all at once. Using
this ability is a swift action.

Dark Creation (Initiate)

4 Shadow Conjuration: As per the
Shadow Conjuration spell
5 Black Summons: Creates area
where only dark creatures can be
summoned.
6 Greater Shadow Conjuration: As per
the Greater Shadow Conjuration spell
SHADOW CONJURATION
Initiate, Dark Creation
Level/School: 4th / Illusion (Shadow)
As per the Shadow Conjuration spell
(PHB) except as noted above, and it
can mimic a Conjuration (creation) or
(summoning) of up to 4th level.
BLACK SUMMONS
Initiate, Dark Creation
Level/School: 5th / Transmutation [Shadow]
Range: Medium (100’ + 10’ / level)
Area: 40’ radius spread
Duration: 1 hour/level
Saving Throw: No
Spell Resistance: None
You infuse an area with potent shadows. Any
creature summoned in it will be tainted by those
shadows and will behave erratically.
You create an area in which only creatures from the
Plane of shadows can be magically summoned. No
matter what a later caster attempts to summon, he
actually summons a dark version (a dark beast
rather than a fiendish one, for example) or a dark
equivalent (a shadow elemental of the appropriate
size or a creature originating from the Plane of
shadows rather than a devil).
If the summoner was attempting to summon a
creature not originating from the Plane of shadows,
the dark creature that appears is not bound to obey
the commands of the summoner or attack his

enemies. Instead, it deals with the summoner as it
sees fit—possibly attacking the caster.
The summoning spell cannot be dismissed,
though it can be dispelled. A black summons spell
can also be dispelled normally.
SHADOW CONJURATION, GREATER
Initiate, Dark Creation
Level/School: 6th / Illusion (Shadow)
As per the Greater Shadow Conjuration spell (PHB)
except as noted above.
PATH MASTERY: MASTER OF
SHAPING
You become expert at the craft of manipulating
shadow essence to your desired ends, as well as
distinguishing what is real and what is not.
Benefit: Mysteries with the [Shadow] descriptor
are 10% more real and gain a +2 bonus on
penetration rolls if applicable. Furthermore you do
not need to interact with illusions to merit a saving
throw to disbelieve, witnessing it is enough.

Dark Justice (Initiate)

4 Smiting Darkness: Darkness that good creatures
can see through, evil creatures inside is dealt more
damage.
5 Cloak of Retribution: Damages and disorients
attackers, grants bonuses to attacks, intimidate
checks, sheds light or darkness.
6 Inquisitor’s Verdict: Creature in close range is
silenced, reverts back in its natural form and all
illusions are dispelled.
SMITING DARKNESS
Initiate, Dark Justice
Level / School: 4th /Evocation [Darkness, Good]
You summon a globe of darkness that only hinders
the vision of the wicked.
As the deeper darkness spell but good aligned
creatures can see through as though it was not
there. In addition whenever an evil creature inside
the smiting darkness receives damage, he takes an
additional 2 damage per caster level (max 30), half
of which is cold and half electricity.
CLOAK OF RETRIBUTION
Initiate, Dark Justice
Level / School: 5th / Evocation [Cold or Electricity,
Light or Darkness]
Range: Personal
Target: You
Duration: 1 minute/level
Saving Throw: No and Fortitude negates
Spell Resistance: Yes
You weave together light and darkness in order to
punish your offenders
This mystery damages and hinders attackers. It also
sheds light or darkness depending on your choice.
Any melee attacks made with natural weapons
or manufactured weapons without reach deals
normal damage, but at the same time the attacker
takes 1d6 points of damage per 2 caster levels
(maximum 10d6).
This damage is either cold damage (if the shield
sheds darkness) or electricity damage (if the shield
sheds light). If the attacker has spell resistance, it
applies to this effect.
You may choose to be affected by either a
Blacklight (Spell Compendium) or a Daylight effect
that moves with you.
Finally, if an evil creature succeeds on a melee
attack against you, the offending attacker is slowed
for 1 round / level (fortitude negates). If the attacker
has spell resistance, it applies to this effect.
INQUISITOR’S VERDICT

Initiate, Dark Justice
Level / School: 6th /Abjuration / Transmutation
Range: Close (25’ + 5’ /2 levels)
Effect: Ray
Duration: 1 round/level
Saving Throw: No
Spell Resistance: See text
You reduce your opponent to a mockery of its
shadow. Now it is ready to face justice.
You must succeed on a ranged touch attack with the
ray to strike a target.
The affected creature is silenced. Any
polymorph or similar form altering effects are
suppressed and the creature reverts back in its
natural form for the duration of the spell. Lastly any
and all illusions affecting the creature are dispelled.
Spell resistance is effective versus the silence
and the polymorph suppression effect but not the
illusion dispelling effect.
PATH MASTERY: VISIONS OF GUILT
Vengeful and wronged memories distract your more
depraved enemies
Benefit: Evil creatures at a 30’ range take a -2
penalty to Intelligence, Wisdom and Charisma
scores that lasts as long as they are inside the aura.
Undead, evil dragons and evil outsiders take double
the penalty.

Planar Nights (Initiate)

4 Nights Away: As attune form.
5 Black Grip: Teleport an enemy close to you.
6 Planar Disjunction: As anticipate teleport but
faster and more information gained.
NIGHTS AWAY
Initiate, Planar Nights
Level/School: 4th/Abjuration
Range: 20’
Target: One creature/level in a 20’ radius burst
centered on you
Duration: 24 hours
Saving Throw: None
Spell Resistance: No
No matter how far you travel, you bring a piece of
shadow to protect you in your new environment.
You gain a temporary respite from the natural
effects of a specific plane. These effects include
extremes in temperature, lack of air, poisonous
fumes, emanations of positive or negative energy, or
other attributes of the plane itself.
The effects of gravity traits, alignment traits,
and magic traits aren’t negated by this mystery, nor
are the special entrapping trait that some planes
(such as Elysium and Hades) have.
The mystery does not provide protection against
creatures, native or otherwise, nor does it protect
against spells, special abilities, or extreme and nonnatural formations within the plane.
BLACK GRIP
Initiate, Planar Nights
Level/School: 5th/Conjuration (Teleportation)
Range: Close (25’ + 5’ /2 levels)
Target: 1 creature
Duration: Instantaneous
Saving Throw: Will negates

Spell Resistance: Yes
Nothing can hide from its shadow. Nothing can
escape your clutch.
You may cast this mystery as a swift action.
Target creature is teleported to an adjacent to
you square. That creature is immobilized and can't
use, nor does he benefit from, any teleportation
effects for 1 round.
The square selected must be unoccupied, must
be able to support the affected creature and can't
have an active magic effect in it.
PLANAR DISJUNCTION
Initiate, Planar Nights
Level/School: 6th/Abjuration
Range: Personal
Area: 5’ / level radius emanation
Duration: 24 hours
Saving Throw: None
Spell Resistance: No
The murmurs that activate this mystery linger in the
air for a moment. As they fade from your hearing,
you become more aware of both your surroundings
and the possibility of intrusion.
You are surrounded with an invisible aura that
anticipates and delays the teleportation of any
creature into the spell’s area. Any teleportation spell
or effect (including all spells with the teleportation
descriptor) can be anticipated, making you instantly
aware of the exact location where the teleporting
creature will arrive (subject to the restrictions
below), the creature’s size and type, and how many
other creatures (and their sizes and types) are
arriving with the teleporting creature.
The spell also delays the arrival of the
teleporting creature by 3 rounds, generally giving
you and anyone else made aware of the information
3 rounds to act or ready actions. The teleporting
creature does not perceive this delay.

Since a teleporting creature doesn’t necessarily
arrive at the precise location it intends, the spell
also functions against a creature that arrives in
range even though its intended destination was
elsewhere. For a creature that intends to teleport
into range but inadvertently arrives outside the
spell’s area, the spell gives you awareness that a
creature has attempted to teleport into range and
delays the creature as normal, but doesn’t give any
awareness as to the actual location of its imminent
arrival.
The spell has no effect on creatures attempting
to teleport away from the spell’s area, although if
their destination is within the area, the spell will
affect their reentry as normal.

PATH MASTERY: TRAVELER
ETERNAL
For you, home is where you spend the night.
Benefit: When you visit a plane with an
alignment trait, you are not affected by penalties on
your Charisma-, Wisdom-, and Intelligence based
checks that mildly and strongly aligned planes
impose on visitors of opposed alignments.
In addition you no longer acquire the
extraplanar subtype if you so desire.

Darkness Borealis (Master)

7 Grasp of Ice: Freeze an opponent
8 Frost Armor: Protect and retaliate against attacks with
an icy armor
9 Absolute Zero: Entrap your foes into frigid ice
GRASP OF ICE
Master, Darkness Borealis
Level/School: 7th / Evocation / Transmutation [Cold]
Range: Close (25’+5’/2 levels)
Target: 1 creature
Duration: 1 round / level
Saving Throw: Fortitude Partial, see text
Spell Resistance: Yes
Freezing shadows of the coldest reigns reach forth
to grab your opponent.
Target creature suffers each round 1d6 / 2 caster
levels cold damage (max 10d6) and 2 dexterity
damage (a successful fortitude save halves the
dexterity damage for that round only, the target
must make a new save at the start of each of his
turns).
In addition if the target fails on his fortitude
save, he loses his move action for that round.
If the affected creature reaches 0 or less hit
points, or 0 dexterity he is turned into ice (treat as
the flesh to stone spell, but ice instead of stone).
FROST ARMOR
Master, Darkness Borealis
Level/School: 8th / Evocation [Cold]
Range: Personal
Target: You
Duration: 24 hours
Your skin takes on a pale reflection while you wade
into combat. Confident on the protection that the
hardest of ice grants you, you fear no blade, for
those that harm you will be injured by a storm of ice
shards.
You take half damage from fire effects (rounded
down, minimum 0) and you gain an enchantment
bonus to your natural armor equal to your caster
level / 3 (maximum +7 at 21 caster level).
You also add your caster level to the CMD of
performing trip, bull rush or grapple attempts
against you (maximum of +20 bonus).
ABSOLUTE ZERO
Master, Darkness Borealis
Level/School: 9th / Transmutation (cold)
Range: Medium (100’+10’/level)
Area and Effect: 30’ burst
Duration: 1 round / level
Saving Throw: Fortitude partial, see text

Spell Resistance: No
You summon a cold force in the chosen area so
strong, that even the very air freezes.
The selected area freezes over and the air solidifies
filling it instantly with ice. This has the following
effects:
1) Creatures inside the area become encased
in ice and begin to suffocate due to the lack of air.
In addition they take 5d6 cold damage each round
and are able to hack away at the ice surrounding
them (see below).
Creatures immune to cold are immune to this
damage but not to the other effects of the spell.
2) Any sense, spell or effect requiring smell or
sound cannot be used inside the area of the spell.
Similarly creatures outside the effect cannot track or
affect creatures within with these senses and vice
versa.
Furthermore they cannot cast spells with verbal
components and are deafened while inside the
area.
3) The area is filled with glacial ice so line of
effect (but not line of sight) is blocked to those
inside the glacial dome.
4) Due to the cramped spaces creatures inside
lose their bonus (if any) to dexterity. Furthermore
the ground is slippery ice forcing the creatures to
make appropriate Acrobatics checks for movement.
5) In order to get free, creatures must hack
away the ice surrounding them.
The ice has 5 hit points per foot of thickness.
Creatures can hit the ice in the area automatically.
A 10’ section of the area whose hit points drop
to 0 is breached.
If a creature tries to break through the wall with
a single attack, the DC for the Strength check is 15
+ (1/2 * caster level), maximum 28.
However if they breach the outer layer of the
area they must make a reflex save in order to
escape to an adjacent square or the surrounding air

freezes and seals the hole (creating a 10’ thick
barrier) and they must again hack it apart.
PATH MASTERY: EMBRACE THE
FROST
You become as cold as the freezing darkness, as
sturdy as the oldest ice.
Benefit: You completely ignore any damage or
negative effects created by spells or effects with the

[Cold] descriptor. You are similarly immune to the
adverse planar effects of the Plane of Cold, Plane of
Air and Plane of Water and can survive without
trouble at any cold environment. Furthermore you
don't need to breathe and you become immune to
stunning effects.

You imbue your surroundings with mutable energy
from the Plane of Shadow, then shape them as you
will. With the mightiest of mysteries no one will find
what has transpired here.
As the screen spell, except as noted above.
ECHO SPELL, GREATER
Master, Reality of Shadows
Level/School: 8th/Universal
Range: Medium (100’ + 10’ / level)
Your adversary's smile turns into a worrying
expression as you replicate with ease the power he
just had invoked. If he only knew you did more than
just replication.
As per the Echo Spell mystery except as noted
above and usable against spells, as well as
mysteries, spell like abilities and psionic powers, of
up to 7th level.
In addition you can apply any applicable
metashadow feat to the power replicated as it was a
mystery, despite its actual type (arcane/divine spell
or psionic power).
REFLECTION OF POWER
Master, Reality of Shadows
Level/School: 9th/Illusion (Shadow)

Reality of Shadows (Master)

7 Lost Continent: As the screen spell.
8 Echo Spell, Greater: As echo spell but with fewer
limitations.
9 Reflection of Power: As Shadow evocation or
Shadow conjuration but 80% reality and up to 8th
level spells are mimicked.
LOST CONTINENT
Master, Reality of Shadows
Level/School: 7th/Illusion (glamer)

This may be used as the Shadow Conjuration or
Shadow Evocation spells, but it may create shadow
versions of applicable spells up to 8th level, and the
shadow spells are 80% real.
PATH MASTERY: TWISTED CREATOR
You shape both matter and magic with the talent of
a true artisan. Reality itself seems to favor you and
protects you from adverse effects.
Benefit: Whenever you are affected by noninstantaneous, non-permanent hostile effects, you
decrease their duration by 1 round (to a minimum of
0 rounds, if that happens the effect fails to take
hold on you).
Whenever you are affected by noninstantaneous, non-permanent helpful effects, you
increase their duration by 1 round.

Repentant Darkness (Master)

7 Umbra Angelus: You become briefly a dark angel.
8 Burning Sins: Evil targets in an area take half of
the damage you would normally suffer and their
defenses are lowered.
9 Purifying Ray: Target takes a great amount of holy
damage, no spell or protection can block it.
UMBRA ANGELUS
Master, Repentant Darkness
Level / School: 7th / Transmutation [Good]
Range: Personal
Target: You
Duration: 1 minute/level
Saving Throw: None
Spell Resistance: No
Dark angels and spiritual celestials inhabit your
shadow, imparting you with many of their abilities.
For the duration of the mystery you gain the Umbra
Angelus subtype and all associated benefits.

Umbra angelus subtype:
Shadow Blend (Su): In any condition of
illumination other than full daylight, an Umbra
Angelus can disappear into the shadows, giving it
total concealment.
Artificial illumination, even a light or continual
flame spell, does not negate this ability. A daylight
spell, however, will.
Alternate Form (Su): An Umbra Angelus can
assume another form at will as a standard action.
He can effectively replicate the alter self,
elemental body I, II and III (Shadow Elemental only,
no bonuses to stats but gain incorporeality and
blindsight 60’), or Beast Shape III spell (Raven with
the Shadow template (from Lords of Madness) or
Shadow Mastiff only).
Fast Healing equal to ½ their total Hit Die (Ex)
Immunities (Ex): Immunity to cold, and any
negative effect that affects his senses such as
blindness or deafness.
Telepathy 100’ (Su)
See in Darkness (Su): Umbra Angela can see
perfectly in darkness of any kind, even that created
by a deeper darkness spell.
Disruptive Aura (Su): An Umbra Angelus gives
off a 20’ radius emanation of disruptive energy.
All good aligned creatures with the Extraplanar
(Shadow) subtype and all deathless within 20’ of the
Umbra Angelus (including the creature itself) gain a
+2 bonus on attack rolls, damage rolls, and saving
throws, and +2 hit points per HD.
Multiple auras do not stack and the Umbra
Angelus Hit Dice, attack, and save entries given here
include these bonuses.

Charisma checks made to influence deathless
and good aligned creatures with the Extraplanar
(Shadow) within this area take a -6 penalty and good
aligned creatures with the Extraplanar (Shadow)
subtype gain a +6 bonus to saves versus spells that
banish them to another plane. In addition, undead
and evil creatures inside this aura cannot use their
channel energy ability or any [Divine] feats as long
as they stay inside and for 1 round thereafter.
An Umbra Angelus’s disrupting aura cannot be
dispelled except by a break enchantment spell or
similar effect. If the effect is dispelled, the Umbra
Angelus can resume it as a free action on its next
turn.
BURNING SINS
Master, Repentant Darkness
Level / School: 8th /Abjuration [Good]
Range: Personal and Medium
Targets: You and all creatures in a 15’ radius burst
Duration: 1 round/level
Saving Throw: None, Will negates and fortitude
negates
Spell Resistance: Yes
You invoke the harshest of punishment upon the
corrupt. Not only they can’t be protected against the
Light, but unless they repent, they suffer as much
harm as they cause.

For the duration of the mystery you take only half
damage from all wounds and attacks (including that
dealt by special abilities) that deal hit point damage.
The amount of damage not taken by you is
taken by the creatures affected by this mystery.
Each creature takes that damage individually (you
don’t split it amongst them).
Forms of harm that do not involve hit points (such
as charm effects, temporary ability damage, and
level draining and death effects) are not affected.
If you suffer a reduction of hit points from a
lowered Constitution score, the reduction is not split
because it is not hit point damage.
When the spell ends, subsequent damage is no
longer divided between the subjects and you, but
damage already split is not reassigned to you.
Affected creatures can make a will save to negate
this effect.
In addition affected creatures must make a
fortitude save or they do not benefit from any of the
following abilities: Damage reduction x/good, Spell
resistance versus spells and spell like abilities with
the [Good] descriptor, and any bonuses to AC or
saves granted by spells and spell like abilities with
the [Evil] descriptor.
This mystery affects only evil creatures and if all
affected creatures succeed on their will save then
you do not take reduced damage.
PURIFYING RAY
Master, Repentant Darkness
Level / School: 9th /Evocation [Good]
Range: Close (25’ + 5’ /2 levels)
Effect: Ray
Duration: Instantaneous and Permanent
Saving Throw: Fortitude half; see text
Spell Resistance: No

A golden white ray sprouts from your fingers.
Empowered by shadow magic it pierces through all
defenses in order to neutralize the wicked.
You must succeed on a ranged touch attack with the
ray to strike a target. As noted below the target does
not gain any bonuses to its touch armor class from
abjuration, conjuration or force effects of up to 8th
level. If the attack succeeds, the subject takes 2d6
damage per caster level (max 50d6) (Fortitude save
for half damage).
Purifying Ray ignores Abjuration, Conjuration
and force effects of up to 8th level completely. Treat
those effects as if they weren’t present when
resolving if Purifying Ray affects or not its target.
This mystery cannot kill its target. Ignore all
damage and effects that would drop the target
below 1 hit point. If the target creature would drop
to negative hit points, it is instead stabilized and a
temporal stasis effect protects it permanently until
the caster dismisses it.
If the target is undead or evil outsider it instead
takes damage equal to its total, unmodified hit
points, with a fortitude save for half damage.
This mystery has no effect versus targets of any
good alignment.
PATH MASTERY: PURE SHADOW
You transcend over the limits of shadow magic and
your devotion to the Upper planes laces your
shadow with holy energy.
Benefits: You can give up a daily use of a
mystery to cast any sanctified spell of an equal or
lower level of the mystery sacrificed.
Spells cast by virtue of this path mastery are still
cast as mysteries of the appropriate level.
In addition you cast spells and mysteries with the
[good] descriptor at +1 caster level.

Shadow Arcana (Master)

7 Magic Denial: As antimagic ray.
8 Umbral Disruption: Weaken the spell casting of an
enemy.
9 True Shadows Fade: As Reaving Dispel.
MAGIC DENIAL
Master, Shadow Arcana
Level/School: 7th / Abjuration
Shadows block any attempts of the target to affect or be
affected by magic.
As per the Antimagic Ray spell (Spell Compendium).
UMBRAL DISRUPTION
Master, Shadow Arcana
Level/School: 8th / Abjuration
Range: Close (25’+5’/2 levels)
Area and Effect: 1 creature
Duration: 1 round / 2 levels
Saving Throw: Will Negates
Spell Resistance: No
You dampen your opponent's ability to utilize magic.
Affected target takes a penalty to his caster level to
all his spells, powers and spell like abilities equal to
your caster level / 4 (maximum -5, minimum of 0
caster level, where the target loses the ability to cast
spells altogether for the duration of the mystery),
and a -2 penalty to the save DC of their spells,
powers, spell like and supernatural abilities.
TRUE SHADOWS FADE
Master, Shadow Arcana
Level/School: 9th / Abjuration
Calling on the ultimate power of shadows you rob
from your target all traces of magic.
As per the Reaving Dispel spell (Spell Compendium,
note that dispel magic no longer has an upper limit
to its caster level).
In addition you may use this mystery with the
counter spell action in order to counter spell like
abilities in addition to spells. For that purpose treat
them as arcane spells of a level equal to their
normal spell level. The normal rules for Reaving

Dispel apply if the affected spell like ability is
successfully countered.
PATH MASTERY: SEEKER OF DARK
KNOWLEDGE
Magic becomes a liability rather than an advantage
when opposed to your might.
Benefit: Whenever you successfully counter a
spell or spell like ability you may choose to reflect it
back to the caster. Only effects that can be affected
by the spell turning spell can be reflected in this
way.
In addition you may use a counter spell as an
immediate action rather than a readied standard
action. All other requirements must be met. This
ability can be used a number of times equal to your
Intelligence modifier.
Lastly you can qualify for the Epic counter spell
epic feat (Found in Player’s guide to faerun) by
meeting only the minimum Spell craft skill ranks
requirement and the Quicken Mystery and Combat
Reflexes feats. This is an extraordinary ability.

The shadow that was (Master)

7 Shadow vestiges: Summon visages whenever the target
is attacked by magic
8 Burning power: Targets enter a mindless killing frenzy
and then they die
9 Last Word: Scramble completely beneficial divine magic
SHADOW VESTIGES
Master, The shadow that was
Level/School: 7th/Conjuration [Evil] (Summoning)
Range: Close (25’ + 5’ /2 levels)
Target: 1 creature
Duration: 1 round/ 2 levels
Saving Throw: Fortitude Negates (harmless)
Spell Resistance: No
You splinter the shadow of your target into multiple
pieces. Each of these grows into sinister shapes,
waiting to attack and drain the life of those harming
their master.
Whenever the target of this mystery is successfully
affected by a hostile spell, spell like or supernatural
effect, a visage (Libris Mortis) appears in an
adjacent to the creature square.
The visage summoned has as many Hit Dice as
your caster level (up to 18 HD) and lasts until the
end of this mystery.
They attack the source of the magical effect
that triggered their creation if able, until it is
destroyed.
If they can’t harm it (it is an object for example)
or if it poses no more immediate threat to the target
of this mystery, they return to their home plane.
Spawn created by the visages are destroyed when
the mystery ends.
No more than 2 visages can exist by virtue of
this mystery at any time.
BURNING POWER
Master, The shadow that was
Level/School: 8th/Transmutation [Evil]
Range: Close (25’ + 5’ /2 levels)
Target: All creatures in a 20’ radius burst
Duration: See text
Saving Throw: Will Partial
Spell Resistance: Yes
You instill the targets with terrible strength and killer
instincts while their mental faculties suffer greatly.
This mystery has different durations on each of its
targets. Each target is affected by this mystery for a
number of rounds equal to its HD.
When the duration of this mystery ends then the
target takes 10 damage / caster level if it failed its
save or takes 5d6 non-lethal damage on a
successful save.

On a failed save targets of this mystery gain a
stacking +2 strength and constitution bonus per
round. They also gain immunity to lethal and nonlethal damage and fear effects and they are affected
with the piercing sight mystery.
Lastly they are feebleminded as the spell and
they attack the closest creature be it friend or foe.
On a successful save the bonuses of this
mystery are halved, they are not immune to lethal
damage and the frenzy and feeblemind penalties do
not apply. Instead they take a cumulative -1 penalty
to their mental stats per round (to a minimum of 3).
If the mystery is prematurely dispelled then the
target is exhausted for 1 minute / level and the
dispeller is also affected by this mystery (no save)
unless the dispel effect was of 8th spell level or
higher.
LAST WORD
Master, The shadow that was
Level/School: 9th/Necromancy [Evil]
Range: Medium (100’ + 10’ /level)
Target: all creatures in a 20’ radius burst
Duration: Permanent
Saving Throw: Will Negates
Spell Resistance: Yes
Evoking a syllable of the god killing power
Tenebrous possessed, you completely sever any
divine connection the targets could have. Now even

the gods can’t help them escape the terrible fate
you prepare for them.
Targets of this curse gain no beneficial effect from
divine spells and from spell like abilities and
supernatural abilities of outsiders.
They also cannot use divine spells or any
abilities from classes that grant divine spells (such
as a paladin’s smite evil or a cleric’s channel
energy) nor can they activate [divine] feats. Items
that replicate or are created by divine spells also fail
to affect cursed creatures (even when used with the
Use Magic Device skill) unless they have no
beneficial effect on the cursed targets.
This curse can only be removed by casting a
remove curse from a non-divine caster with a caster
level greater of that of this mystery, or by a wish
spell, a desires manifest mystery or a reality revision
power.

This curse persists even in death, making the
target unable to be resurrected by divine magic
(although other means of resurrecting the target still
apply).
PATH MASTERY: MASTER OF THE
WORD
Your study of the magic that Tenebrous possessed
grants you with a glimpse of his power. You become
closer to the demon Tenebrous once was.
Benefits: You become immune to sonic and
language dependent effects and you can speak and
write all languages.
You also gain a +1 bonus / character level to
Truespeak checks and the Dark Speech and
Obscure Truename as bonus feats.
Lastly Truespeech is a class skill for you (this is
an extraordinary ability)

Warrior of Darkness (Master)

7 Shadow Alacrity: Hasten attacks and spell casting
8 Touch of Inevitable Fate: Touched opponent cannot
heal, escape or quicken himself
9 Blade of Darkness: Enhance blade to deliver touch
spells, accept additional enchantments and attack as a
fighter of your level.
SHADOW ALACRITY
Master, Warrior of Darkness
Level/School: 7th / Transmutation
Target: You
Duration: 10 minutes/level
By casting this mystery you grant yourself unnatural
speed of thought and action.
Mysteries with a range of Touch are cast as swift
actions rather as a standard actions (you can't cast
them as standard actions for the duration of the
spell).
In addition you gain an extra attack when you
make a full attack as per the haste spell.
TOUCH OF INEVITABLE FATE
Master, Warrior of Darkness
Level/School: 8th / Transmutation / Necromancy
Range: Touch
Targets: creature or creatures touched (up to 1 per
caster level)
Duration: Instantaneous and 1 round
Save: None and will negates; see text
SR: yes
Your hand turn pitch black as your touch anchors,
slows and withers the very shadow of your
opponent. You smile knowing he has no other
choice but to fight.
You gain a touch attack. Creatures affected by this
touch attack are afflicted by various debilitating
effects.
You can use this melee touch attack up to one
time per caster level. Should you successfully touch
a creature, it can't heal hit point damage naturally or
magically nor can it use teleportation effects and its
regeneration ability is suppressed for 1 round (no
save).
Lastly the target must make a will saving throw
or it will be unable to benefit from spells and effects
that grant extra actions or allow existing actions to
resolve faster than normal (such as, but not limited
to, the time stop, celerity, contingency and other
similar spells, the quicksilver motion and time
stands still martial maneuvers and the quicken spell
metamagic feat), and spells or effects that grant
extra attacks or bonuses to movement speed for 1
round.

BLADE OF DARKNESS
Master, Warrior of Darkness
Level/School: 9th / Evocation [Force] /
Transmutation
Range: 0’
Effect: Held melee weapon
Duration: 10 minutes/level
Your weapon transforms into a dark, translucent
version of itself. Its black fiery aura betrays its
connection with the plane of shadows.
You transform your weapon into a weapon of pure
darkness. Although you cannot be disarmed of it,
the mystery ends when it leaves your hands.
Despite the changed appearance it’s still the
same weapon for all purposes unless noted below.
The damage type (slashing, piercing or
bludgeoning) of the weapon changes to force
damage. You gain proficiency with the affected
weapon and you attack with that weapon with a
base attack bonus equal to your character level
(maximum +20) and you add your charisma or your
intelligence modifier (whichever is higher) instead of
your strength modifier (which would not be applied
because the weapon makes touch attacks, see
below) on both damage and attack rolls (1.5 for 2
handed weapons as normal).
All attacks with the blade are considered touch
attacks and bypass all damage reduction. However
each attack checks spell resistance (if the mystery
is cast as an arcane spell or spell like ability) and
cannot affect creatures immune to force effects. If
the attack fails to bypass the spell resistance of the
attacked creature then it deals no damage and it

doesn't discharge the held spell (see below). You
still cannot use the Power Attack feat or any other
ability that normally does not apply to touch attacks
in conjunction with the weapon enhanced by this
mystery.
The weapon can now hold the charge and
delivers touch attack spells as though as they were
delivered by your hand. All other rules for touch
spells apply normally.
Lastly the affected weapon gains special
weapon abilities. You gain a number of
enchantment bonus points to spend on those
abilities equal to your caster level/5 (maximum +5
at 25 caster level). These abilities can be spent on
any ability, provided the weapon has at least a +1
enchantment bonus and those abilities do not make
the weapon exceed an effective enchantment bonus
of +10 (you can spend less points should you
choose so). For example a Shadowcaster with 20
caster level could add to a +1 bastard sword the icy
and flaming burst properties (abilities of +4

enchantment bonus value). He couldn't affect a +5
vorpal great sword and he could add only the keen
(or an equivalent +1 ability) property to a +4 vorpal
glaive.
PATH MASTERY: VORTEX OF BLADES
By mystery and blade, the opposition will fall. Of that
you are sure.
Benefit: You can make a full-attack action as a
standard action. You also gain the Whirlwind Attack
feat and can use it as a standard action.
Whenever you confirm a critical hit and you
deliver a mystery via touch or via the Blade of
darkness mystery, any damage caused by the
mystery is multiplied by the weapon’s critical
multiplier. If the mystery doesn't deal damage, it
instead gains the benefits of the Persistent Spell
metamagic feat despite being a mystery (Advanced
Player’s Guide).

Chapter 5: New Monsters

Shadevari
<Incomplete as template>
Shadevari speak Common plus any other
languages they knew in life.
Creating a shadevari: Shadevari is an acquired
template that can be added to any non-good
humanoid or monstrous humanoid (referred to
hereafter as the base creature), provided it casts a
shadow.
A Shadevari has all the base creature’s
statistics and special abilities except as noted here.
Size and Type: The creature’s type changes to
Monstrous Humanoid. Size is unchanged.
Hit Dice: Increase all current and future Hit Dice
derived from monster levels to d8s.
Armor Class: A Shadevari gains a +4 bonus to
its natural armor as its skin becomes more solid.
Attack: A Shadevari gains 2 claw and 1 bite
attacks if it didn’t previously possess them.
Full Attack: <>
Damage: <>
Special Attacks: <…>
Special Qualities: A Shadevari retains all the
base creature’s special qualities and gains those
described below.
Haste (Su): A Shadevari is permanently affected
by a haste spell and is immune to the stagger
condition.
Damage Reduction (Su): A Shadevari’s body is
tough, giving the creature damage reduction
5/magic and silver. Its natural weapons are treated
as magic and silver weapons for the purpose of
overcoming damage reduction.
Blindsight (Ex): A Shadevari posseses blindsight
with a radius of 60’

HD.

Spell Resistance (Ex): Shadevari have SR 11 +

Abilities: Increase from the base creature as
follows: Str +6, Dex +10, Con +4, Int +2, Wis +4,
Cha 2.
Feats: A Shadevari gains the Improved Initiative
and Deflect Arrows as bonus feats.
Organization: Solitary
Challenge Rating: Same as the base creature +
3.
Treasure: As base creature
Alignment: As base creature.
Advancement: By character class, usually
swordsage or rogue.
Shadevari Characters: <…>

Shadevari

<Old idea as separate creature>

Medium Monstrous Humanoid (Extraplanar
(Shadow))
HD: 8d8+24 (60)
Speed: 60 ft. (12 squares)
Init:: +9 (+5 Dex, +4 Improved Initiative)
AC: 21, Touch 17, Flat footed 14 (+5 Dex, +4
Natural, +2 Dodge)
BAB: +8; CMB: +12, CMD: 27
Attack: Claw +12 (1d6+3, 20/×2) or Bite +12
(1d8+5, 20/×2)
Full-Attack: 2 Claws +12 (1d6+3, 20/×2) and Bite
+12 (1d8+5, 20/×2) and Bite +12 (1d8+5, 20/×2)
Space: 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft.
Special Attacks: Special Qualities: Deflect Arrows, Haste, Blindsight
60 feet, DR 5/silver and magic, SR 15
Saves: Fort +4 Ref +12 Will +8
Abilities: Str 16, Dex 20, Con 14, Int 12, Wis 15, Cha
13
Skills: Stealth +16, Perception +15, Survival
+15, Acrobatics +16, Climb +14
Feats: Improved Initiative B, Multiattack, Improved
Multiattack, Improved Toughness, Dodge
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary or group (5-8)
Challenge Rating: 4
Treasure: Normal
Alignment: Usually Neutral Evil
Favored Class: Unarmed Swordsage (or Rogue)
Level Adjustment: +2

COMBAT
Haste (Su): A Shadevari acts as if permanently
affected by a haste spell.
(The statistics block already reflects this bonus).
Deflect Arrows (Ex): If the Shadevari has one
hand free and it’s not flat footed, it can deflect
automatically up to 3 ranged attacks per round.

INRITUS IRRITUS DEMONS
Inritus Irritus demons are actually parasites of the
shadow. They attach to a living creature’s shadow
and thus influence and morph the host according to
their desires. Many of them, while descended from
cosmic criminals and defilers of reality, have
forgotten their existence and act with an animalistic
impulse, much like elementals, whose natural

climate is nothingness. They are neutral in
alignment. However the most dangerous of the
species are the Harbringers (template), who
organise the movement and plan to remake the
cosmos at their image <unfinished, link with the
shadow kings>.

UMBRA ANGELA (SHADOW ANGELS)
DESCRIPTION
Umbra angela look like young female humans with
pale gray skin and black raven wings. Their lithe
bodies belie their supernatural strength and
toughness. Common eye and hair colors are black
and grey-white.
Cursed angels, despite their deathless state
look like living creatures and only close observation
and their red glowing eyes belie their true nature.
Neophytes are naturally invisible, incorporeal
mass of gases.

Umbra Angelus Subtype:
Shadow Blend (Su): In any condition of
illumination other than full daylight, an Umbra
Angelus can disappear into the shadows, giving it
total concealment.
Artificial illumination, even a light or continual
flame spell, does not negate this ability. A daylight
spell, however, will.
Alternate Form (Su): An Umbra Angelus can
assume another form at will as a standard action.
He can effectively replicate the alter self,
elemental body I, II and III (Shadow Elemental only,
no bonuses to stats but gain incorporeality and
blindsight 60’), or Beast Shape III spell (Raven with
the Shadow template (from Lords of Madness) or
Shadow Mastiff only).

Fast Healing equal to ½ their total Hit Die (Ex)
Immunities (Ex): Immunity to cold, all illusions
and any negative effect that affects his senses such
as blindness or deafness.
Telepathy 100’ (Su)
See in Darkness (Su): Umbra Angela can see
perfectly in darkness of any kind, even that created
by a deeper darkness spell.
Disruptive Aura (Su): An Umbra Angelus gives
off a 20’ radius emanation of disruptive energy.
All good aligned creatures with the Extraplanar
(Shadow) subtype and all deathless within 20’ of the
Umbra Angelus (including the creature itself) gain a
+2 bonus on attack rolls, damage rolls, and saving
throws, and +2 hit points per HD.
Multiple auras do not stack and the Umbra
Angelus Hit Dice, attack, and save entries given here
include these bonuses.
Charisma checks made to influence deathless and
good aligned creatures with the Extraplanar
(Shadow) within this area take a -6 penalty and good
aligned creatures with the Extraplanar (Shadow)
subtype gain a +6 bonus to saves versus spells that
banish them to another plane. In addition, undead
and evil creatures inside this aura cannot use their
channel energy ability or any [Divine] feats as long
as they stay inside and for 1 round thereafter.
An Umbra Angelus’s disrupting aura cannot be
dispelled except by a break enchantment spell or
similar effect. If the effect is dispelled, the Umbra
Angelus can resume it as a free action on its next
turn.

Neophyte

Small Outsider (Extraplanar (Shadow), Umbra Angelus,
Good, Incorporeal, Shapechanger)
HD: 2d10+4 (15)
Speed: Fly 60’ (Perfect) (12 squares)
Init: +5
AC: 12; touch 12; flat-footed 12 (+1 Size, +1 Charisma)
BAB: +2; Grp: -2
Attack: Frost Ray, ranged touch +6 (2d6 cold, 20/×2)
Full-Attack: Frost Ray, ranged touch +6 (2d6 cold,
20/×2)
Space: 5’; Reach: 5’
Special Attacks: Mysteries
Special Qualities: Umbra Angelus Abilities,
Incorporeal traits, Outsider traits, DR 5/evil, SR 13
Saves: Fort +2, Ref +6, Will +6,
Abilities: Str -, Dex 12, Con 10, Int 11, Wis 12, Cha
12
Skills: Knowledge (any 3) +5, Perception +6, Fly
+14, Spellcraft +5, Stealth +10, Sense Motive +6
Feats: Improved Initiative, Still Mystery B
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary, pair, or class (15-25 and 1
Dark Ranger)
Challenge Rating: 4
Treasure: None
Alignment: Usually Neutral Good, Often Neutral
Favored Class: Shadowcaster
Level Adjustment: –
Neophytes are the shadow angel equivalent of
Lantern archons, spiritual angels that thirst for
knowledge and perfection. They are born from souls
that battled evil in all its forms from the shadows. If
they find a non-evil creature, they unleash a barrage
of questions on him.

COMBAT

Neophytes tend to avoid combat and their
incorporeal forms help them immensely so. They are
not cowards however; they only retreat to warn their
much more able companion angels.
Freezing Retribution (Su): Any attack with a
melee, natural or ranged weapon, or with a
damaging touch or ranged touch mystery deals an
additional 1d8 damage, half of which cold and the
other half electricity, to evil creatures.
Cold or electricity resistance doesn’t reduce the
amount of damage dealt however cold or electricity
immunity will.
Mysteries: Neophytes can cast mysteries as a
2th level Shadowcaster.
This includes the knowledge of new fundamentals,
and the transformation of lower-level path mysteries
into spell-like or supernatural abilities.
Typical Mysteries Known (Caster level 2nd,
Concentration +3, DC 11 + mystery level, 13 for
supernatural abilities)
Apprentice 1/day as spells:
Twilight Evangelist: Hidden from evil
Darkland Walker: Dimmed Walker
Fundamentals at will as supernatural:
Unnatural Life, Trick of the Light, Black Candle
Natural Invisibility (Su): This ability is constant,
allowing a Neophyte to remain invisible even when
attacking.
This ability is inherent and not subject to the
invisibility purge spell.

Dark ranger

Medium Outsider (Extraplanar (Shadow), Umbra
Angelus, Good, Shapechanger)
HD: 11d10+55 (137)
Speed: 40’ (8 squares); fly 80’ (good) (16 squares)
Init: +8
AC: 24; touch 18; flat-footed Never (+2 Armor, +8
Dexterity, +4 Natural)
BAB: +11; CMB: +15; CMD: 33
Attack: Long bow +23 (1d8+8 force, 20/×3)
OR Long sword +18 (1d8+7, 19-20/×2)
Full-Attack: Long bow +21/+21/+16/+11 (1d8+8
force, 20/×3)
OR Long sword +16/+11/+6 (1d8+8, 19-20/×2)
and Short sword +16/+11 (1d6+5, 19-20/×2)
Space: 5’; Reach: 5’
Special Attacks: Mysteries, Maneuvers
Special Qualities: Umbra Angelus Abilities, Outsider
traits, Obfuscation, DR 10/evil and silver, SR 24,
Guerrilla Training
Saves: Fort +10, Ref +15, Will +13
Abilities: Str 19, Dex 26, Con 16, Int 20, Wis 18, Cha
22
Skills: Knowledge (any 5) +19, Sense Motive +18,
Intimidate +20, Perception +18, Fly +22, Spellcraft
+19, Linguistics +20, Stealth +22, Survival +19
Feats: Precise Shot, Point Blank Shot, Dark Stalker
(L. of M.), Smiting Mystery, Deadly Aim, Rapid Shot,
Two Weapon Fighting B, Still Mystery B, Improved
Two Weapon Fighting B, Track B
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary, pair, or squad (3–5)
Challenge Rating: 13
Treasure: Standard plus +1 Force Composite
longbow [+4 Maximum Strength], +1 Long sword,
+1 Short sword, +1 Padded Armor, Quiver of anariel
(+1 arrows)
Alignment: Usually Neutral Good, Often Neutral
Favored Class: Swordsage
Level Adjustment: Dark rangers have a racial hatred of the Undead
nightshades, since they are created out of powerful
evil outsiders. They guard their brethren from the
dangers of the Shadow plane, collect information in
the material planes and hunt mercilessly those who
would ally with the undead or with demons. Some of
them are teachers and mentors to the Neophytes,
however most are far and away, even outside the
plane of shadow.
The death and sacrifice of the Umbra angella
race is heavy and Dark rangers do not speak often,
if at all.

COMBAT
A Dark ranger can spy upon its target for years
unnoticed. Between her raven shape, her excellent

mystery casting and her natural abilities, she
attacks her marks at a place and time of her
choosing. However if the target proves resistant and
able to reach close quarters with her, she flees
combat to return with reinforcements, and to report
to the Stewards of Time.
Freezing Retribution (Su): Any attack with a
melee, natural or ranged weapon, or with a
damaging touch or ranged touch mystery deals an
additional 3d8 damage, half of which cold and the
other half electricity, to evil creatures.
Cold or electricity resistance doesn’t reduce the
amount of damage dealt however cold or electricity
immunity will.
Death Attack: Fortitude negates, DC 20. As the
Assassin ability but this ability works also on undead
despite their immunity to critical hits or not needing
to roll Fortitude saving throws.
Sneak Attack: 4d6, as the Rogue ability but
incorporeal undead are also affected.
Ghost Touch attacks (Su): A Dark Ranger’s
attacks and spells do not suffer from any damage
reduction against incorporeal targets
Martial Maneuvers: Dark Rangers know martial
maneuvers and stances as a 11th level crusader.
They can choose their maneuvers from the
Devoted Spirit, Shadow Hand, Stone Dragon and
Tiger Claw disciplines
Typical maneuvers known:
Entangling Blade (4th), Dancing Mongoose (5th)*,
Pouncing Charge (5th)*, Shadow Stride (5th)*, Cloak
of Deception (2nd)*, Stalker in Night (6th)*, Rallying
Strike (6th), Stone splitting Strike (4th), Sudden Leap
(1st)*, Adamantine Bones (1st)
Typical Stances:
Child of Shadow (1st), Blood in Water (1st),
Assassin’s Stance (3rd)*

* indicates a readied maneuver

Mysteries: Dark Rangers can cast mysteries as
an 11th level Shadowcaster.
This includes the knowledge of new fundamentals,
and the transformation of lower-level path mysteries
into spell-like or supernatural abilities.
Typical Mysteries Known (Caster level 11th,
Concentration +17, DC 16 + mystery level, 21 for
supernatural abilities)
Initiate 1/day as spells:
Dark Relic: Shadow Weaponry.
Twilight Conspiracy: Twilight Paranoia.
Nightmarish Domain: Nightmarish Mist, Phantasmal
Refuge, Unearthly Marsh.
Boundless Void: Pulled up, Black Skies, Descending
Sky.
Apprentice 2/day as spell like abilities:
Twilight Evangelist: Hidden from evil, Acolyte’s
Charm, Victorious Prophecy.
Winding Trail: Shadow’s Path, Shadow Layout, Path
of Woe.

Dark Snare: Sudden Pit, Shadow Spikes, Shadow’s
Venom
Fundamentals at will as supernatural abilities:
Unnatural Life, Trick of the Light, Sustained Stride,
Mystic reflections, Squelch Light
Obfuscation (Ex): A Dark Ranger cannot be
tracked in any environment.
Also animals are always friendly to the Dark
Ranger and will not attack her unless provoked or
commanded through a special link (such as a
druid’s animal companion).
Guerrilla Training (Ex): A Dark Ranger is a
consummate tracker and makes Perception checks
instead of the usual Survival checks to trace a
creature’s passage.
In addition she possesses innate cunning and
logical ability.
This gives her immunity to maze spells and
prevents her from ever becoming lost.
She is never caught flat-footed and is not restricted
to a standard action during surprise rounds.

Cursed angel

Medium Deathless (Extraplanar (Shadow), Umbra
Angelus, Good, Shapechanger)
HD: 14d8+98 (184)
Speed: 40’ (8 squares); fly 80’ (good) (16 squares)
Init: +6
AC: 35; touch 19; flat-footed 35 (+8 Armor, +6
Dexterity, +8 Natural, +3 Deflection)
BAB: +14; CMB: +23; CMD: 37
Attack: Large Guisarme +28 (2d6 + 16, 20/×3)
Full-Attack: Large Guisarme +28/+23/+18 (2d6 +
16, 20/×3)
Space: 5’; Reach: 10’
Special Attacks: Mysteries, Maneuvers
Special Qualities: Umbra Angelus Abilities, Cursed
Existence, Deathless traits, DR 15/evil and silver,
DR 5/-, SR 26, Improved Uncanny Dodge,
Gravestone
Saves: Fort +19, Ref +17, Will +17
Abilities: Str 26, Dex 22, Con -, Int 22, Wis 20, Cha
24
Skills: Knowledge (any 9) +23, Sense Motive +22,
Intimidate +24, Perception +22, Use Magic Device
+22, Spellcraft +23
Feats: Power Attack, Mage Slayer (C.A.), Knowledge
Devotion (C.Cha.), Pierce Magical Concealment
(C.A.), Combat Reflexes, Stand Still, Pierce Magical
Protection (C.A.), Still Mystery B, Weapon Focus
(Guisarme) B, Weapon Specialization (Guisarme) B
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary, pair, or squad (3–5)
Challenge Rating: 15
Treasure: Standard plus +2 Shadow Striking Large
Guisarme, +3 Nimbleness Mithril Breast plate
Alignment: Usually Neutral Good, Often Neutral
Favored Class: Crusader
Level Adjustment: –
Cursed angels were once angels who were damned
by Tenebrous to slay their own kin. Only recently
freed from their curse, they had no choice but to
repent for their sins with the best way: protecting
their brethren at any cost and slaying demons and
evil spellcasters allied to Tenebrous and the vile
gods of darkness.
Their zeal upon completing their goal was so
unrelenting that many times the Upper planes
whispered to them, that their actions would grant
them a place of respect upon the greatest of angels,
however many are the times that they outright
refuse, not resting until the threat of demonkind is
no more. And they do not intend to go to the
heavens defeated.

COMBAT
In combat a Cursed Angel stands out from her
brethren. In close quarter fighting she is simply a

killing machine with his oversized weapons and
mastery of maneuvers, and her mystery casting
means that she will be prepared against more exotic
threats. She is the only type of Shadow angel who
will not back from combat, instead relying on her
fortitude and fighting styles to get the job done. No
matter how much the thrill of battle overcomes her;
her first goal is that no harm comes to her
comrades.
Gravestone (Su): A cursed angel does not
possess the Alternate form ability of other Umbra
Angela. She is instead affected at all times by a
Statue effect, but instead of a statue form, she turns
into a gravestone, bearing a short message (no
more than 25 words) of her choosing. Cursed Angels
usually have their date of death carved on the stone.
She can fly and use her extraordinary and
supernatural (but no other) abilities normally in her
gravestone form. Any carried or worn equipment
melds when she transforms into a gravestone.
The Cursed Angel does not revert to any
particular form when killed. A true seeing spell or
ability reveals both forms simultaneously.
Cursed Existence (Ex): Unlike most deathless,
Cursed Angels gain B.A.B, Skill Points and Saves as
an Outsider.
They are also immune to all necromantic
effects, vile damage, curses, taint and any form of
energy drain.
Martial Maneuvers: Cursed Angels know martial
maneuvers and stances as a 14th level crusader.
They can choose their maneuvers from the
Devoted Spirit, Shadow Hand, Iron Heart, Stone
Dragon and White Raven disciplines
Typical maneuvers known:
Avalanche of Blades (7th)*, Colossus Strike (7th)*,
Covering Strike (4th), Entangling Blade (4th), Iron

Heart Surge (3rd)*, Mountain Avalanche (5th), Order
forged from Chaos (6th)*, Pouncing Charge (5th)*,
Shadow Stride (5th)*, Cloak of Deception (2nd),
Steely Strike (1st), Stalker in Night (6th)
Typical Stances:
Child of Shadow (1st), Blood in Water (1st), Thicket of
Blades (3rd)*
* indicates a readied maneuver

Mysteries: Cursed Angels can cast mysteries as
a 14th level Shadowcaster.
This includes the knowledge of new
fundamentals, and the transformation of lower-level
path mysteries into spell-like or supernatural
abilities.
Typical Mysteries Known (Caster level 14th,
Concentration +21, DC 17 + mystery level, 24 for
supernatural abilities)
Master 1/day as spells:
Warrior of Darkness: Shadow Alacrity.
Eyes of the Night Sky: Truth Revealed.
Shadowscape: Grasping Shadows.
Initiate 2/day as spell like abilities:
Unbinding Shade: Shadows Fade, Unravel
Dweomer, Greater Shadows Fade.
Darkened Alleys: Fearful Gloom, Sickening Shadow,
Deadly Shade.
Black Magic: Warp Spell, Echo Spell.
Body and Soul: Bolster.
Apprentice 3/day as supernatural abilities:
Shutters and Clouds: Dusk and Dawn, Shadow Skin,
Dancing Shadows.
Darkland Walker: Dimmed Walker, Wave of
Emptiness, Land of Darkness.
Ebon Whispers: Voice of Shadows, Congress of
Shadows, Flicker.
Fundamentals at will as supernatural:
Unnatural Life, Trick of the Light, Black Candle,
Mystic reflections, Squelch Light, Caul of Shadow.

Strength of the night (Ex): Their supernatural
strength lets them function in many ways as if they
were one size category larger.
Whenever a Cursed Angel is subject to a size
modifier or special size modifier for a combat
maneuver, the Cursed Angel is treated as one size
larger if doing so is advantageous to him.
A Cursed Angel is also considered to be one
size larger when determining whether a creature’s
special attacks based on size (such as improved
grab or swallow whole) can affect him.
A Cursed Angel can use weapons designed for a
creature one size larger without penalty. However,
his space and reach remain those of a creature of
his actual size. The benefits of this racial trait stack
with the effects of powers, abilities, and spells that
change the subject’s size category.
Freezing Retribution (Su): Any attack with a
melee, natural or ranged weapon, or with a
damaging touch or ranged touch mystery deals an
additional 6d8 damage, half of which cold and the
other half electricity, to evil creatures.
Cold or electricity resistance doesn’t reduce the
amount of damage dealt however cold or electricity
immunity will.
Improved Uncanny Dodge (Ex): A Cursed Angel
can react to danger before her senses would
normally allow her to do so. She retains her
Dexterity bonus to AC (if any) even if she is caught
flat-footed or struck by an invisible attacker.
However, she still loses her Dexterity bonus to AC if
immobilized.
She also can no longer be flanked. This defense
denies a rogue the ability to sneak attack the
Cursed Angel by flanking her, unless the attacker
has 18 rogue levels.

Steward of time

Medium Outsider (Extraplanar (Shadow), Umbra Angelus,
Good, Shapechanger)
HD: 23d10+230 (357)
Speed: 70’; fly 120’ (perfect) (20 squares)
Init: +8
AC: 39; touch 33; flat-footed 31 (+14 Deflection, +8
Dexterity, +6 Natural, +1 untyped)
BAB: +23; CMB: +33; CMD: 55
Attack: Large Scythe +39 (2d6+21+2 con damage, 1920/×4+Lighting Overload)
Full-Attack: Large Scythe +39/+34/+29/+29
(2d6+21+2 con damage, 19-20/×4+Lighting Overload)
Space: 5’; Reach: 5’
Special Attacks: Mysteries, Maneuvers, Time Field, Alter
past, Reality distortion, Lighting Overload, Freezing
Retribution
Special Qualities: Umbra Angelus Abilities, Outsider
traits, DR 15/-, DR 25/epic and evil and silver, SR 37,
Draw upon memories, Master of the Scythe, Unearthly
Grace
Saves: Fort +32, Ref +36, Will +35
Abilities: Str 30, Dex 26, Con 30, Int 34, Wis 28, Cha 36
Skills: Knowledge (all 10) +38, Sense Motive +35,
Intimidate +39, Perception +35, Bluff +38, Stealth +33,
Linguistics +33, Spellcraft +38, Use Magic Device +36
Feats: Power Attack, Dark Stalker (L. of M.), Master
Dabbler, Metashadow Mastery, Line of Shadow
Mystery, Chain Mystery, Twin Mystery, Knowledge
Devotion (C. Cha.), Insightful Shadowcaster, Extra
Granted Maneuver (T. of B.), Still Mystery, Dark
Magic Scholar, Greater Weapon Focus (scythe) B,
Greater Weapon Specialization (scythe) B, Weapon
Focus (scythe) B, Weapon Specialization (scythe) B,
Weapon Mastery (slashing) B, Weapon Supremacy
(scythe) B
Epic Feats:
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary or troupe (1 Steward of Time,
2 Cursed angels and 4 Dark Rangers)
Challenge Rating: 22
Treasure: Triple Standard plus +1 Shadow striking,
Keen, Greater Wounding Large Scythe
Alignment: Always Neutral Good
Favored Class: Shadowcaster
Level Adjustment: Stewards of Time are the unquestioned leaders of
the Umbra angela. However this fact is hidden by
their calm and usually pleasing demeanour, and
their endless knowledge in many subjects. In fact
the other angels acknowledge the Stewards as the
most resourceful and clever of their race, able to
form plans that no other could even grasp. So they
put their trust on them.
However they can afford to be calm and easy
going. Being masters of time and able to discern the
intentions of even the most sly devil, they know

beforehand if a creature will be helpful or not. Also
their power is rivalled only by the greatest of
demons and devils, and not even they would risk a
direct confrontation, for indeed they could very
easily be unmade and losing all their power in an
instant.
Stewards of time usually disguise as powerful
shadowcasters, spreading the benevolent use of
Shadow magic and running great academies and
libraries of knowledge.

COMBAT
A Steward of time will enter combat only if her
brethren are in danger or if she deems that no other
alternative exists. However the creatures that
provoked them would wish that they were never
born, a wish that the angel can easily fulfil. She
relishes both mystery casting, preferring to debuff
their opponents and attacking with her scythe and
the many spirits that surround the Steward make
sure that her tender will emerge victorious no
matter what.
Martial Maneuvers: Stewards of Time know
martial maneuvers and stances as a 19th level
crusader.
It can choose its maneuvers from the Devoted
Spirit, Diamond Mind, Shadow Hand, Iron Heart,

Stone Dragon, Tiger Claw and White Raven
disciplines
Typical maneuvers known:
Adamantine Hurricane (8th)*, Avalanche of Blades
(7th)*, Colossus Strike (7th), Covering Strike (4th),
Diamond Nightmare Strike (8th)*, Entangling Blade
(4th), Raging Mongoose (7th)*, Moment of Alacrity
(6th), Mountain Avalanche (5th), Order forged from
Chaos (6th)*, Pouncing Charge (5th), Shadow Stride
(5th), Strike of Righteous Vitality (9th)*, Time stands
Still (9th)*, War Master’s Charge (9th)*
Typical Stances:
Child of Shadow (1st), Blood in Water (1st), Pearl of
Black Doubt (3rd)*, Immortal Fortitude (8th)
(* indicates a readied maneuver)

Mysteries: Stewards of Time can cast mysteries
as a 19th level Shadowcaster.
This includes the knowledge of new
fundamentals, and the transformation of lower-level
path mysteries into spell-like or supernatural
abilities.
Typical Mysteries Known (Caster level 27th,
Concentration +40, DC 23 + mystery level, 36 for
supernatural abilities)
Master 2/day as spell like abilities:
Warrior of Darkness: Shadow Alacrity, Touch of
Inevitable Fate, Blade of Darkness.
Eyes of the Night Sky: Truth Revealed, Far Sight,
Reflections of things to come.
One with Naught: Thought of Oblivion, Shadow
Sequestration, Shadow Immersion.
Midnight Athenaeum: Seek the Lost, Conjure Codex.
Initiate 3/day as supernatural abilities:
Unbinding Shade: Shadows Fade, Unravel
Dweomer, Greater Shadows Fade.
Darkened Alleys: Fearful Gloom, Sickening Shadow,
Deadly Shade.
Black Magic: Warp Spell, Echo Spell.
Body and Soul: Bolster.
Apprentice 3/day as supernatural abilities:
Shutters and Clouds: Dusk and Dawn, Shadow Skin,
Dancing Shadows.
Touch of twilight: Life fades, Flesh Fails, Umbral
Touch.
Darkland Walker: Dimmed Walker, Wave of
Emptiness, Land of Darkness.
All Fundamentals at will as supernatural
Time Field (Su): Enemy creatures that start their
turn in a 60’ radius from the Steward of Time do not
benefit from any spell or ability that grants them
extra actions or allows them to resolve their actions
faster than normal.
If any evil creature is slain while inside this
field, all effects, creatures or objects he created via
a spell, spell like or supernatural ability, immediately
end and vanish as appropriate.
That creature cannot be resurrected, raised
from the dead or become undead unless the
Steward of Time is present at the time of casting the
spell.

Draw upon Memories (Su): A Steward of Time
automatically identifies any spell, spell like,
supernatural or extraordinary ability that she
witnesses.
In addition she is immune to mind affecting and
death spells and abilities.
Alter Past (Su): As a free action, a Steward of
Time can produce a rift in time that enables it to
replay its last turn.
The Steward of Time returns to the position it
occupied when her turn began, and any effects that
occurred during that time are reversed (including
any readied actions or attacks of opportunity that
her actions provoked).
If she used any mysteries, it regains any daily
uses spent. A Steward of Time can use this ability
three times per day, but no more than once per
round.
Twilight Gap (Su): As the mystery of the same
name, at will as a swift action and the Steward of
time is immune to the adverse effects of this ability.
Reality Distortion (Ex): A Steward of Time has
limited influence over the forces of time and reality.
At will (but only once per round), a Steward of
Time can take a free action to reroll any
unfavourable die roll or force its opponent to reroll a
favourable die roll.
The Steward of Time must accept the result of
the reroll.
Lighting Overload (Su): Whenever a Steward of
Time successfully scores a critical hit with his scythe
or with any of her mysteries; the creature affected
must make a fortitude save (DC 34) or die. Even
creatures normally immune to critical hits or undead
are subject to this ability, however creatures
immune to electricity are immune to this ability as
well.
Master of the Scythe (Su): The Steward of Time
is a master of the scythe, and gains the ability to
wield a scythe one size larger than normal.
Freezing Retribution (Su): Any attack with a
melee, natural or ranged weapon, or with a
damaging touch or ranged touch mystery deals an
additional 10d8 damage, half of which cold and the
other half electricity, to evil creatures.
Cold or electricity resistance doesn’t reduce the
amount of damage dealt however cold or electricity
immunity will.
Shadow Fury (Su): A Steward of Time gains an
additional standard action that must be used to cast
a mystery from their daily allotment.
In addition she acts as if under the effects of a
freedom of movement spell.
Unearthly Grace (Su): A Steward of Time adds
her Charisma modifier as a bonus on all her saving
throws, and as a deflection bonus to her Armor
Class. (The statistics block already reflects these
bonuses).

TACTICS ROUND BY ROUND
Prior to combat: The Steward of time has used
Conjure Codex to enchant her scythe to have a +5
enhancement bonus (raising his attack and damage
by 4 accordingly), his clothing to have a +5
enhancement bonus (+5 enchantment bonus to
armor AC) and she also cast Greater Luminous
Armor (from B. of E. D.) that gives him +8 Armor AC
and an additional +4 AC versus melee attackers.
Lastly she casts Blade of darkness (converting his
weapon damage into force damage and giving him
+3 attack, +5 damage), Shadow Alacrity (giving him
an extra attack on a full attack and casting touch
spells as swift actions), Reflections of things to
come so she is never surprised and Bolster, giving
him 75 temporary Hit Points. Also if she is aware
of the opposition (a fairly certain fact) he has also
Truth Revealed active.
Lastly she determines the creature type he is
fighting, gaining the appropriate insight bonuses
from the Knowledge Devotion feat.
Round 1: Casts Shadow immersion, Shadow
sequestration and tries to enter melee combat with
War master’s charge maneuver, probably banishing
its initial target (preferably a front line character).

Round 2: If it countered an ability with Warp
spell, she casts twin Greater shadows fade and
closes on a spell caster. If within reach she uses
diamond nightmare blade maneuver to quickly
finish him.
If however there are other opponents within
reach and/or the primary target was not banished,
she casts Umbral Touch and then he proceeds with
Raging Mongoose and Time Stands Still maneuvers
to finish any troublesome hand to hand opposition.
Round 3: If facing a spellcaster, and cornering
him with her Time Field aura, he finishes him off
with Avalance of Blades, coupled with Umbral touch,
and then she casts Twilight gap and Bolster. After
that she seeks new targets, or if the spellcaster isn’t
dead, he focuses her attacks on him.
Round 4: If the fight draws at an end, she ends
it with a well-placed Adamantine Hurricane (with the
help of twilight gap), or some other appropriate high
level maneuver.
If however the Steward of Time is losing, she
switches into the Immortal fortitude stance and
follows with Strike of Righteous vitality before
teleporting (or flying if teleportation is impossible)
away. A Steward of time never fights until death
unless she is protecting something very important.

Darkness Elemental (Variant shadow elemental, Template)
*Taken from Jon Brazier’s Monsters of the shadow plane, adapted as a template

Some Shadow elementals concentrate more
shadowstuff than normal and are more aggressive
towards pursuing their goal of eliminating all light.
Those lose their wispy nature in exchange for brute
power and agility. Scholars consider them a more
primal form of the shadow elemental, hailing from
regions of the Deep Shadow, however they interact
no different than they shadow brethren and in fact
they think of themselves as one of them.
A Darkness elemental has all the base shadow
elemental’s statistics and special abilities except as
noted here.
Size and Type: Darkness elementals lose the
incorporeal subtype.
Speed: A Darkness elemental gains +10’ to its
fly speed, however its maneuverability changes to
poor in bright light conditions.
Armor Class: A Darkness elemental gains a
bonus to its natural armor as indicated on the
accompanying table. They lose any deflection bonus
granted by the incorporeal subtype.
Attack: A darkness elemental loses its
incorporeal touch attacks and gains the same
number of slam attacks.
Damage: Damage for slam attacks is noted on
the accompanying table. Their slam attacks no
longer deal cold damage on hit.
Special Attacks: Darkness elementals lose their
ability to cast dusk and dawn but they gain the
following special attack:
Category
Small
Medium
Large
Huge
Greater
Elder

Natural
AC
+3
+3
+3
+4
+5
+6

Strength
12
14
18
22
24
26

Dexterity

Constitution

17
21
25
29
31
33

12
14
16
18
18
18

Douse Light (Ex): A shadow elemental's touch puts
out non-magical light sources (such as flames) of
Large size or smaller. The creature can dispel
magical light sources it touches as dispel magic
(caster level equals shadow elemental's HD).
Special Qualities: Darkness elementals gain the
following special qualities:
Aura of Darkness (Ex): An aura of darkness radiates
from the shadow elemental's body. The light level
within the listed area is reduced by the listed
number of steps.
If the light level would be reduced one or more steps
below darkness, darkvision cannot see within the
area, though the see in darkness ability still
functions normally. Any mundane or magical light
source inside the aura of darkness has its radius of
effect cut in half.
Light Blindness: See Glossary.
Damage Reduction: See Glossary.
Abilities: Strength, Dexterity and Constitution
are modified as shown in the accompanying table.
Intelligence, wisdom and charisma remain the
same.
Feats: Darkness elementals gain the Improved
Initiative and Weapon Finesse as bonus feats.
Organization: Solitary
Challenge Rating: Same as the base creature 1.
Treasure: As base shadow elemental.
Alignment: Always Neutral.
Advancement: As base shadow elemental.

Aura of
Darkness
10’, 1 step
20’., 1 step
30’., 2 steps
40’., 2 steps
50’, 3 steps
60’, 4 steps

Slam Attack
Base Damage
1d6
1d8
2d6
2d8
2d10
2d10

Damage
Reduction
5/5/10/10/-

Cloaker Lord

Huge Aberration
Hit Dice: 9d8+45 (85 hp)
Initiative: +5 (+1 Dex, +4 Improved Initiative)
Speed: 10’, fly 50’ (average)
AC: 17 (+1 Dex, +8 natural, –2 size)
Base Attack/CMB/CMD: +6 / +18 / 27
Attack: Tail slap +12 melee (2d6+8)
Full Attack: Tail slap +12 melee (2d6+8) and bite +10
melee (2d4+4)
Face/Reach: 15’ /10’ (5’ with bite)
Special Attacks: Moan, engulf, mystery casting, dominate
cloakers
Special Qualities: Shadow shift, plane shift, SR 20,
Darkvision 60’
Saves: Fort +8, Ref +4, Will +9
Abilities: Str 26, Dex 13, Con 20, Int 18, Wis 17, Cha
18
Skills: Stealth +5, Knowledge (arcana) +16,
Perception +15, Fly +7, Spellcraft +18, Sense
Motive + 15;
Feats: Blind-Fight B, Still Mystery, Combat Reflexes,
Improved Initiative, Empower Mystery, Multiattack.
Climate/Terrain: Underground
Organization: Solitary or swarm (1 plus 2–7
cloakers)
Challenge Rating: 9
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Usually chaotic neutral
Cloaker lords are a superior subrace of the feared
subterranean race of cloakers. They look like large
cloakers, appearing either as a black cloak, such as
an ogre or a small giant might wear, or unfurling to
reveal their batlike true form, with ivory-clawed black
wings, a flattish body with a white underside, a redeyed, needle-fanged, horned face, and a lashing,
whiplike tail.
Like cloakers, cloaker lords have minds so alien that
humans have never successfully communicated with
them.

COMBAT
Cloaker lords initially use their moan attack to thin
the numbers of their opponents. With some
opponents fleeing, nauseated, or held, the cloaker
lord chooses the most dangerous or powerful
remaining opponent (usually a wizard) and tries to
engulf that character, while fighting off other
attackers with its thick-muscled, bonebarbed tail.
Moan (Ex): As a free action, a cloaker lord can
emit a dangerous subsonic moan at will, as long as
it does not use its bite attack in the same round.
By varying the frequency and intensity of the
moan, a cloaker lord can create one of four different
effects:
Unnerve: All within 90’ of the cloaker lord

suffer a –2 morale penalty on attack and damage
rolls.
Those forced to hear this sound for 6
consecutive rounds must make a Will save (DC 18)
or enter a trance and become unable to attack or
defend themselves until the moaning stops.
Opponents who successfully save must repeat the
save next round if the moaning continues.
Fear: All those within 40’ of the cloaker lord
must make a Will save (DC 18) or flee in terror for 2
rounds.
Nausea: Everyone in a 40’ cone must attempt
a Fortitude save (DC 18) or be overcome by nausea
and weakness. Affected characters fall to the
ground and are unable to take any actions, including
defending themselves, for 1d4+1 rounds.
Stupor: A single individual no more than 50’
from the cloaker lord must make a Fortitude save
(DC 18) or be affected as by a hold monster spell for
6 rounds.
A cloaker lord can affect only one victim at a
time with this ability, so if it decides to affect one
character while another is still under the effect of
the stupor, the previous effect is canceled.
Engulf (Ex): A cloaker lord can try to wrap a foe
of Large size or smaller in its body.
The cloaker lord makes a grapple attack that
does not provoke an attack of opportunity.
If the cloaker lord achieves a hold, it is free to
use its whiplike tail to strike at other targets while it
gnaws on an engulfed victim. The cloaker lord can
bite the engulfed foe with a +4 attack bonus.
Attacks made on an engulfing cloaker lord deal
half their damage to the monster and half to the
trapped victim.
Mystery Casting: Cloaker lords have the casting
ability of 9th-level Shadowcasters, and this ability
improves as they increase in size and Hit Dice.
This includes the knowledge of new
fundamentals, and the transformation of lower-level
path mysteries into spell-like or supernatural
abilities.
Typical Mysteries (DC 14+mystery level,

concentration +13)
Fundamentals (At Will, Su):
Black Candle, Umbral Hand, Shadow Caul
Apprentice Mysteries (2/day, Sp):
Touch of Twilight: Life Fades, Flesh Fails, Umbral
Touch
Dark Terrain: Carpet of Shadow, Black Fire, Clinging
Darkness
Umbral Mind: Mesmerizing Shade, Thoughts of
Shadow, Afraid of the Dark
Initiate 1/day as spells:
Black Magic: Warp Spell.
Body and Soul: Bolster, Languor.
Ebon Roads: Step into Shadow.
Dominate Cloakers (Ex): Cloaker lords have a
natural power of domination over ordinary cloakers,
allowing them to rule as the unquestioned leaders in
cloaker communities.
Shadow Shift (Su): Cloaker lords have the ability
to manipulate shadows.
This power is effective only in shadowy areas and
has several possible effects:
Obscure Vision: The cloaker gains 50%
concealment for 1d4 rounds.
Dancing Images: This duplicates the effect of a
greater mirror image spell cast by a 9th-level
sorcerer.
Silent Image: This duplicates the effect of a
silent image spell cast by a 9th-level sorcerer.

Plane Shift (Sp): Cloaker lords can travel to and
from the Plane of Shadow at will.
Once per day, they can bring up to seven
cloakers along with them on such a journey, as the
mystery Pass into Shadow.

IN THE REALMS
Cloakers and cloaker lords are found throughout the
Underdark of the Realms. Cloaker cities are
established only when cloaker lords draw them
together. The most notable cloaker city in the
Realms is Rringlor Noroth, located far beneath the
Marching Mountains in Calimshan. This ancient city
was in existence over ten thousand years ago, as
recorded in dwarven legends, and there is no
evidence that it has ever changed, leading some
dwarven philosophers to speculate that the cloakers
somehow live apart from the flow of time.
In Rringlor Noroth, as in other cloaker cities, the
twelve cloaker lords that rule the city periodically
join their bodies together to form a single orb of
living shadowstuff called a Conclave of Shadows. In
this convocation, the cloaker lords share a unity of
thought that allows them to quickly reach consensus
in decisions of governance. When they disengage,
they resume their original, individual forms and
disperse to carry out the conclave’s decision.

Ogre Mage

Large outsider (Giant, Native, Shapechanger)
Hit Dice: 8d10+48 (92 hp)
Initiative: +7
Speed: 40’ (8 squares), fly 40’ (good)
Armor Class: 22 (–1 size, +3 Dex, +5 natural, +5 chain
shirt +1), touch 12, flat-footed 18
Base Attack/CMB/CMD: +8 / +19 / 32
Attack: Greatsword +1 +15 melee (3d6+11/19–20/×2) or
masterwork longbow [+4 strength] +10 ranged (2d6
+4/×3)
Full Attack: Greatsword +1 +15/+10 melee (3d6+11/19–
20) or masterwork longbow [+4 strength] +10/+5 ranged
(2d6 +4/×3)
Space/Reach: 10’ /10’
Special Attacks: Spell-like abilities
Special Qualities: Darkvision 90’, low-light vision,
regeneration 5, spell resistance 19
Saves: Fort +12, Ref +6, Will +5
Abilities: Str 24, Dex 17, Con 23, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha
18
Skills: Bluff +14, Disguise +14, Fly +5, Intimidate
+14, Knowledge (arcana) +13, Perception +13,
Sense Motive +13, Spellcraft +13, Use Magic
Device +14
Feats: Improved Initiative, Combat Reflexes,
Shadow Cast, Quicken mystery like (Black Candle)
Environment: Cold hills
Organization: Solitary, pair, or troupe (1–2 plus 2–4
ogres)
Challenge Rating: 8
Treasure: Double standard
Alignment: Usually lawful evil
This creature looks like a big, demonic human. It
has green skin, dark hair, and a pair of short ivory
horns protruding from its forehead. The eyes are
dark with strikingly white pupils, and its teeth and
claws are jet black.
The ogre mage is a more intelligent and dangerous
variety of its mundane cousin. Rapacious and cruel
by nature, ogre mages often lead organized raids for
slaves, treasure, and food.
These creatures dwell in fortified structures or
underground lairs, usually living alone or with a
small group of ogre followers. Status among ogre
mages is measured by wealth. While they do not
generally associate with their own kind, they often
undertake raids and schemes in competition with
one another to amass the most riches. An ogre
mage stands about 10’ tall and weighs up to 700
pounds. Its skin varies in color from light green to

light blue, and its hair is black or very dark brown.
Ogre mages favor loose, comfortable clothing and
lightweight armor.
Ogre mages speak Giant and Common.

COMBAT
Ogre mages rely on their mystery-like abilities,
resorting to physical combat only when necessary.
They always take advantage of their swift Black
candle mystery-like ability. When faced with
obviously superior forces, they prefer to retreat using
umbral body rather than fight a losing battle. Ogre
mages hold deep, abiding grudges, however, and the
unwise person who crosses one would do well to
keep looking over one’s shoulder.
Mystery-Like Abilities: At will—Black candle,
Without a trace
1/day— Dark will (DC 17), Greater shadow
evocation (DC 20), Umbral body, Dark
transformation, Turbulent dreams (DC 15).
Concentration +13. Caster level 9th. The save
DCs are Charisma-based.
Flight (Su): An ogre mage can cease or resume
flight as a free action.
Regeneration (Ex): Fire and acid deal normal
damage to an ogre mage.
An ogre mage that loses a limb or body part can
reattach it by holding the severed member to the
stump. Reattachment takes 1 minute. If the head or
some other vital organ is severed, it must be
reattached within 10 minutes or the creature dies.
An ogre mage cannot regrow lost body parts.

Nightshade

These are variant creatures of the Pathfinder
Nightshades that utilize shadow magic.

COMBAT
Each of the three known varieties of nightshade is a
terrible creature with unique powers and abilities.
Their tactics vary according to their abilities, but they
all make liberal use of shadow alacrity.

Nightshade Abilities

All nightshades have the following special abilities.
Desecrating Aura (Su): All nightshades give off a
20’-radius emanation of utter desecration, imbuing
their surroundings with negative energy.
This ability works much like a desecrate spell,
except that the nightshade’s evil is so great that it is
treated as the shrine of an evil power.
All undead within 20’ of the nightshade
(including the creature itself) gain a +2 profane
bonus on attack rolls, damage rolls, and saving
throws, and +2 hit points per HD. (The nightshade
Hit Dice, attack, and save entries given here include
these profane bonuses.) Charisma checks made to
turn undead within this area take a –6 penalty.
A nightshade’s desecrating aura cannot be
dispelled except by a dispel evil spell or similar
effect.
If the effect is dispelled, the nightshade can
resume it as a free action on its next turn.
Its desecrating aura is suppressed if a
nightshade enters a consecrated or hallowed area,
but the nightshade’s presence also suppresses the
consecrated or hallowed effect for as long as it
remains in the area.
Darksense (Ex): Nightshades gain truth
revealed in dim light and darkness. Regardless of
light conditions, they can detect living creatures and
their health within 60’, as blindsense with
deathwatch continuously active. Mind blank and
nondetection prevent the latter effect but not the
nightshade’s truth revealed.
Light Aversion (Ex): A nightshade in bright light
becomes sickened—the penalties from this condition
are doubled when the nightshade is in natural
sunlight.

Nightcrawler

Gargantuan Undead (Extraplanar)
Hit Dice: 25d8+200 (312 hp)
Initiative: +4
Speed: 30’ (6 squares), burrow 60’, fly 60’ (average)
Armor Class: 40 (–4 size, +29 natural, +1 Dodge,
+5 deflection), touch 12, flat-footed 39

Base Attack/CMB/CMD: +18 / +43 / 59
Attack: Bite +35 melee (4d6+21/19–20 plus 4d6
cold)
Full Attack: Bite +35 melee (4d6+21/19–20 plus
4d6 cold) and sting +33 melee (2d8+11/19–20
plus 4d6 cold plus poison)
Space/Reach: 20’ /20’
Special Attacks: Desecrating aura, energy drain,
spell-like abilities, poison, summon undead, swallow
whole, channel negative energy (9d6, DC 31, 9/day)
Special Qualities: Light Aversion, Darksense,
damage reduction 15/silver and magic, darkvision
60’, immunity to cold, spell resistance 31, telepathy
100’, tremorsense 120’, undead traits
Saves: Fort +22, Ref +11, Will +21
Abilities: Str 48, Dex 10, Con —, Int 20, Wis 21, Cha
23
Skills: Acrobatics +16, Diplomacy +34, Stealth +16,
Knowledge (arcana) +33, Perception +33,
Intimidate +34, Knowledge (religion) +33, Sense
Motive +33, Spellcraft +35, Survival +33
Feats: Combat Casting, Ability Focus (Poison),
Improved Critical (bite), Improved Critical (sting),
Improved Initiative, Multi Attack, Power Attack,
Quicken Spell-Like Ability (Tomb of Night), Large and
in charge, Quicken Spell-Like Ability (Twilight Gap)
Epic Feats: Spellcasting Harrier, Dire Charge,
Improved Combat Casting
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary or pair
Challenge Rating: 18
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Always chaotic evil
This creature looks like an immense worm covered
with plates of dead black, chitinous armor. Its toothy
maw is wider than a human is tall, and its teeth and
gullet are black, too.
Although the nightcrawler might appear to be little
more than an immense and frightening vermin, with
its centipede-like body and numerous glowing eyes,
it is actually incredibly intelligent. When not
cleansing the deep caverns of life, the nightcrawler
spends its time plotting how best to carry out its own
private stages of the overall nightshade plan to
expunge life from all worlds, conferring with its
undead minions and, when necessary, observing
living creatures from afar while invisible to learn
about hidden enclaves that its depredations might
otherwise have missed.
It would be one thing if the nightcrawlers
remained in the deep caverns, for these regions are
rife with foul life the world is better off without. Yet
unfortunately for those who dwell upon the surface,
nightcrawlers often crawl up through the tunnels to
bring their devastation to the night above. Although
they always retreat underground before the first
tentative rays of dawn color the eastern skies, they
can spread an incredible amount of ruin in the span
of a few short hours each night.

A nightcrawler measures about 7’ in diameter
and is 60’ long from its toothy maw to the tip of its
stinging tail. It weighs about 10,000 pounds.

COMBAT
A nightcrawler attacks by burrowing through the
ground and emerging to strike.
A nightcrawler’s natural weapons are treated as
magic weapons for the purpose of overcoming
damage reduction.
Energy Drain (Su): Living creatures hit by a
melee attack or inside a nightcrawler’s gizzard gain
one negative level each round.
The DC is 26 for the Fortitude save to remove a
negative level. The save DC is Charisma-based.
For each such negative level bestowed, the
nightcrawler gains 5 temporary hit points.
Grab (Ex): A nightcrawler's grab attack works
against creatures of any size category.
On any round after it initiates the hold, the
nightcrawler can choose to bite the grappled target
or swallow it whole.
Poison (Ex): Sting—injury; save Fort DC 30;
frequency 1/round for 6 rounds; effect 1d4
Constitution drain and 1 negative level; cure 3
consecutive saves. The save DC is Charisma-based.
Mystery-Like Abilities: Constant—mystic
reflections, caul of shadow, shadow flight;
At will—shadow poison (DC 19), deadly shade
(DC 22), fearful gloom (DC 20), sickening shadow
(DC 21), piercing sight, unholy blight (DC 20),
greater shadows fade;
3/day— Tomb of Night (DC 24), shadow alacrity,
without a trace;
1/day—greater life fades (DC 23), Consume
essence (DC 25), Twilight gap, shadow surge (DC
25).

Concentration +35. Caster level 25th. The save
DCs are Charisma-based.
Summon Undead (Su): A nightcrawler can
summon undead creatures once per night.
The undead summoned can be of any
combination of incorporeal undead with CR totaling
up to 13.
Swallow Whole (Ex): A nightcrawler can try to
swallow a grabbed opponent of Huge or smaller size
by making a successful grapple check.
Once inside, the opponent takes 2d8+12 points
of bludgeoning damage plus 12 points of acid
damage per round from the nightcrawler’s gizzard
and is subject to the creature’s energy drain. A
swallowed creature can cut its way out by using a
light slashing or piercing weapon to deal 35 points
of damage to the gizzard (AC 21).
Once the creature exits, muscular action closes
the hole; another swallowed opponent must cut its
own way out.
A nightcrawler’s interior can hold 2 Huge, 8
Large, 32 Medium, 128 Small, 512 Tiny or smaller
opponents.

Nightwalker

Huge Undead (Extraplanar, Nightshade)
Hit Dice: 21d8+126 (220 hp)
Initiative: +6
Speed: 40’ (8 squares), fly 50’ (average)
Armor Class: 32 (–2 size, +2 Dex, +22 natural, +1
Dodge, +4 deflection), touch 15, flat-footed 34
Base Attack / CMB / CMD: +15 / +36 / 53
Attack: Slam +29 melee (2d6+16 plus 4d6 cold)
Full Attack: 2 slams +29 / +24 melee (2d6+16 plus
4d6 cold)
Space/Reach: 15’ /15’

Special Attacks: Crush item, desecrating aura, evil
gaze, spell-like abilities, summon undead, channel
energy (8d6, DC 29, 8/day)
Special Qualities: Light Aversion, Darksense,
damage reduction 15/silver and magic, darkvision
60’, immunity to cold, spell resistance 29, telepathy
100’, undead traits
Saves: Fort +18, Ref +12, Will +19
Abilities: Str 38, Dex 14, Con —, Int 20, Wis 21, Cha
21
Skills: Acrobatics +16, Diplomacy +29, Stealth +16,
Knowledge (arcana) +29, Perception +29,
Intimidate +29, Knowledge (religion) +29, Sense
Motive +29, Spellcraft +29, Survival +29
Racial Modifiers: +8 to Stealth in dim light and
darkness
Feats: Combat Expertise, Combat Reflexes, Rapid
Strike, Improved Disarm, Greater Disarm, Improved
Initiative, Power Attack, Quicken Spell-Like Ability
(greater shadows fade), Large and in charge, Ability
Focus (Evil Gaze)
Epic Feats: Spellcasting Harrier
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary, pair, or gang (3–4)
Challenge Rating: 16
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Always chaotic evil
The creature looks like a humanoid giant, taller than
a house and composed of pure darkness. It wears

no clothing and has smooth, hairless skin and a
genderless body.
The most commonly encountered nightshade is the
giant-like nightwalker. This powerful foe leads
armies of undead against the living, but unlike most
mortal generals the nightwalker is not content to
stand back and observe the battles from safety. The
undead creature is ever eager to put its tactics and
plans to the test itself, and takes part in battles in
every possible occurrence save for those that the
creature has determined are self-destructive. This is
not to say that the nightwalker never sacrifices its
troops to gain a tactical advantage—just that these
attacks are the only ones the monster feels no urge
to participate in directly.
Nightwalkers enjoy inflicting despair before
death, particularly by destroying valued objects or
murdering loved ones before delivering the final
blow to a foe.
A nightwalker is about 20’ tall and weighs about
5,000 pounds.

COMBAT

Nightwalkers lurk in dark areas where they can
almost always surprise the unwary.
A nightwalker’s natural weapons are treated as
magic weapons for the purpose of overcoming
damage reduction.
Crush Item (Su): A nightwalker can make a
sunder attempt as a swift action with one of its
claws.
Evil Gaze (Su): Cower in fear for 1 round, 30’,
Will DC 27 negates. This is a mind-affecting fear
effect. The save DC is Charisma-based.
Mystery-Like Abilities: Constant—mystic
reflections, caul of shadow, shadow flight
At will—shadow poison (DC 18), deadly shade
(DC 21), fearful gloom (DC 19), sickening shadow
(DC 20), piercing sight, unholy blight (DC 19),
greater shadows fade;
3/day— Tomb of Night (DC 23), shadow alacrity,
without a trace;
1/day—greater life fades (DC 22), Consume
essence (DC 24), Twilight gap.
Concentration +26. Caster level 21th. The save
DCs are Charisma-based.
Summon Undead (Su): A nightwalker can
summon undead creatures once per night.
The undead summoned can be of any
combination of incorporeal undead with CR totaling
up to 12.

Nighthaunt

Medium Undead (Extraplanar, Nightshade)
Hit Dice: 12d8+60 (114 hp)
Initiative: +12
Speed: 40’ (8 squares), ﬂy 60’ (good)

Armor Class: 32 (+8 Dexterity, +10 natural, +1
Dodge, +3 Deflection), touch 22, ﬂat-footed 23
Base Attack / CMB / CMD: +9/+15 (+4 grapple) /
33
Attack: Claw +17 melee (1d6+6)
Full Attack: 2 claws +17 melee (1d6+6) and bite
+17 melee (1d6+6) and tail whip +15 melee
(2d4+3)
Space/Reach: 5’ /5’
Special Attacks: Desecrating aura, energy drain,
grab, spell-like abilities, summon undead, channel
energy (5d6, DC 24, 6/day)
Special Qualities: Aversion to daylight, Darksense,
damage reduction 15/silver and magic, darkvision
60’, immunity to cold, spell resistance 22, telepathy
100’, undead traits
Saves: Fort +7, Ref +12, Will +12
Abilities: Str 23, Dex 27, Con —, Int 16, Wis 18, Cha
16
Skills: Fly +29, Intimidate +18, Perception +19,
Spellcraft +18, Stealth +25, Survival +19, Tumble
+25
Feats: Combat Reﬂexes, Dodge, Command Undead,
Multiattack, Weapon Finesse, Improved Initiative
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary, pair, fright (3–4), or terror (8–
16)
Challenge Rating: 12
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Always chaotic evil
A supernatural aura of dread hangs thickly in the air
around this malignant black ﬁgure. It looks
something like a gargoyle, with large shadowy
wings, curling horns, and a lashing tail, but its body
appears to be sculpted from purest night, and its
face is blank except for the pale, lifeless orbs of its
eyes.

nightshades. Because nighthaunts delight in the
destruction of the good and the innocent, they are
inexorably drawn to places of evil power and deﬁled
goodness, such as desecrated temples or emptied
graveyards.
Nighthaunts speak whatever languages they
knew in life.

COMBAT
Nighthaunts are terrifying foes, with numerous dark
powers at their beck and call. By pressing its blank
face to its victim’s, a nighthaunt can drain the life
energy on which it feeds. They often use fearful
gloom and without a trace to divide and confuse
their enemies, then swoop close to grapple
spellcaster with their icy talons and drain their life
forces. Their favorite tactic is to harass wellorganized or strong opponents from a distance,
using their spell-like abilities to wear down their
victims before closing for melee.
Energy Drain (Su): If a nighthaunt wins a
grapple check against a living creature, the latter
gains two negative levels.
The DC for the Fortitude save to remove a negative
level is 19, and the save DC is Charisma-based.
Grab (Ex): A nighthaunt's grab attack works
against creatures of Large size or smaller.
Mystery-Like Abilities: Constant—mystic
reflections, caul of shadow
At will—fearful gloom (DC 17), sickening shadow
(DC 18), piercing sight, unholy blight (DC 17);
3/day— Clinging Darkness (DC 16), shadow
poison (DC 16), greater shadows fade, prison of
night (DC 20), shadow alacrity, without a trace;
1/day—Languor (DC 18), consume essence (DC
22), twilight gap.
Concentration +14. Caster level 12th. The save
DCs are Charisma-based.
Summon Undead (Su): A nighthaunt can
summon undead creatures once per night.
The undead summoned can be of any combination
of incorporeal undead with CR totaling up to 8.

Nightstalker

*Taken from Jon Brazier’s Monsters of the shadow plane

Malicious, sinister creatures of unliving darkness,
nighthaunts are the smallest and weakest of the

Large Undead (Extraplanar, Nightshade)
Hit Dice: 17d8+68 (144 hp)
Initiative: +12
Speed: 60’ (12 squares)
Armor Class: 30 (+6 Dex, +12 natural, -1 size, +3
Deflection), touch 18, flat-footed 24
Base Attack / CMB / CMD: +12 /+21 (+4 grapple) /
37 (41 vs overrun, trip)
Attack: Bite +22 (2d6+11 plus grab plus
demoralize)
Full Attack: Bite +22 (2d6+11 plus grab plus
demoralize), 2 claws +22 (1d8+11 plus demoralize)

Space/Reach: 10’ /10’
Special Attacks: channel negative energy (6d6, DC
26, 5/day), fear roar (30’ cone, DC 20, 6 rounds),
pounce, rake (2 claws +22, 1d8+11)
Special Qualities: Aversion to daylight, fear healing,
Darksense, damage reduction 15/silver and good,
darkvision 60’, immunity to cold, spell resistance
23, telepathy 100’, undead traits
Saves: Fort +9, Ref +13, Will +15
Abilities: Str 26, Dex 23, Con -, Int 18, Wis 17, Cha
15
Skills: Climb +28, Intimidate +22, Knowledge
(arcana) +24, Knowledge (religion) +24, Perception
+23, Sense Motive +23, Spellcraft +24, Stealth +22
(+30 in darkness);
Racial Modifiers: +8 to Stealth in dim light and
darkness
Feats: Command Undead, Extra Channel, Quicken
Spell Like Ability, Power Attack (-4/+8), Imperious
Command, Cornugon Smash, Combat Reflexes,
Large and in Charge, Ability focus (Fearful Roar)
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: solitary, pride (3-5), army (one
nightstalker and 10-20 shadows or skeletons and
zombies)
Challenge Rating: 12
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Always chaotic evil
“You may have seen a lot out there, young’un. But
one thing I know ya’ll haven’t seen is a big black cat
trailin’ black fire leadin’ an army of skeletons. If you
ever hear a heart-freezin’ bellow and see some
bone men marchin’ yer way … Don’t think. Don’t try
and fight ‘em. Don’t even collect ya’ll’s valuables.
Just run!”
Considered a nightwalker’s lieutenant, a nightstalker
commands the battles that the generals of the
Shadow Plane deem too small to bother with. As its
primary objective, this smoldering leoline undead
quadruped leads skeleton armies to remove the
stench of the living from the planes. A nightstalker is
frequently found on the Plane of Shadows searching
out fetchling villages and settlements as well as
shrines, temples and monasteries to exterminate,
marked by its terrifying roar.
Nightstalkers speak whatever languages they
knew in life.

COMBAT
While other nightshade rely on their personal
abilities to address the hated living, the Nightstalker
relies on its numerous minions to draw fire and
distract and weaken his opponents. He works at
best against hordes of enemies, where he can bring
his spell like abilities (especially Twilight Paranoia)
and fear effects to the fray, then picking them one
by one with his considerate melee prowess.
Against foes that resist his fear effects however,

he lets his minions distract the opponent, while he
prepares the battlefield to his favor with revise vista
and shadows fade effects. He detests such foes and
takes great pleasure in their death, even more than
other Nightshades.
Shadow Necromancer: Whenever a nightstalker
uses the Walking Dead mystery like ability, any
animated undead do not suffer the normal
limitations imposed by it.
Fear Healing (Su): If any living creatures within
30’ of the nightstalker is cowering, frightened,
panicked, or shaken, the nightstalker gains fast
healing 10.
Fear Roar (Su): Once every 2 rounds, a
nightstalker can make a fear roar attack. All
creatures within in the 30’ cone of effect must make
a DC 22 Will save or be frightened for 6 rounds.
Creatures that successfully save against the
nightstalker’s fear roar are immune for 24 hours.
The save DC is Charisma-based.
Mystery-Like Abilities: Constant—mystic
reflections, caul of shadow
At will – walking dead, revise vista, fearful
gloom (DC 16), unholy blight (DC 16)
3/day – Twilight Paranoia (DC 16), shadows
fade
Concentration +16. Caster level 12th. The save
DCs are Charisma-based.
Summon Undead (Su): A nightstalker can
summon undead creatures once per night.
The undead summoned can be of any combination
of incorporeal undead with CR totaling up to 8.

Nightwing

Huge Undead (Extraplanar, Nightshade)
Hit Dice: 17d8+119 (195 hp)
Initiative: +8
Speed: 50’ (4 squares), fly 90’ (good)
Armor Class: 30 (–2 size, +4 Dex, +18 natural, +1
Dodge, +3 deflection), touch 16, flat-footed 29
Base Attack / CMB / CMD: +12 / +28 / 40
Attack: Bite +22 melee (2d6+17/19–20 plus 4d6
cold plus magic drain)
Full Attack: Bite +22 melee (2d6+17/19–20 plus
4d6 cold plus magic drain)
Space/Reach: 15’ /10’
Special Attacks: Desecrating aura, magic drain,
spell-like abilities, summon undead, channel energy
(7d6, DC 28, 8/day)
Special Qualities: Light Aversion, Darksense,
damage reduction 15/silver and magic, darkvision
60’, immunity to cold, spell resistance 27, telepathy
100’, undead traits
Saves: Fort +16, Ref +12, Will +17
Abilities: Str 31, Dex 18, Con —, Int 18, Wis 21, Cha
21
Skills: Acrobatics +12, Stealth +12*, Knowledge
(arcana) +24, Perception +25, Intimidate +24,
Knowledge (religion) +24, Sense Motive +25,

Spellcraft +25, Survival +25
Racial Modifiers: +8 to Stealth in dim light and
darkness
Feats: Combat Reflexes, Quicken mystery like ability
(sickening shadow), Flyby Attack, Improved Flyby
Attack, Improved Critical (bite), Improved Initiative,
Power Attack, Large and in Charge, Power Dive
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary, pair, or flock (3–6)
Challenge Rating: 14
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Always chaotic evil
The creature seems to be nothing but a mass of
utter darkness shaped like a monstrous bat.
The least of the known types of nightshade, the
nightwing is nevertheless a deadly foe.
Nightwings often serve more powerful nightshades
as aerial support. These nightshades are also the
most likely to be found serving a non-undead
master—nightwings are often used by powerful
mortals as guardians or sentinels. Despite this,
nightwings still hope to someday slay any master
they serve. They enter servitude primarily as a
method of aiding a destructive or murderous mortal
in their task of mass murder; once this task is over,
or if at any point the nightwing believes its master is
slacking in its murderous duties, the nightwing is
swift to turn on its one-time ally. A nightwing found
on the Material Plane not in the employ of a more
powerful master is typically encountered in rugged
terrain where there are numerous locations that can
provide shelter when the sun rises. The monsters
prefer caves and abandoned buildings for this
purpose.
A nightwing’s body is 20’ long, but its wingspan
is 80’. It weighs 4,500 pounds.

COMBAT
Nightwings prowl the night sky and dive onto their
victims. They are all but invisible, detectable only
because of the stars they obscure in their passing.
A nightwing’s natural weapons are treated as
magic weapons for the purpose of overcoming
damage reduction.
Magic Drain (Su): The bite of a nightwing drains
magical power and energy. When a nightwing bites a
foe, the victim must make a DC 23 Will save or one
spell effect currently affecting him immediately ends
(determine which spell is drained randomly if the
target is under the effects of more than one spell).
The nightwing heals damage equal to twice the level
of the spell drained—hit points in excess of its
maximum are instead gained as temporary hit
points that last for 1 hour.
If a nightwing attempts to sunder a magic item
with its bite, its magic-draining bite renders the item
nonmagical for 1d4 rounds (if the item is a
permanent magic item), drains 1d8 charges (if the

item has charges), or renders it permanently
nonmagical (if the item is a one-use item). The item
(or its wielder, if the item is attended) can resist this
effect with a DC 23 Will save.
Damage dealt to an item is applied after the
effects of magic drain are applied. The save DC is
Charisma-based.
Mystery-Like Abilities: Constant—mystic
reflections, caul of shadow
At will—shadow poison (DC 18), deadly shade
(DC 21), fearful gloom (DC 19), sickening shadow
(DC 20), piercing sight, unholy blight (DC 19);
3/day— greater shadows fade, prison of night
(DC 22), shadow alacrity, without a trace;
1/day—greater life fades (DC 22), Consume
essence (DC 24), Twilight gap.
Concentration +22. Caster level 17th. The save
DCs are Charisma-based.
Summon Undead (Su): A nightwing can
summon undead creatures once per night.
The undead summoned can be of any combination
of incorporeal undead with CR totaling up to 10.

Nightskitter

Huge Undead (Extraplanar, Nightshade)
Hit Dice: 15d8+90 (157 hp)
Initiative: +9
Speed: 30’ (6 squares), climb 30’
Armor Class: 31 (–2 size, +5 Dex, +14 natural, +1

Dodge, +3 deflection), touch 17,
flat-footed 28
Base Attack / CMB / CMD: +11 / +22 / 38 (50 vs.
trip)
Attack: Bite +21 melee (6d8+16 plus 4d6 cold plus
poison)
Full Attack: Bite +21 melee (6d8+16 plus 4d6 cold
plus poison)
Space/Reach: 15’ /15’
Special Attacks: Desecrating aura, poison, spell-like
abilities, summon undead, channel energy (6d6, DC
26, 9/day)
Special Qualities: Light Aversion, Darksense,
damage reduction 15/silver and magic, darkvision
60’, immunity to cold, spell resistance 23, telepathy
100’, undead traits
Saves: Fort +11, Ref +12, Will +15
Abilities: Str 28, Dex 21, Con —, Int 16, Wis 19, Cha
19
Skills: Acrobatics +20, Climb +35, Knowledge
(arcana) +21, Knowledge (religion) +21, Perception
+22, Spellcraft +21 (+29 in dim light and darkness),
Stealth +15
Feats: Combat Reflexes, Improved Natural Attack
(bite), Command Undead, Improved Initiative, Power
Attack, Large and in Charge, Deadly Poison, Virulent
Poison
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary, pair, or flock (3–6)
Challenge Rating: 12
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Always chaotic evil
This umbral mass unfolds a tangle of spidery legs
and horrible mandibles, rising up to a monstrous
height to bring its cluster of glowing red eyes to
bear.

COMBAT
Poison (Su): Bite—injury; save Fort DC 25;
frequency 1/round for 6 rounds; effect 1d6
Charisma damage and 3d6 cold damage; cure 2
consecutive saves. The save DC is Charisma-based.
Mystery-Like Abilities: Constant—mystic
reflections, caul of shadow
At will—shadow poison (DC 17), deadly shade
(DC 20), fearful gloom (DC 18), sickening shadow
(DC 19), piercing sight, unholy blight (DC 18);
3/day— greater shadows fade, prison of night
(DC 21), shadow alacrity, without a trace;
1/day—greater life fades (DC 21), Shadow
flight, Twilight gap.
Concentration +16. Caster level 12th. The save
DCs are Charisma-based.
Umbral Web (Su): A nightskitter can weave
semisolid webs out of shadowstuff. These webs are
not strong enough to bear any but the lightest
weight. A nightskitter can use these umbral webs in
two different ways, as detailed below.
Attacking: Up to eight times per day, a
nightskitter can hurl a mass of umbral webs at a
target. This is similar to an attack with a net but has
a maximum range of 100’, with a range increment
of 10’, and is effective against targets up to one size
category larger than the nightskitter. An entangled
creature gains 1d4 temporary negative levels while
entangled, and can attempt to escape with a
successful DC 28 Escape Artist check, or may try to
burst the web with a DC 28 Strength check. The
negative levels granted by an umbral web vanish as
soon as the entangled character escapes from the
web.
Multiple umbral webs can entangle a single foe—the
DCs to escape do not increase, but the temporary
negative levels they cause stack. A creature that
gains a total number of negative levels equal to its
Hit Dice is immediately slain.
Warding: By encasing all surfaces of an
enclosed area, such as a cavern or a room, with
thick layers of umbral webs, a nightskitter can infuse
that area with necromantic energy. A chamber
warded by umbral webs is treated as if under the
effects of an unhallow spell with a deeper darkness
spell fixed to the effect. A single nightskitter can
maintain one such infused area at a time, to a
maximum size of one 20’ cube per Hit Die
possessed by the nightskitter. Maintaining an
umbral web ward does not limit its use of these
webs to attack.
Skills: +8 Spellcraft in dim light and darkness.

Nightwave

Gargantuan Undead (Extraplanar, Nightshade)
Hit Dice: 29d8+261 (391 hp)
Initiative: +15

Speed: 60’ swim; fly 70’ (average)
Armor Class: 42 (–8 size, +3 Dex, +31 natural, +1
Dodge, +5 deflection), touch 10, flat-footed 41
Base Attack/CMB/CMD: +21 / +48 / 67
Attack: Bite +36 melee (5d10+39/19–20 plus 4d6
cold) or tail slap +36 melee (4d8+17 plus 4d6 cold)
Full Attack: Bite +36 melee (4d6+39/19–20 plus
4d6 cold) and tail slap +36 melee (4d8+17 plus
4d6 cold)
Space/Reach: 30’ /30’
Special Attacks: Desecrating aura, Blackest Depths,
spell-like abilities, blackest depths, summon
nightwing, swallow whole, channel negative energy
(10d6, DC 33, 10/day)
Special Qualities: Light Aversion, Darksense,
damage reduction 15/silver and magic, darkvision
60’, immunity to cold, spell resistance 33, telepathy
100’, undead traits
Saves: Fort +24, Ref +15, Will +23
Abilities: Str 49, Dex 16, Con —, Int 22, Wis 21, Cha
25
Skills: Acrobatics +23, Diplomacy +39, Stealth +19,
Knowledge (arcana) +37, Perception +37, Intimidate
+39, Knowledge (religion) +37, Sense Motive +37,
Spellcraft +39, Survival +37, +Knowledge (planes)
+37
Feats: Combat Casting, Command Undead,
Improved Critical (bite), Improved Multiattack,
Improved Initiative, Multi Attack, Power Attack,
Quicken Spell-Like Ability (Tomb of Night), Large and
in charge, Quicken Spell-Like Ability (Twilight Gap)
Epic Feats: Spellcasting Harrier, Dire Charge, Epic
Toughness, Improved Combat Casting, Superior
Initiative
Environment: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary or pair
Challenge Rating: 20
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Always chaotic evil
Immense almost beyond belief, this sleek, midnightblack shark rises from the sea like an unholy island
heaved up from below.

The most powerful of the known types of nightshade
is the ravenous nightwave, an unholy personification
of the remorseless gluttony of death given the form
of a shark the size of the largest whales. Although
the nightwave is most at home in the ocean’s deeps,
it has no need to breathe, and its constant shadow
flight spell-like ability allows it to bring ruin above
the waves as the need presents itself.
A nightwave is 100’ long and weighs 200 tons.

COMBAT
Energy Drain (Su): Living creatures hit by a melee
attack or inside a nightwave‘s gizzard gain 2
negative level each round.
The DC is 29 for the Fortitude save to remove a
negative level. The save DC is Charisma-based.
For each such negative level bestowed, the
nightwave gains 5 temporary hit points.
Grab (Ex): A nightwave‘s grab attack works
against creatures of any size category.
On any round after it initiates the hold, the
nightwave can choose to bite the grappled target or
swallow it whole.
Blackest Depths (Su): The waters in which a
nightwave swims become as chill, dark, and heavy
as those in the ocean’s deepest reaches. All waters
within 60’ are completely dark (as deeper
darkness), and creatures within this radius take 6d6
points of damage (half cold, half bludgeoning) at the
end of their turn each round if they remain in the
area at this time. A DC 31 Fortitude save negates
the crushing damage. Incorporeal creatures and
creatures with the aquatic or water subtypes native
to deep waters do not take this damage, and
freedom of movement protects completely against
the damage. Any magical light effect within this
radius at the beginning of the nightwave’s turn is
dispelled (treat as greater dispel magic). This effect
does not extend out of the water. The save DC is
Charisma-based.
Mystery-Like Abilities: Constant—mystic
reflections, caul of shadow, shadow flight;
At will—shadow poison (DC 20), deadly shade
(DC 23), fearful gloom (DC 21), sickening shadow
(DC 22), piercing sight, unholy blight (DC 21),
greater shadows fade;
3/day— Tomb of Night (DC 25), shadow alacrity,
without a trace;
1/day—greater life fades (DC 24), Consume
essence (DC 26), Twilight gap, shadow surge (DC
26), ephemeral storm (DC 26).
Concentration +40. Caster level 29th. The save
DCs are Charisma-based.
Summon nightwing (Su): A nightwave can
summon a nightwing once per night.
Swallow Whole (Ex): A nightwave can try to
swallow a grabbed opponent of Huge or smaller size
by making a successful grapple check.
Once inside, the opponent takes 5d10+27
points of bludgeoning damage plus 12 points of acid

damage per round from the nightwave’s gizzard and
is subject to the creature’s energy drain. A
swallowed creature can cut its way out by using a
light slashing or piercing weapon to deal 39 points
of damage to the gizzard (AC 25).
Once the creature exits, muscular action closes
the hole; another swallowed opponent must cut its
own way out.
A nightwave’s interior can hold 2 Gargantuan, 8
Huge, 32 Large, 128 Medium, 512 Small or 2048
Tiny or smaller opponents.

Lich Shade
A lich shade is an elemental mystery caster, who has
used its magical powers to unnaturally empower his
abilities and become one with shadow and death.
A appears as he appeared in life although his
body has no colors besides black, grey or white. Also
he has traded most of his flesh for shadowstuff that
closely resemble it, thus losing most of his weight.
Lich shades speak Common plus any other
languages they knew in life.
Creating a lich shade: Lich shade is an acquired
template that can be added to any humanoid
creature (referred to hereafter as the base
creature), provided it has a shadow and can cast the
required ritual.
A Lich shade has all the base creature’s
statistics and special abilities except as noted here.
Size and Type: The creature’s type changes to
outsider. He also acquires the elemental subtype.
Size is unchanged.
Hit Dice: Increase all current and future Hit Dice
derived from monster levels to d10s.
Armor Class: A lich shade gains a +2 bonus to
its natural armor as its skin becomes more solid.
Attack: A lich shade has a touch attack that it
can use once per round. If the base creature can
use weapons, the lich shade retains this ability. A
creature with natural weapons retains those natural
weapons. A lich shade fighting without weapons
uses either its touch attack or its primary natural
weapon (if it has any). A lich shade armed with a
weapon uses its touch or a weapon, as it desires.
Full Attack: A lich shade fighting without
weapons uses either its touch attack (see above) or
its natural weapons (if it has any). If armed with a
weapon, it usually uses the weapon as its primary
attack along with a touch as a natural secondary
attack, provided it has a way to make that attack
(either a free hand or a natural weapon that it can
use as a secondary attack).
Damage: A lich shade without natural weapons
has a touch attack that uses cold energy to deal
5d6 points of damage to living creatures; a Will save

(DC 10 + ½ lich shade’s HD + Cha modifier) halves
the damage. A lich shade with natural weapons can
use its touch attack or its natural weaponry, as it
prefers. If it chooses the latter, it deals 5d6 points of
extra cold damage on one natural weapon attack.
Special Attacks: A lich retains all the base
creature’s special attacks and gains those
described below. Save DCs are equal to 10 + ½ lich
shade’s HD + Cha modifier unless otherwise noted.
Deep Gloom (Su): Lich shades are shrouded in
a dreadful aura of darkness. Creatures in a 60’
must succeed on a Fortitude save or be affected as
though by a blindness/deafness spell from a
sorcerer of the lich shade’s level. A creature that
successfully saves cannot be affected again by the
same lich shade’s aura for 24 hours.
Light conditions in this radius are reduced by
one level. Darkness degrades into magical
darkness.
Paralyzing Touch (Su): Any living creature a lich
shade hits with its touch attack must succeed on a
Fortitude save or be permanently paralyzed. Remove
paralysis or any spell or mystery that can remove a
curse can free the victim (see the bestow curse spell
description).
The effect cannot be dispelled. Anyone
paralyzed by a lich shade seems dead, though a DC
20 Perception check or a DC 15 Heal check reveals
that the victim is still alive.
Mysteries: A can cast any mysteries it could cast
while alive.
Special Qualities: A lich shade retains all the
base creature’s special qualities and gains those
described below.
Damage Reduction (Su): A lich shade’s
elemental body is tough, giving the creature damage
reduction 15/magic and silver. Its natural weapons
are treated as magic and silver weapons for the
purpose of overcoming damage reduction.
Immunities (Ex): Lich shades have immunity to
cold, electricity, polymorph (though they can use
polymorph effects on themselves), and mindaffecting attacks.
Abilities: Increase from the base creature as
follows: Con +2, Int +4, Wis +2, Cha 4.
Skills: Lich shades have a +8 racial bonus on
Perception, Stealth and Sense Motive checks.
Otherwise same as the base creature.
Organization: Solitary
Challenge Rating: Same as the base creature +
2.
Treasure: Standard coins; double goods; double
items.
Alignment: Usually neutral, often evil.
Advancement: By character class.
Lich shade Characters: The process of
becoming a lich shade can be undertaken only by a
willing character. A lich shade retains all class
abilities it had in life.
The Lich’s Shadow: An integral part of
becoming a lich shade is casting in which the

character stores its life force in its very shadow. As a
rule, the only way to get rid of a lich for sure is to
destroy its shadow. Unless its shadow is located and
destroyed, a lich shade reappears 1d10 days after
its apparent death.
Each lich must cast its own ritual, which
requires the Craft Wondrous Item feat to create a
special gem of night. The character must be able to
cast mysteries and have a caster level of 11th or
higher. The special gem of night costs 120,000 gp

to create and has a caster level equal to that of its
creator at the time of creation.
This shadow has the same stats as the lich
shade; however it lacks its supernatural and spelllike abilities, can’t cast any mysteries on its own and
it’s incorporeal. Otherwise it is a part of the lich
shade and the lich shade can scry at will as a swift
action upon the shadow as if using the far sight
mystery.

Shadow Monolith

Gargantuan Outsider (Elemental, Extraplanar
(Shadow), Incorporeal)
Hit Dice: 36d10+216 (378 hp)
Initiative: +18 (+6 Dex, +12 Feats)
Speed: fly 40’ (perfect)
AC: 15 (+6 Dex, +3 deflection, –4 size)
Base Attack/Grapple: +36/+ 46 / 56
Attack: Incorporeal Touch +38 melee (6d6 + 12d6
cold)
Full Attack: 2 Incorporeal Touches +38 / +33 / +28
/ +23 melee (6d6 + 12d6 cold)
Face/Reach: 20’ /20’
Special Attacks: Mystery like abilities, Utterdark
Special Qualities: Elemental Traits, Outsider Traits,
Incorporeal Traits, Blind Sight 120’, Cold Immunity,
Improved Evasion
Saves: Fort +18, Ref +26, Will +22
Abilities: Str -, Dex 22, Con 22, Int 12, Wis 15, Cha
17
Skills: Stealth +29, Perception +41, Fly +41, Sense
Motive +41, Acrobatics +45, Spellcraft +37,
Intimidate +39, Knowledge (Arcanna) +37,
Knowledge (the planes) +37;
Feats: Combat Casting, Rapid Strike, Improved
Natural Attack (incorporeal touch), Improved Rapid
Strike, Improved Initiative, Ghostly Grasp (17),
Combat Reflexes, Quicken Spell-Like Ability (Mystery
Like Abilities), Large and in charge, Robilar’s Gambit
Epic Feats: Spellcasting Harrier, Dire Charge,
Improved Combat Casting, Superior Initiative,
Improved Combat Reflexes, Self-Concealment x2
Climate/Terrain: Plane of Shadow
Organization: Solitary
Challenge Rating: 19
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Usually neutral, often neutral evil
Advancement: Lords of the Elemental Plane of Shadow, shadow
monoliths seldom leave their home plane unless
summoned. They speak Shadowspeak, and they are
the most secretive and reserved of the elementals.
The voice of a shadow monolith sounds like the
freezing screech of a tremendous blizzard.

COMBAT
Unlike their lesser brethren, shadow monoliths enjoy
a slew of additional abilities that they can use in a
battle.
Utterdark (Su): As the spell of the same name
(BoVD), however a Shadow Monolith is constantly
affected by it; it loses the [Evil] descriptor, it gains
the [Shadow] descriptor and evil creatures are
normally affected by it.
Lastly it extends to 120’ radius and even
creatures that can normally see in magical
darkness, cannot see inside the effect.
Shadow Mastery (Su): A shadow elemental
gains a +2 bonus on attack rolls and damage rolls if
both it and its foe are in an area of darkness or
shadowy illumination. While in an area of bright light
(such as sunlight or that caused by a daylight spell),
shadow elementals take a –4 penalty on attack rolls
and damage rolls.
Mystery like abilities (Sp): A Shadow Monolith
can cast any mystery or spell of 7th level or lower
with the [darkness] descriptor at will, however in
order to successfully affect a target or an area, they
must be in an area within shadow illumination or
darker. His caster level is equal to one-half his Hit
Die.

Appendix

Deathless Creature Type
Good clerics and paladins can rebuke, command, or
bolster deathless creatures as evil clerics rebuke,
command, or bolster undead.
Deathless creatures gain the same benefits from
consecrate and hallow as undead do from desecrate
and unhallow, and they are hindered by desecrate and
unhallow as undead are by consecrate and hallow.
Hide from undead and undeath to death also work
against deathless.
Detect undead and deathwatch reveal deathless
and allow the caster to distinguish deathless creatures
Deathless traits: Deathless possess the following traits from undead.
Evil casters can be stunned by overwhelming
(unless otherwise noted in a creature’s entry):
auras of deathless creatures as good casters can be
No Constitution score.
stunned by overwhelming undead auras.
Deathless use their Charisma score in place of
Use the “evil elemental or undead” line in the
their Constitution score when calculating hit points,
detect evil spell description when deathless are in the
Fortitude saves, and any special ability that relies on
area of a detect good spell.
Constitution (such as when calculating a breath
Deathless are healed by disrupt undead and
weapon's DC).
damaged by unholy water, as undead are damaged by
Darkvision out to 60’.
Immunity to bleed, poison, sleep effects, paralysis, disrupt undead and damaged by holy water.
Deathless are not affected by disrupting weapons.
stunning, disease, death effects, and mind-affecting
Spells that have greater than normal effect against
spells and abilities (charms, compulsions, phantasms,
undead creatures—including chill touch, magic stone,
patterns, and morale effects).
searing light, sunbeam, sunburst, and wall of fire—do
Not subject to extra damage from nonlethal
not have these enhanced effects against deathless
damage, or ability drain.
creatures.
Immune to damage to its physical ability scores
Deathless take only 1d6 points of damage per two
(Strength, Dexterity, and Constitution), as well as to
caster levels from searing light.
fatigue and exhaustion effects.
Spells such as command undead, control undead,
Deathless are subject to energy drain.
Like living creatures, deathless are harmed by negative create undead, create greater undead, and halt
undead do not affect or create deathless creatures.
energy and healed by positive energy.
Proficient with its natural weapons, all simple
Immunity to any effect that requires a Fortitude
save, except for energy drain attacks (unless the effect weapons, and any weapons mentioned in its entry.
Proficient in whatever type of armor (light,
also works on objects or is harmless).
medium, or heavy) it is described as wearing, as well as
Not at risk of death from massive damage, but
all lighter types.
when reduced to 0 hit points or less, it is immediately
Deathless not indicated as wearing armor are not
destroyed.
Not affected by raise dead or reincarnate spells or proficient with armor.
Deathless are proficient with shields if they are
abilities.
proficient with any form of armor.
Resurrection and true resurrection can affect
Deathless do not breathe, eat, or sleep.
deathless if they are willing.
These spells turn deathless creatures back into the
living creatures they were before becoming deathless.
Evil clerics can turn or destroy deathless creatures
as good clerics turn or destroy undead.
Deathless Type: d8 Hit Die.
Base attack bonus equal to 3/4 total Hit Dice
(medium progression).
Good Will Saves.
Skill points equal to 4 + Int modifier (minimum 1)
per Hit Die.
The following are class skills for deathless: Climb,
Disguise, Fly, Intimidate, Knowledge (arcane),
Knowledge (religion), Perception, Sense Motive,
Spellcraft, and Stealth.

“The Book of Night is a tome of great power that encompasses all the magic that
belongs within the Realm of Night.
Generally, the book is associated with evil and dark magics, but the night is not
necessarily evil.
The book draws and calls the caster, seeking to reveal the secrets of star light and
moonlight and to grant the seeker power.
The female Avatar of the book is a woman with flowing black hair filled with
stars dressed in a gown of shadow and silver light.
She points the way for the seeker to follow ... what is sought, she cares not.”
—Eddas Coradran, Lord of the First House, Parliament of Shadows

